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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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Data analysis is the last  mile of data-assisted decision-making. It  is used to visualize data and explore
data value. An appropriate data display mode can help analysts improve their analysis efficiency.

DashboardsDashboards: provides nearly 40 types of charts and allows you to easily perform operations on the
charts. If  you subscribe to Quick BI Enterprise Standard, you can configure metrics in group
workspaces to monitor exceptions. Dashboards are suit able f or all users who requireDashboards are suit able f or all users who require
visualized dat a analysis.visualized dat a analysis.

WorkbooksWorkbooks: provides more than 400 EXCEL functions. You can use the workbooks feature to analyze
various types of EXCEL reports. Workbooks are suit able f or users who are f amiliar wit h EXCELWorkbooks are suit able f or users who are f amiliar wit h EXCEL
operat ions.operat ions.

Not e Not e The workbooks feature is supported in group workspaces of Quick BI Pro and Quick BI
Enterprise Standard.

BI port alsBI port als: provides a set  of menus used for thematic analysis. A BI portal incorporates analysis data
of a specified topic so that users can quickly locate the required analysis data.

Data analysis flowchartData analysis flowchart
Create a dashboard

Manage dashboards

Workbooks

BI portals

1.Data analysis overview1.Data analysis overview
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This topic describes the basic concepts of a dashboard, including the chart  types, scenarios, and chart
elements.

For more information about the basic operations on a dashboard, see Dashboard basic operations.

For more information about creating charts, see Create a chart.

The dashboard provides a flexible t ile view to show the interact ion between data. It  visualizes data
and supports filtering and querying a variety of data types. It  displays data in various ways and
highlights the keyword segments in the data.

In terms of data visualization, the dashboard guides you through dragging or double-clicking a field to
display data explicit ly. In terms of data analysis, the dashboard ut ilizes user-friendly notificat ions to
improve user interact ion.

Data visualization performance has improved significantly. On the edit ing page of the dashboard, you
can filter dynamic data.

Chart types and scenariosChart types and scenarios
You need to use the corresponding charts to display different types of data. Quick BI currently supports
35 types of charts, including line charts, vert ical bar charts, bubble maps, and funnel charts.

The following table describes the analysis types and scenarios for each chart.

Analysis type Description Scenarios Applicable charts

Comparison

Compares the
differences between
values, or compares the
measures based on the
dimensions.

Compares the
sales/income
differences between
different countries or
regions.

Vertical bar chart,
combination chart,
horizontal bar chart,
radar chart, funnel
chart, cross table, pivot
table, polar diagram,
tornado-leaned funnel
chart, and word cloud.

Proportion

Displays the percentage
of a portion of the
whole, or the
proportion of a certain
value compared to the
whole.

Displays the sales of
the salesperson who
has the greatest
percentage of total
sales.

Pie chart, funnel chart,
gauge, and treemap.

Relationship
Displays the relationship
between values, or
between measures.

You can view the
relationship between
two measures and learn
the influence the first
measure has on the
second measure.

Scatter chart, treemap,
kanban, hierarchy chart,
flow analysis chart, and
progress bar.

2.Create dashboards2.Create dashboards
2.1. Dashboard overview2.1. Dashboard overview
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Trend

Displays data trends
(especially trends based
on the date such as the
year/month/day), or
the progress of a data
indicator and other
possible patterns.

You can view trends in
sales or revenue for a
product over a period
of t ime.

Line chart and area
chart.

Geographic map

Displays the relevant
data and distribution
range for a country or
region on the map. The
datasets used must
include geographic
data.

You can view the
income for each region
in a country.

Bubble map, colored
map, and LBS bubble
map.

Analysis type Description Scenarios Applicable charts

The elements of a chartThe elements of a chart
Each chart  has three tabs, which are Data, Style, and Advanced, as shown in the following figure.

Sett ings in the Data tab determine the data shown on the chart.

Sett ings in the Style tab determine the appearance of the chart  and the details to be displayed.
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Sett ings in the Advanced tab determine whether the data and mult iple charts can be linked, and
dynamically display the interact ion and comparison of the data as needed.

The charts provided by Quick BI present dist inct  perspectives and data elements for different
visualization scenarios. Take the geographic chart  as an example. A core data element is lat itude.
Otherwise, the map cannot display data.

The following table describes the elements of each chart.

Chart Type Elements Chart Configuration

Line chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Area chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Stacked area chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

100% stacked area chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Vertical bar chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Stacked vertical bar chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

100% stacked vertical bar chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Circular bar Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Combination chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.
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Horizontal bar chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Stacked horizontal bar chart Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

100% stacked horizontal bar
chart

Category axis and value axis

The category axis must have at
least one dimension. The value
axis must have at least one
measure.

Pie chart Labels and central angle

The label contains only one
dimension, and the value of the
dimension must be less than or
equal to 12. The central angle
has only one measure.

Bubble map Location and the bubble size

The location contains only one
dimension, which is the
geographic dimension. The
bubble size element can have 1-5
measures.

Colored map Location and colorscale

The location contains only one
dimension, which is the
geographic dimension. The
colorscale element can have 1-5
measures.

Geo bubble map Location and the bubble size

The location contains only one
dimension, which is the
geographic dimension. The
bubble size element can have 1-5
measures.

Geo map Location and colorscale

The location has only one
dimension, which is geographic
data. The color saturation has
only one measure.

LBS bubble map
Geographical area and LBS
bubble size

The geographical area has only
one dimension, which is the
latitude. The LBS bubble size
element can have at least one
and at most five measures.

Chart Type Elements Chart Configuration
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LBS heat map Location and LBS heat metric

The geographical area has only
one dimension, which is the
latitude. The LBS bubble size
element can have at least one
and at most five measures.

LBS flying line map
Geo location (from), Geo location
(to), and routes (measures).

You can select a maximum of
two dimensions for the geo
locations. You can select a
minimum of one and a maximum
of five measures for the routes.

Cross table Row and column
The row has unlimited
dimensions. The column has
unlimited measures.

Gauge Indicator angle and tooltip
The indicator angle has only one
measure.

Radar chart Radius label and radius

You can select a minimum of one
and a maximum of two
dimensions for the labels. You
can select a minimum of one
measure for the lengths.

Scatter chart Colors, X-axis, and Y-axis

You can select a minimum and
maximum of one dimension for
the color legend. The number of
the dimension's values is up to
1,000. You can select a minimum
of one and a maximum of three
measures for the x-axis. You can
select a minimum and maximum
of one dimension for the y-axis.

Bubble chart X-axis, Y-axis, and bubble size

The X-axis has only one
dimension. The Y-axis has only
one measure. The bubble size
has only one measure.

Funnel chart T ier labels and tier area
The tier labels element has only
one dimension. The tier area
element has only one measure.

Kanban Labels and metrics

You can select a maximum of
one dimension for the labels. You
can select a minimum of one and
a maximum of 10 measures for
the metrics.

Chart Type Elements Chart Configuration
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Treemap
Rectangle label and rectangle
size

The rectangle size element has
only one dimension, with a value
less than or equal to 12. The
rectangle size element has only
one measure.

Polar diagram Slice label and arc radius

The slice label element has only
one dimension, with a value
greater than or equal to three
and less than or equal to 12. The
arc radius element has only one
measure.

Word cloud Word size and word
The word size element has only
one dimension. The word
element has only one measure.

Tornado-leaned funnel chart
Comparison and contrast
indicator

The comparison element has only
one dimension. The contrast
indicator has at least one
measure.

Hierarchy chart Node label and node metric
The node label has at least two
dimensions. The node metric has
at least one dimension.

Flow analysis

Previous Page, Current Page, and
Next Page. Previous Page PV,
Previous Page UV, Current PV,
Current UV, Next Page PV, Next
Page UV, Conversion Rate, and
Bounce Rate

Each data element has only one
dimension and one measure.

Progress bar Progress Indicator
The progress indicator has a
minimum of one and a maximum
of five measures.

Pivot chart Row and value
The row has unlimited
dimensions. The value has
unlimited measures.

Chart Type Elements Chart Configuration

This topic describes how to go to the Dashboards page and perform basic dashboard operations.

For more information about dashboards, see Dashboard overview.

To learn how to create charts, see Create a dashboard.

Go to the Dashboards pageGo to the Dashboards page

2.2. Dashboard basic operations2.2. Dashboard basic operations
2.2.1. Basic dashboard operations2.2.1. Basic dashboard operations
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Quick BI Quick BI ProQuick BI Quick BI Pro

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click WorkspaceWorkspace >  > DashboardsDashboards to go to the Dashboards page.

3. Click Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard >  > St andardSt andard to go to the dashboard edit ing page.

Quick BI Prof essional edit ionQuick BI Prof essional edit ion

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click WorkspaceWorkspace >  > DashboardsDashboards to go to the Dashboards page.

3. Hover your mouse cursor over Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard button and select  a display mode. Click the
display mode, as shown in the following figure.

For more information about how to creat e st andard dashboardscreat e st andard dashboards, see Standard dashboards.

For more information about how to creat e f ull-screen dashboardscreat e f ull-screen dashboards, see Full-screen dashboards.

Areas of a dashboardAreas of a dashboard
You can perform basic dashboard operations in the following three areas.

Dataset select ion area

Dashboard configuration area

Dashboard display area

Dat aset  select ion areaDat aset  select ion area

In the dataset select ion area, you can switch from an exist ing dataset to another dataset. Based on the
preset data types, the fields of the new dataset are displayed in the dimension list  and the measure
list . You can select  dimension and measure fields based on the data elements in the chart.

Dashboard conf igurat ion areaDashboard conf igurat ion area

In the dashboard configuration area, you can select  a chart  type, and edit  the t it le, layout, and legend
pattern of the chart. In Advanced Sett ings, you can relate mult iple charts and display analysis results
from mult iple perspectives. You can filter data using Filters. You can also insert  a filter bar to search any
key metric in a chart.

Dashboard display areaDashboard display area
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In the dashboard display area, you can drag and drop a chart  to change its posit ion as you like. You can
also change the chart  type based on your needs. For example, you can change a column chart  to a geo
bubble map. The system will display the missing or error elements based on the basic components of
different charts. The dashboard provides a guide feature to help you learn how to create a dashboard.

This topic describes how to create a dashboard.

Quick BI ProQuick BI Pro
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

3. On the Dashboards page, choose Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard >  > St andardSt andard.

Quick BI Enterprise StandardQuick BI Enterprise Standard
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

3. On the Dashboards page, click Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard and select  the display mode for the dashboard.

Standard: For more information, see Standard dashboards.

Full Screen: For more information, see Full-screen dashboards.

All Quick BI edit ions support  the standard dashboard type. We recommend that you select  the standard
mode when you create a dashboard. This topic describes the operations that you can perform in
standard mode.

In standard mode, you can perform the following operations in the dashboard display sect ion:

Change the posit ion of a chart.

View the data of a chart.

Delete a chart.

Change the type of a chart.

Add a dashboard to favorites.

2.2.2. Create a dashboard2.2.2. Create a dashboard

2.2.3. Standard mode2.2.3. Standard mode
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Configure global variables.

Not iceNot ice

In Quick BI Basic, you cannot configure global variables.

In Quick BI Pro and Quick BI Enterprise Standard, you can configure global variables only in
group workspaces.

If  it  is the first  t ime that you use a Quick BI dashboard, a wizard appears in the display area to guide you
through the dashboard features. You can follow the instruct ions in the wizard to create a dashboard.

More operationsMore operations
You can click the MoreMore icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  to perform the following operations:

Move To: Move the chart  to a tab container.

View Data: View the data of the chart.

Export  to Excel: Export  the data of the chart  to an XLS or XLSX file.

Export  to Image: .Export  the data of the chart  in an image.

View SQL Statements: View the SQL statements of the chart.

Copy: Copy the chart.

Full Screen: Display the chart  in a full screen. In full-screen mode, you can click Exit  Full ScreenExit  Full Screen to
exit .

Delete: Delete the chart.

Change the type of a chartChange the type of a chart
You can change the type of a chart  in the dashboard display sect ion.

The following example describes how to change a pie chart  to a radar chart.

1. Select  the required pie chart  in the dashboard display sect ion.

2. In the upper-right corner of the page, click Change Chart  T ypeChange Chart  T ype.

Click the Radar ChartRadar Chart  icon.

Dat a analysis··Creat e dashboards Quick BI
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3. The pie chart  changes to a radar chart.

If  the fields of the current chart  do not match those of the target chart, the chart  type cannot be
changed. You must manually adjust  f ields before you change the chart  type.

The system provides instruct ions for you to adjust  f ields based on the current and target chart  types.
Follow the instruct ions to add appropriate dimensions or measures to the correct  f ields.

Add a dashboard to favoritesAdd a dashboard to favorites

Click the  icon at  the top of the display area of the dashboard.

Configure page settingsConfigure page settings

Click the  icon. On the Page Sett ings tab, specify whether to show the watermark and whether the

dashboard can be downloaded.
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Configure global variablesConfigure global variables
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After you create a dashboard and click SaveSave, you can configure global variables. Global variables are
used in the Hyperlink feature. For more information, see Drilling, filter interaction, and hyperlink.

Make a dashboard publicMake a dashboard public

1. Click the  icon. The Make PublicMake Public pane appears.

2. Specify Expirat ion Dat eExpirat ion Dat e.

3. Select  Generat e URLGenerat e URL as required.

4. Click Make PublicMake Public.
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On the Workspace page, move your pointer over Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard and select  Full ScreenFull Screen. In full-
screen mode, you can perform the following operations in the display area of a dashboard.

Adjust  chart  posit ions.

Add a subscreen.

View chart  data.

Delete a chart.

Change chart  types.

Configure page sett ings.

Not e Not e The full-screen mode is available only in workspaces of Quick BI Enterprise Standard.
Personal workspaces only support  the standard mode.

Adjust chart posit ionsAdjust chart posit ions
In full-screen mode, a chart  will be scaled to its maximum extent in the display area of a dashboard. If
mult iple charts exist  in a dashboard, click the arrow cross and hold down the left  button, and drag
charts to change the arrangement, as shown in the following figure.

Add a subscreenAdd a subscreen

2.2.4. Full-screen mode2.2.4. Full-screen mode
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1. Click the plus sign (+) in the lower-right corner, as shown in the following figure.

2. Add a chart  to the subscreen.

3. Click the Swit ch SubscreenSwit ch Subscreen icon to switch between subscreens, as shown in the following figure.
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4. Click the Delet eDelet e icon to delete a subscreen, as shown in the following figure.

View chart dataView chart data
1. Select  a chart.

2. Click the MoreMore icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

3. Select  View Dat aView Dat a, as shown in the following figure.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
1. Select  a chart.

2. Click the MoreMore icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.
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3. Select  Delet eDelet e, as shown in the following figure.

Change chart typesChange chart types
1. Select  a chart.

2. In the Graphic Design area, click Change Chart  T ypeChange Chart  T ype.

3. Select  the target chart  type.

If  the chart  type fails to change, the fields of the current chart  do not match those of the target chart.
You must manually adjust  f ields before you change the chart  type.

The system provides instruct ions to help you adjust  f ields based on the current and target chart  types.
To change the chart  type, follow the instruct ions to adjust  the dimensions and measures.

Configure page settingsConfigure page settings

Click  to configure page sett ings, such as page scale.

In the dataset select ion area, you can select  or switch datasets, and search for datasets by dimension
and measure fields.

2.2.5. Switch datasets2.2.5. Switch datasets
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1. Click the Dat aset  Swit chDat aset  Swit ch icon.

2. In the drop-down list , select  or search for the datasets that need to be analyzed, such as
company_sales_record.

If  you cannot find the required dataset from the drop-down list , go back to the dataset management
page and ensure that the dataset has been successfully created.

For more information about how to create datasets, see Create a dataset  Create datasets.

After you have selected the datasets, the system automatically separates fields into the dimension and
measure areas.

You can enter a keyword in the search bar, and click the search icon. The system automatically searches
for the fields that contain the keyword.

1. For example, enter a keyword called product in the search bar.

2. The fields that contain the keyword automatically appear in the list , as shown in the following
figure.

You can select  a chart  from the dashboard display sect ion and configure it  in the configuration sect ion.

Before you configure a chart, make sure that you have selected a dataset and have edited dimensions
and measures as required.

For more information, see Edit dimensions and measures.

1. Click a chart  icon. The chart  indicated by the icon appears in the dashboard display sect ion.

If  you want to switch to another chart  type, click Change Chart  T ypeChange Chart  T ype in the upper-right corner of
the Graphic DesignGraphic Design pane and select  the required chart.

2. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required measures and dimensions.

Move the pointer over a dimension field. The MoreMore, Drill DownDrill Down, and Delet eDelet e icons appear.

2.2.6. Search for the dimensions field and the2.2.6. Search for the dimensions field and the
measures fieldmeasures field

2.2.7. Configure a chart2.2.7. Configure a chart
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MoreMore: You can click the MoreMore icon to sort  the values of the dimension. Four options are
supported: Unsort, Ascend, Descend, and Custom. Custom sort ing is applicable only to non-
DATE-type dimensions.

Not e Not e If  the number of dimension values exceeds 200, custom sort ing is not
supported.

Drill DownDrill Down: You can click the Drill DownDrill Down icon to perform drilldown analysis. For more
information, see Drilling, f ilter interact ion, and hyperlink.

Delet eDelet e: You can click the Delet eDelet e icon to delete the dimension.

Move the pointer over a measure field. The MoreMore and Delet eDelet e icons appear.

MoreMore: You can click the MoreMore icon to perform the following operations on the measure.

Not e Not e The Cumulative function in Advanced Calculat ion is available only when the
dimension is of the DATE type and at  the day granularity. If  the Advanced Calculat ion
function is enabled for a measure, the Comparison function is unavailable. If  the
Comparison function is enabled for a measure, the Advanced Calculat ion function is
unavailable.

Note the following items when you enable the Comparison function:
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If  dimensions include only one DATE field, configure the comparison granularity for measures
to the granularity of this f ield.

If  dimensions include mult iple DATE fields, configure the comparison granularity to the
smallest  granularity of these fields by choosing ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om. When Dat aDat a
Set t ingsSet t ings is set  to Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence, you can select  a calculat ion formula in
Advanced Sett ings. The selected formula takes effect  only when the value of the previous
period is less than 0. The following values are provided:

Value 1 and the default  value: (Value of Current Period/Value of Previous Period - 1) ×
100%

Value 2: (1 - Value of Current Period/Value of Previous Period) × 100%

Value 3 that indicates no calculat ion: Display As -

If  dimensions do not include DATE fields, select  a DATE field from an associated query
control. Then, choose MoreMore >  > ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om next to a measure, and set  the
comparison granularity to the granularity of the selected date field.

Not e Not e If  the associated query control has more than one DATE field and the
comparison function is enabled for more than one measure, the comparison function
takes effect  only for the first  measure.
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If  no date field is included in the dimension fields, choose ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om, retain
the preceding configurations, and set  Comparison T ypeComparison T ype to Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison.

When Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings is set  to Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence, you can select  a calculat ion
formula in Advanced Sett ings. The selected formula takes effect  only when the value of
the previous period is less than 0. The following values are provided:

Value 1 and the default  value: (Value of Current Period/Value of Previous Period - 1) ×
100%

Value 2: (1 - Value of Current Period/Value of Previous Period) × 100%

Value 3 that indicates no calculat ion: Display As -

When Comparison T ypeComparison T ype is set  to Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison, the comparison value is
dynamically calculated based on the specified date range. Examples:

If  the specified date is January 10, 2020, the date used for comparison is January 9, 2020.

If  the specified date range is January 1, 2020 to January 10, 2020, the date range used for
comparison is from December 22, 2019 to December 31, 2019.

You can click View SQL St at ement sView SQL St at ement s to view the sett ings of dynamic comparison.

If  the associated query control has more than one DATE field and the comparison function is
enabled for more than one measure, the comparison function takes effect  only for the first
measure.

Not e Not e If  the comparison result  cannot be obtained, a hyphen (-) is displayed.

Sort: Supported options include Unsort, Ascend, and Descend.

Delet eDelet e: You can click the Delet eDelet e icon to delete the measure.

3. Select  a dimension and drag it  to the Color Legend (Dim.) f ield.
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The selected dimension appears in the specified color in a chart. If  you cannot drag a dimension or
measure, an error occurs. You can follow the on-screen t ips to add or remove dimensions and
measures.

Take product _t ypeproduct _t ype as an example.

i. Drag product _t ypeproduct _t ype to the Color Legend (Dim.)Color Legend (Dim.) area, and then click Updat eUpdat e.

ii. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure colors in the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion.

4. Click the St yleSt yle tab, configure parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, Axes, Functionality,
and Series Sett ings sect ions.

5. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, click Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh. You can select  the t ime interval for automatic data
refresh. You can also associate the current chart  with other charts for interact ion analysis. Before
you enable interact ion analysis, make sure that at  least  two charts are available in the display area
of the dashboard.

When you work with a large dataset, you can use the filter feature to filter specific types of data from
the dataset.

You can filter data of the STRING, NUMERIC, or DATE type.

Filter data of the STRING typeFilter data of the STRING type
This example demonstrates how to filter municipalit ies from values of the province field.

1. Drag provinceprovince to the Filt ersFilt ers field.

2. Click the Filt erFilt er icon. In the Set  Filter dialog box, configure a filter condit ion.

3. Click the Filter by Condit ion tab or the Filter by Value tab as required. In this example, click the Filt erFilt er
by Valueby Value tab.

2.2.8. Filter field data2.2.8. Filter field data
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4. Select  Mult iple Select, enter city names or select  city names from the drop-down list , as shown in
the following figure.

5. Click OKOK.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated based on the filter sett ings.

Filter data of the NUMERIC typeFilter data of the NUMERIC type
You can specify a value range in the filter. For example, you can specify an order quantity range of
50,000 to 100,000. The chart  displays data based on your specified range.

T he f ollowing example demonst rat es how t o f ilt er dat a wit hin a specif ied prof it  range.T he f ollowing example demonst rat es how t o f ilt er dat a wit hin a specif ied prof it  range.

1. Drag prof it _amtprof it _amt  to the Filt ersFilt ers field.

2. Click the Filt erFilt er icon.
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3. In the Set  Filter dialog box, configure a filter condit ion. For example, you can select  Greater Than,
Less Than, or Equal To and set  the condit ion, as shown in the following figure.

4. Click OKOK.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated based on the filter sett ings.

Filter data of the DATE typeFilter data of the DATE type
You can use the filter feature to filter data that is generated within a specified t ime range. The
following example demonstrates how to filter the order amount data of all regions from year 2013 to
year 2015.

Not e Not e The filter condit ion that you specified can be accurate to second.

T he order_dat e (year) is used in t his example.T he order_dat e (year) is used in t his example.

1. Drag order_dat e (year)order_dat e (year) to the Filt ersFilt ers field. Click the Filt erFilt er icon.

2. In the Set  Filter dialog box, click the Filter by Duration tab, select  Absolut e T imeAbsolut e T ime for Start  At  and
End At, and then select  2013 and 2015 in the drop-down lists.

3. Click OKOK.

4. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated based on the filter sett ings.

This topic describes how to configure the comparison feature for a measure.

2.2.9. Configure the comparison feature2.2.9. Configure the comparison feature
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Create a dashboard.

A dataset is selected and the types of dimensions and measures are edited as required. For more
information, see Edit  dimensions and measures.

A query control is added. For more information, see Create a query control.

ContextContext
If  Advanced Calculat ionAdvanced Calculat ion is configured for a measure, Comparison is unavailable.

If  ComparisonComparison is configured for a measure, Advanced Calculat ion is unavailable.

One DATE field in dimensionsOne DATE field in dimensions
If  dimensions contain only one DATE field, set  the granularity for the comparison feature to the
granularity of this f ield.

The following example demonstrates how to configure the comparison feature for a measure. A cross
table is used in this example.

1. On the dashboard edit  page, add a cross table and configure it , as shown in the following figure.In
this example, the DATE field order_date(month) is added to the Rows field.

2. Move the pointer over the required measure in the Columns field and click the  icon next  to the

measure.

3. Choose ComparisonComparison >  > Compare (Mont h t o Mont h)Compare (Mont h t o Mont h).The following table describes the mapping
between DATE field types and options under Comparison.

DATE field type Sample field Option under Comparison

Year order_date(year)

Compare (Year to Year)

Custom

None
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Quarter order_date(quarter)

Compare (Quarter to Quarter)

Compare (of Last Year)

Custom

None

Month order_date(month)

Compare (Month to Month)

Compare (of Last Year)

Custom

None

Day order_date(day)

Compare (Day to Day)

Compare (of Last Week)

Compare (of Last Month)

Compare (of Last Year)

Custom

None

Hour, minute, or second
order_date(hour),
order_date(minute), or
order_date(second)

The comparison feature is not
supported.

YYYY/MM/DD HH:mm:ss order_date(ymdhms)
Custom

None

DATE field type Sample field Option under Comparison

4. Add a query control and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

5. In the query control, specify a t ime range and click QueryQuery.
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Multiple DATE fields in dimensionsMultiple DATE fields in dimensions
If  dimensions contain mult iple DATE fields, the field with the smallest  granularity is used to configure
the comparison feature.

The following example demonstrates how to configure the comparison feature for a measure. A cross
table is used in this example.

1. On the dashboard edit  page, add a cross table and configure it , as shown in the following figure.In
this example, DATE fields order_date(day) and order_date(month) are added to the Rows column.

2. Move the pointer over the required measure in the Columns field and click the  icon next  to the

measure.

3. Choose ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om.

4. In the Comparison Set t ingsComparison Set t ings dialog box, configure the parameters listed in the following table.
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Parameter Valid value Description

Comparison Dat eComparison Dat e order_dat e(day)order_dat e(day)

If dimensions contain multiple
DATE fields, the field with the
smallest granularity is used and
cannot be modified. In this
example, the value is
order_dat e(day)order_dat e(day)

Comparison T ypeComparison T ype

Compare (Day t o Day)Compare (Day t o Day)

Compare (of  Last  Week)Compare (of  Last  Week)

Compare (of  Last  Mont h)Compare (of  Last  Mont h)

Compare (of  Last  Year)Compare (of  Last  Year)

The valid values of
Comparison T ypeComparison T ype vary based
on the setting of ComparisonComparison
Dat eDat e. In this example, set the
value to Compare (Day t oCompare (Day t o
Day)Day).

Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings

Specif ic ValueSpecif ic Value

Dif f erenceDif f erence

Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence

If you set the value to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence, you
must click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings
and select a formula.

FormulaFormula

(Value of  Current(Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period - 1) × 100%Period - 1) × 100%  (default
value)

1 - (Value of  Current1 - (Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period) × 100%Period) × 100%

Displayed As -Displayed As -

The formula takes effect only if
Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings  is set to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence and
the value of the previous period
is less than 0.

5. Click OKOK.

6. Add a query control and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

7. In the query control, specify a t ime range and click QueryQuery.
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No DATE field in dimensions (year-to-year comparison)No DATE field in dimensions (year-to-year comparison)
If  dimensions do not contain DATE fields and you want to configure the comparison feature for the
chart, select  a DATE field in a query control that is associated with the chart. Then, set  Comparison
Date to a field with the same granularity as this DATE field in the Comparison Set t ingsComparison Set t ings dialog box.

The following example demonstrates how to configure year-to-year comparison for a measure. A cross
table is used in this example.

1. On the dashboard edit  page, add a cross table and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

2. Move the pointer over the required measure in the Columns field and click the  icon next  to the

measure.

3. Choose ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om.

4. In the Comparison Set t ingsComparison Set t ings dialog box, configure the parameters listed in the following table.

Parameter Valid value Description

Comparison Dat eComparison Dat e order_dat e(year)order_dat e(year)

Configure this parameter as
required. In this example, set
the value to
order_dat e(year)order_dat e(year) .
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Comparison T ypeComparison T ype

Compare (Day t o Day)Compare (Day t o Day)

Compare (of  Last  Week)Compare (of  Last  Week)

Compare (of  Last  Mont h)Compare (of  Last  Mont h)

Compare (of  Last  Year)Compare (of  Last  Year)

Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison

The valid values of
Comparison T ypeComparison T ype vary based
on the setting of ComparisonComparison
Dat eDat e. In this example, set the
value to Compare (Year t oCompare (Year t o
Year)Year) .

Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings

Specif ic ValueSpecif ic Value

Dif f erenceDif f erence

Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence

If you set the value to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence, you
must click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings
and select a formula. In this
example, set the value to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence.

FormulaFormula

(Value of  Current(Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period - 1) × 100%Period - 1) × 100%  (default
value)

1 - (Value of  Current1 - (Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period) × 100%Period) × 100%

Displayed As -Displayed As -

The formula takes effect only if
Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings  is set to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence and
the value of the previous period
is less than 0.

Parameter Valid value Description

5. Click OKOK.

6. Add a query control and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

7. In the query control, specify a t ime range and click QueryQuery.
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If  the query condit ions in a query control contain mult iple DATE fields and the comparison feature
is configured for mult iple measures, the comparison feature takes effect  only for the first  measure.

Not e Not e If  the comparison result  cannot be calculated, a hyphen (--) is displayed.

No DATE field in dimensions (dynamic comparison)No DATE field in dimensions (dynamic comparison)
If  dimensions do not contain DATE fields, you must select  a DATE field in the Comparison Set t ingsComparison Set t ings
dialog box to configure the comparison feature, which is similar to Mult iple DATE fields in dimensions.

You can also select  Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison. The following example demonstrates how to configure
dynamic comparison. A cross table is used in this example.

1. On the dashboard edit  page, add a cross table and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

2. Move the pointer over the required measure in the Columns field and click the  icon next  to the

measure.

3. Choose ComparisonComparison >  > Cust omCust om.

4. In the Comparison Set t ingsComparison Set t ings dialog box, configure the parameters listed in the following table.
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Parameter Valid value Description

Comparison Dat eComparison Dat e order_dat e(day)order_dat e(day)
Configure the parameter as
required. In this example, set
the value to order_dat e(day)order_dat e(day).

Comparison T ypeComparison T ype

Compare (Day t o Day)Compare (Day t o Day)

Compare (of  Last  Week)Compare (of  Last  Week)

Compare (of  Last  Mont h)Compare (of  Last  Mont h)

Compare (of  Last  Year)Compare (of  Last  Year)

Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison

The valid values of
Comparison T ypeComparison T ype vary based
on the setting of ComparisonComparison
Dat e Dat e . In this example, set the
value to DynamicDynamic
ComparisonComparison.

Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings

Specif ic ValueSpecif ic Value

Dif f erenceDif f erence

Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence

If you set the value to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence, you
must click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings
and select a formula. In this
example, set the value to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence.

FormulaFormula

(Value of  Current(Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period - 1) × 100%Period - 1) × 100%  (default
value)

1 - (Value of  Current1 - (Value of  Current
Period/Value of  PreviousPeriod/Value of  Previous
Period) × 100%Period) × 100%

Displayed As -Displayed As -

The formula takes effect only if
Dat a Set t ingsDat a Set t ings  is set to
Percent age Dif f erencePercent age Dif f erence and
the value of the previous period
is less than 0.

5. Click OKOK.

6. Add a query control and configure it , as shown in the following figure.

7. In the query control, specify a t ime range and click QueryQuery.
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8. View SQL statements.If  Comparison T ypeComparison T ype is set  to Dynamic ComparisonDynamic Comparison, the comparison results
are dynamically calculated based on the specified t ime range. For example:

If  the specified date is January 10, 2020, the date for comparison is January 9, 2020.

If  the specified t ime range is January 1, 2020 to January 10, 2020, the t ime range for comparison is
December 22, 2019 to December 31, 2019.

i. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the cross table.

ii. Select  View SQL St at ement sView SQL St at ement s.You can view the t ime ranges for comparison.

In the Dat aDat a tab, you can sort  the data based on the selected measures and dimensions. The chart
displays the data trend based on the sorted result .

ProcedureProcedure
1. Select  order_numberorder_number, click the triangle icon next  to the field, as shown in the following figure.

The upward triangle indicates ascending order, and the downward triangle indicates descending
order.

2.2.10. Sort data2.2.10. Sort data
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2. Click Updat eUpdat e.

You can use the theme design feature to change the template, skin, and theme color for a dashboard.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console and opened the dashboard edit  page. For more
information, see Create a dashboard.

ProcedureProcedure

1. Click the  icon in the top navigation bar.

2. In the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings sect ion of the Page Set t ingsPage Set t ings page, configure Of f icial T emplat eOf f icial T emplat e, SkinSkin,
and T heme ColorT heme Color under Theme Design.

Parameter Description

Of f icial T emplat eOf f icial T emplat e

The official template is selected by default. You can change it  to a custom
template.

Not e Not e After you change the theme, the custom settings of the
original theme cannot be restored. We recommend that you save a copy
of a theme before you change it.

SkinSkin

The options are provided: LightLight  and DarkDark.

If you select LightLight , the background color of the dashboard is white.

The default value is LightLight .

If you select DarkDark, the background color of the dashboard is black.

T heme ColorT heme Color

The options are provided: BusinessBusiness  and ClassicClassic .

Not e Not e After you change the theme color, the custom settings of
the original theme cannot be restored. We recommend that you save a
copy of a theme before you change it.

2.2.11. Theme design2.2.11. Theme design
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This topic describes how to create a chart.

See Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before reading this topic. You must create and
edit  a dataset before creating a chart. For example, you must switch the dimension field type to
Location.

For more information about how to create and edit  a dataset, see Create a dataset.

For more information about how to switch the dimension type, see Change the dimension type.

Line chartsLine charts
Line charts display the trends of data at  equal intervals or over t ime.

Area chartsArea charts
Similar to a line chart, an area chart  displays the data trend and proport ions.

Stacked area chartsStacked area charts
A stacked area chart  is an extension of an area chart. The values of each measure are displayed on top
of each other. A stacked area chart  displays the data trend and proport ions.

100% stacked area charts100% stacked area charts
A 100% stacked area chart  is a stacked area chart  that shows percentages rather than absolute
numbers.

Vertical bar chartsVertical bar charts
Vertical bar charts display the differences between data of different categories and the trends of data.

Stacked vertical bar chartsStacked vertical bar charts
Each bar in a stacked vert ical bar chart  represents a whole, and segments in the bar represent different
parts or categories of that whole.

100% stacked vertical bar charts100% stacked vertical bar charts
Each segment in a bar shows percentages rather than absolute numbers. Each bar in the chart
represents a whole, and segments in the bar represent different parts or categories of that whole.

Circular barsCircular bars
A circular bar chart  displays the differences between data of different categories and the trends of
data.

Combination chartsCombination charts
A combination chart  can display data of different magnitudes by using dual Y-axis.

Horizontal bar chartsHorizontal bar charts

2.3. Create charts2.3. Create charts
2.3.1. Create a dashboard2.3.1. Create a dashboard
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Similar to a vertical bar chart, a horizontal bar chart  displays the differences between data of different
categories.

Stacked horizontal bar chartsStacked horizontal bar charts
Splits each entry to display the data size of each entry of the same type. Each bar in a chart  represents
a whole, and segments in the bar represent different parts or categories of that whole.

100% stacked horizontal bar charts100% stacked horizontal bar charts
Each segment in a bar shows percentages rather than absolute numbers. Each bar in a chart  represents
a whole, and segments in the bar represent different parts or categories of that whole.

Pie chartsPie charts
Pie chart  display the size and proport ion of each data category.

Bubble mapsBubble maps
Bubble maps display the size and distribution scope of metrics by region or country.

Colored mapsColored maps
Colored maps show the size and distribution of data by using shades of color.

LBS bubble mapsLBS bubble maps
LBS bubble maps use bubbles on a map to reflect  the data size.

LBS heat mapsLBS heat maps
LBS heat maps use different colors to show the data values and ranges.

LBS flying line mapsLBS flying line maps
LBS flying line maps use dynamic flying lines on a map to reflect  the data size between two or more
locations. It  also shows data indicators and the distribution of data for a country or region.

Cross tablesCross tables
Cross tables show the aggregated value of a field in the table, including the sum, average, count,
maximum, and minimum.

GaugesGauges
Gauge show the range of a specific indicator.

Radar chartsRadar charts
Radar charts show analyzed numbers or rat ios.

Scatter chartsScatter charts
Scatter chart  show the correlat ion and distribution of data.

Bubble chartsBubble charts
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A bubble chart  displays the data distribution and aggregation information by placing proport ionally
sized bubbles in corresponding locations.

Funnel chartsFunnel charts
Funnel chart  show values across mult iple stages in a process.

KanbansKanbans
Kanbans show the data changes in each stage.

TreemapsTreemaps
Treemap display hierarchical data as a set  of nested rectangles.

Polar diagramsPolar diagrams
Polar diagrams compare mult iple data values.

Word cloudsWord clouds
Word cloud can be used in user profiles and user labels.

Tornado-leaned funnel chartsTornado-leaned funnel charts
Butterfly chart  compare two objects under different indicators or analyzes a process that has
complicated steps.

Hierarchy chartsHierarchy charts
Hierarchy charts analyze an organizational structure.

Flow analysis chartsFlow analysis charts
Flow analysis chart  illustrate the conversion rate of a webpage by comparing page views (PVs) and the
number of unique visitors (UVs).

Progress barsProgress bars
Similar to a gauge, a progress bar shows the progress of completing a task.

Pivot tablesPivot tables
Similar to a cross table, a pivot table shows the aggregated value of a field in the table, including the
sum, average, count, maximum, and minimum.

This topic introduces line charts, including an overview and an application example. It  also describes
how to configure the style of a line chart  and how to delete a line chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

2.3.2. Line charts2.3.2. Line charts
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OverviewOverview
Line charts present data trends by using broken lines. The charts can show data that continuously
changes over t ime. Line charts are best  suited to show data trends at  regular intervals. Line charts can
also be used to analyze the interact ions among mult iple groups of data that change over t ime. For
example, you can use a line chart  to analyze the sales volume of a specific product and related
products and forecast  future sales.

A line chart  consists of a category axis and a value axis. The category axis is the horizontal axis. You can
specify only dimensions, such as date, province, and product type, for the category axis. The value axis
is the vert ical axis. You can specify only measures, such as a performance indicator or order quantity for
the value axis.

Quick BI has configured the mapping between dimensions and the category axis, as well as measures
and the value axis in dashboards. You only need to select  f ields from the Dimensions and Measures lists.
The fields are automatically added to the Value Axis (Mea.) and Category Axis (Dim.) f ields.

Not ice Not ice You must specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis and at  least  one
measure for the value axis. You can specify only one dimension for the color legend if  required. The
color legend is applicable only when the value axis has one measure.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a line chart  to display order quantit ies and unit  prices of
mult iple products. The company_sales_record dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon.A line chart  appears in the display sect ion of the dashboard.
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5. Select  required dimensions and measures.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind product_type and add it  to the Cat egory Axis (Dim.)Cat egory Axis (Dim.) f ield.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind order_number and price, and add them to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.) f ield.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, Axes,
Functionality, and Series Sett ings sect ions.For more information, see Configure the parameters on
the Style tab.
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8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters in the Advanced Sett ings and Metric Analysis
sect ions.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure a hyperlink for a field in a
chart and click the field, the linked report is
displayed. You can select Parameter or External
Link for this feature. If you select Parameter, you
must configure global variables. For more
information, see Configure the hyperlink feature.
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Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis

Auxiliary LineAuxiliary Line

You can use this feature to view the difference
between the value of a measure and the value
indicated by the auxiliary line. The value shown by
an auxiliary line is a fixed or aggregate value.
Supported aggregate functions include AVG, MAX,
MIN, and Median. For more information, see
Auxiliary line.

T rendlineT rendline

A trendline displays the trend of the current data.
Supported trendline types include Intelligent,
Linear, Logarithmic, Exponential, Polynomial, and
Power. For more information, see Metric analysis.

Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis

Fluctuation analysis uses machine learning
algorithms to analyze the impact of dimensions
on measures. You can view the contributions of
dimensions to measure fluctuation and specific
changes.

Not e Not e Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis  is in Beta
testing.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and ChartChart
T ypeT ype.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of a chart. We recommend that
you name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want users to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

Chart  T ypeChart  T ype
The following options are supported: line chart, area chart, stacked
area chart, and 100% stacked area chart.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure the chart  style.

Parameter Description

Show LabelsShow Labels The following options are supported: Smart Display and Full Display.
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Line st yleLine st yle The following options are supported: Smooth and Straight.

Show LegendShow Legend

The following display modes are supported.

Dual Y-AxisDual Y-Axis

Specifies whether to show two Y axes in the line chart.

Not e Not e If you select this option, Right  Y-AxisRight  Y-Axis  appears in
the AxesAxes  section.

Parameter Description

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure the axis style.

Tab Parameter Description

X-AxisX-Axis

Axis T it leAxis T it le The tit le of the x-axis.

UnitUnit The unit  of the x-axis.

Show T it le and UnitShow T it le and Unit
Specifies whether to show the
tit le and unit  of the x-axis.

Show AxisShow Axis

Specifies whether to show the
x-axis. If you select this option,
configure the width and color of
the axis.

GridlinesGridlines

Specifies whether to show
gridlines on the x-axis. If you
select this option, configure the
width and color of the gridlines.

Show ScaleShow Scale
Specifies whether to show
scales on the x-axis.

Axis T it leAxis T it le The tit le of the left  y-axis.
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Lef t  Y-AxisLef t  Y-Axis

UnitUnit The unit  of the left  y-axis.

MinimumMinimum and MaximumMaximum

Maximum and minimum values
of the left  y-axis.

Not e Not e If you select
Def aultDef ault , the maximum and
minimum values are
automatically displayed. If
you clear Def aultDef ault , you
must manually configure
the maximum and minimum
values.

Show T it le and UnitShow T it le and Unit
Specifies whether to show the
tit le and unit  of the left  y-axis.

Show AxisShow Axis

Specifies whether to show the
left y-axis. If you select this
option, configure the width and
color of the left  y-axis.

Y-axis Label Set t ingsY-axis Label Set t ings

The display format of the axis
label. The following options are
supported: Aut oFitAut oFit , Cust omCust om,
and ManualManual.

Show ValueShow Value
Specifies whether to show
values on the left  y-axis.

GridlinesGridlines

Specifies whether to show
gridlines on the left  y-axis. If you
select this option, configure the
width and color of the gridlines.

Show ScaleShow Scale
Specifies whether to show
scales on the left  y-axis.

Tab Parameter Description

Not e Not e If  you select  Dual Y-AxisDual Y-Axis in the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, the Right  Y-AxisRight  Y-Axis tab appears.
For information about how to configure the parameters on this tab, see the descript ion of the
Lef t  Y-AxisLef t  Y-Axis.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, specify whether to show the scroll bar.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure the parameters described in the following table.
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Parameter Description

Series NameSeries Name
Select a measure that has been added to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.)
field.

AliasAlias The alias of the measure displayed in a line chart.

AxesAxes
The following options are supported: Default, Primary Axis, and
Secondary Axis.

Show LabelsShow Labels
Specifies whether to show labels. If you select this option, configure
the label color.

Label ShapeLabel Shape
Specifies the label shape. The following options are supported:
Circle, Hollow Circle, Diamond, and Hollow Diamond.

Show Boundary ValuesShow Boundary Values

Specifies whether to show the maximum and minimum values of the
current measure. If you select this option, configure the background
color of the maximum and minimum values and the line style of the
measure.

Dat a Display FormatDat a Display Format
The display format of numbers. The following options are
supported: AutoFit, Custom, and Manual.

The following figure shows an updated line chart.

For information about the parameters on the St yleSt yle tab, see Configure a chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.
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This topic introduces area charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of an area chart  and how to delete an area chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Similar to a line chart, an area chart  displays the data trend and proport ions within a specific period of
t ime.

An area chart  consists of a category axis and a value axis. The category axis is the horizontal axis and
represents a dimension, such as date, province, or product type. The value axis is the vert ical axis and
represents a measure, such as a performance indicator or order quantity.

The system automatically matches dimensions with the category axis and measures with the value
category. Follow the instruct ions to add fields.

Not ice Not ice You must specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis and at  least  one
measure for the value axis. You can specify only one dimension for the color legend. The color
legend is applicable only when the value axis has one measure.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example demonstrates how to visualize the number of orders of different product types
in different provinces. The company_sales_record dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon.An area chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

5. Select  required dimensions and measures.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind province and add it  to the Cat egory Axis (Dim.)Cat egory Axis (Dim.) f ield.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind product_type and add it  to the Color Legend (Dim.)Color Legend (Dim.) f ield.

Not e Not e The color legend is applicable only when the value axis has one measure.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind order_number and add it  to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.) f ield.

2.3.3. Area charts2.3.3. Area charts
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6. Click Updat eUpdat e.

7. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure the basic information, chart  type, axes, functionality, and series
sett ings of the chart.For more information, see Configure parameters on the Style tab.

8. Click the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure advanced sett ings and metric analysis.

Section Parameter Description

AdvancedAdvanced

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you configure filter interaction, if you click
an area or a field in a chart, other charts that are
related to the chart in the same dashboard
change accordingly. For more information, see
Configure the filter interaction feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure the hyperlink and click a field
in a chart on the dashboard, a report that shows
information about this field is displayed. You can
select Parameter or External Link for this feature.
If you select Parameter, you must configure
global variables. For more information, see
Configure the hyperlink feature.
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Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis

Auxiliary LinesAuxiliary Lines

You can use this feature to view the difference
between the value of a measure and the value
indicated by the auxiliary line. The value shown by
an auxiliary line is a fixed or aggregate value.
Supported aggregate functions include AVG, MAX,
MIN, and Median. For more information, see
Auxiliary line.

T rendlineT rendline

A trendline displays the trend of current data.
Supported trendline types include Intelligent,
Linear, Logarithmic, Exponential, Polynomial, and
Power. For more information, see Metric analysis.

Not e Not e Stacked and 100% stacked area
charts do not support this feature.

Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis

Fluctuation analysis uses machine learning
algorithms to analyze the impact of dimensions
on measures. You can view the contribution of
the dimension to measure fluctuation and the
specific changes.

Not e Not e Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis  is in Beta
testing.

Stacked and 100% stacked area charts do not
support this feature.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the name and save
directory for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, Cust omCust om
BackgroundBackground, and Chart  T ypeChart  T ype.

Dark ColorDark Color is selected as the background color in this example.

Not eNot e

If you want users to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and
specify Link Text  and Link Address.

You can configure the chart  type, such as line chart, stacked area chart, and 100% stacked
area chart.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure Show LabelsShow Labels, Show LegendShow Legend, Dual Y-AxisDual Y-Axis, St ackedSt acked and
100% St acked100% St acked.

100% St acked100% St acked is selected in this example.
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Not e Not e You can select  Show LabelsShow Labels to show all measure labels. Labels support  Smart
Display and Full Display modes. Assume that a chart  involves many dimension values and the scroll
bar is not shown in the chart. In Smart  Display mode, some labels are displayed. In Full Display
mode, all labels are displayed.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure Axis T it leAxis T it le and UnitUnit .

In this example, provinceprovince is used as the t it le of the x-axis.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, set  Show Scroll BarShow Scroll Bar.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure AliasAlias and Dat a Display FormatDat a Display Format  for a measure. In this
example, the data color of the Of f iceOf f ice field is set  to orange.

Click Update. The following figure shows an updated area chart.

Not e Not e For more information about the parameters on the St yleSt yle tab, see Configure a chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic introduces vert ical bar charts, including an overview and an application example. It  also
describes how to configure the style of a vert ical bar chart  and how to delete a vert ical bar chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A vert ical bar chart  can be used to visualize data changes over a period of t ime or comparisons among
discrete categories. For example, you can use a vert ical bar chart  to show the traffic volume at  a
crossing over different periods of t ime.

Similar to a line chart, a vert ical bar chart  consists of a category axis and a value axis.

2.3.4. Vertical bar charts2.3.4. Vertical bar charts
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Not ice Not ice You can specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis, such as province or
product type. You can specify at  least  one measure for the value axis, such as order quantity or
profit . You can specify only one dimension for the color legend. The color legend is applicable only
when the value axis has one measure.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a vert ical bar chart  to compare the shipping costs of
different products in different provinces of East  China. The company_sales_record dataset is used in
the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon.A vert ical bar chart  appears in the display sect ion of

the dashboard.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab in the Graphic DesignGraphic Design sect ion, configure the vert ical bar chart.
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i. Select  required dimensions and measures.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind provinceprovince and add it  to the Cat egory Axis (Dim.)Cat egory Axis (Dim.) f ield.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind product _t ypeproduct _t ype and add it  to the Color Legend (Dim.)Color Legend (Dim.) f ield.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind areaarea and add it  to the Filt ersFilt ers field.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind shipping_costshipping_cost  and add it  to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.) f ield.

Not eNot e

Make sure that you have converted the data type of the province and area
dimensions from String to Geo. For information about how to change the data type
of a dimension, see Edit  a GEO dimension.

The color legend is applicable only when the value axis has one measure.
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ii. Configure a filter.In this example, select  Filt er by ValueFilt er by Value and Mult iple SelectMult iple Select , and then select
EastEast  from the drop-down list .

iii. Click OKOK.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, Axes,
Functionality, and Series Sett ings sect ions.For more information, see Configure the parameters on
the Style tab.
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8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters in the Advanced Sett ings and Metric Analysis
sect ions.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink Vertical bar charts do not support this feature.

Auxiliary LineAuxiliary Line

You can use this feature to view the difference
between the value of a measure and the value
indicated by the auxiliary line. The value shown by
an auxiliary line is a fixed or aggregate value.
Supported aggregate functions include AVG, MAX,
MIN, and Median. For more information, see
Auxiliary line.
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Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis T rendlineT rendline

A trendline displays the trend of current data.
Supported trendline types include Intelligent,
Linear, Logarithmic, Exponential, Polynomial, and
Power.

Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis

Fluctuation analysis uses machine learning
algorithms to analyze the impact of dimensions
on measures. You can view the contributions of
dimensions to measure fluctuation and specific
changes.

Not e Not e Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis  is in Beta
testing.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard, and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure the parameters described in the following table.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of a chart. We recommend that
you name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want users to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

Chart  T ypeChart  T ype
The following chart types are supported: vertical bar chart, stacked
vertical bar chart, and 100% stacked vertical bar chart.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure the chart  style.

Parameter Description

Show LabelsShow Labels The following options are supported: Smart Display and Full Display.

Show LegendShow Legend

The following five display modes are supported.
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Dual Y-AxisDual Y-Axis

Specifies whether to show two Y axes in the vertical bar chart.

Not e Not e If you select this option, the Right  Y-AxisRight  Y-Axis  tab
appears in the AxesAxes  section.

St ackedSt acked and 100% St acked100% St acked

Specifies the style of a vertical bar chart.

Stacked

100% Stacked

Parameter Description

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure the axis style.
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Tab Parameter Description

X-AxisX-Axis

Axis T it leAxis T it le The tit le of the x-axis.

UnitUnit The unit  of the x-axis.

Show T it le and UnitShow T it le and Unit
Specifies whether to show the
tit le and unit  of the x-axis.

Show AxisShow Axis

Specifies whether to show the
x-axis. If you select this option,
configure the width and color of
the x-axis.

Show ValueShow Value
Specifies whether to show the
label on the axis.

GridlinesGridlines

Specifies whether to show
gridlines on the x-axis. If you
select this option, configure the
width and color of the gridlines.

Show ScaleShow Scale
Specifies whether to show
scales on the x-axis.

Axis T it leAxis T it le The tit le of the left  y-axis.

UnitUnit The unit  of the left  y-axis.

MinimumMinimum and MaximumMaximum

Maximum and minimum values
of the left  y-axis.

Not e Not e If you select
Def aultDef ault , the maximum and
minimum values are
automatically displayed. If
you clear Def aultDef ault , you
must manually configure
the maximum and minimum
values.
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Left Y-Axis

Aut o Magnif y ValueAut o Magnif y Value
Dif f erencesDif f erences

Specifies whether to magnify
the value differences on the left
y-axis.

Not e Not e If you select
this option, the maximum
and minimum values of the
axis use the actual
maximum and minimum
values.

Show T it le and UnitShow T it le and Unit
Specifies whether to show the
tit le and unit  of the left  y-axis.

Show AxisShow Axis

Specifies whether to show the
left y-axis. If you select this
option, configure the width and
color of the left  y-axis.

Y-axis Label Set t ingsY-axis Label Set t ings

The display format of the labels
on the left  y-axis. The following
options are supported: Aut oFitAut oFit ,
Cust omCust om, and ManualManual.

Show ValueShow Value
Specifies whether to show
labels on the left-y axis.

GridlinesGridlines

Specifies whether to show
gridlines on the left  y-axis. If you
select this option, configure the
width and color of the gridlines.

Show ScaleShow Scale
Specifies whether to show
scales on the left  y-axis.

Tab Parameter Description

Not e Not e If  you select  Dual Y-AxisDual Y-Axis in the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, the Right  Y-AxisRight  Y-Axis tab appears.
For information about how to configure the parameters on this tab, see the descript ion of the
Lef t  Y-AxisLef t  Y-Axis.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, specify whether to show the scroll bar.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure the following parameter for a measure.
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Parameter Description

Series NameSeries Name
Select a measure that you have added to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.)
field.

AliasAlias The measure alias that is displayed on the chart.

AxesAxes
The following options are supported: Default, Primary Axis, and
Secondary Axis.

Show LabelsShow Labels
Specifies whether to show labels. If you select this option, you can
configure the label color.

Show Boundary ValuesShow Boundary Values
If this option is selected, the maximum and minimum values in the
vertical bar chart are highlighted in a specified color.

Dat a Display FormatDat a Display Format
The display format of numbers. The following options are
supported: AutoFit, Custom, and Manual.

The following figure shows the updated vert ical bar chart.

Not e Not e For information about the parameters on the St yleSt yle tab, see Configure a chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

2.3.5. Horizontal bar charts2.3.5. Horizontal bar charts
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This topic introduces horizontal bar charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic
also describes how to configure the style of a horizontal bar chart  and how to delete a horizontal bar
chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A horizontal bar chart  shows the comparison between categories and data changes over a period of
t ime. For example, you can use a horizontal bar chart  to show the working progress of employees in a
project  group.

Similar to a line chart, a horizontal bar chart  consists of a category axis and a value axis.

Not e Not e You must specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis, such as province and
product type. You must specify at  least  one measure for the value axis, such as order quantity
and profit . You can specify only one dimension for the color legend.

Sample horizontal bar chartSample horizontal bar chart
The following example demonstrates how to use a horizontal bar chart  to compare the shipping costs
of different products in different cit ies.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon. A horizontal bar chart  appears in the display sect ion of the dashboard.
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5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required measures and dimensions.

i. Select  dimensions and measures and set  the filter as required.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind city and add it  to the Cat egory Axis (Dim.)Cat egory Axis (Dim.) f ield.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind product_type and add it  to the Color Legend (Dim.)Color Legend (Dim.) f ield.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind city and add it  to the Filt ersFilt ers field.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind shipping_cost  and add it  to the Value Axis (Mea.)Value Axis (Mea.) f ield.

Not eNot e

Make sure that you have converted the data type of city from String to Geo. For
information about how to convert  the data type of a dimension, see Edit  a GEO
dimension.

The color legend is applicable only when the value axis has one measure.
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ii. Configure a filter.

In this example, select  Filt er by ValueFilt er by Value and Mult iple SelectMult iple Select . Click the downward arrow. In the
drop-down list  that appears, select  BeijingBeijing, ShanghaiShanghai, and T ianjinT ianjin, and click OKOK.

iii. In the Set  Filter dialog box, click OKOK.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, Axes,
Functionality, and Series Sett ings sect ions. For more information, see Configure the parameters on
the Style tab.

8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters in the Advanced Sett ings and Metric Analysis
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sect ions.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure a hyperlink for a field in a
chart and click the field, the linked report is
displayed. You can select Parameter or External
Link for this feature. If you select Parameter, you
must configure global variables. For more
information, see Configure the hyperlink feature.

Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis

Auxiliary LineAuxiliary Line

You can use this feature to view the difference
between the value of a measure and the value
indicated by the auxiliary line. The value shown by
an auxiliary line is a fixed or aggregate value.
Supported aggregate functions include AVG, MAX,
MIN, and Median. For more information, see
Auxiliary line.

T rendlineT rendline

A trendline displays the trend of current data.
Supported trendline types include Intelligent,
Linear, Logarithmic, Exponential, Polynomial, and
Power. For more information, see Metric analysis.

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard, and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
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In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Chart  Type.

Not eNot e

If you want users to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and
specify Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Basic Information sect ion, you can change the chart  type to a stacked horizontal
bar chart  or a 100% stacked horizontal bar chart.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure Show Labels, Alignment, Show Legend, Dual Y-Axis, Stacked,
and 100% Stacked.

St ackedSt acked is selected in the example.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure Axis Tit le and Unit .

In this example, Show Scale is selected on the Bottom Axis tab.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, configure Show Scroll Bar.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure Alias, Style, and Data Display Format for the measure.

Click Update. The chart  is updated, as shown in the following figure.

Not e Not e For more information about the parameters on the St yleSt yle tab, see Configure a chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a waterfall chart, including its overview, application example, and configuration
style as well as how to delete a waterfall chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and

2.3.6. Waterfall chart2.3.6. Waterfall chart
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Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A waterfall chart  reflects the data changes and data at  different t ime periods or under the impact of
different factors. It  uses a combination of absolute and relat ive values and is suitable for business
analysis and financial analysis.

Not ice Not ice For a waterfall chart, you must specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis
such as province and product type and at  most one measure for the value axis such as order
quantity and profit .

Application example of a waterfall chartApplication example of a waterfall chart
The following scenario uses the company_sales_record dataset to compare the shipping costs for
different products in different provinces of East  China.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets
page.

2. Find the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon in the Act ions column corresponding

to the dataset.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to choose St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click the Vert ical Bar Chart  icon and then click the  icon. A waterfall chart  appears in the display

area of the dashboard.

4. In the Dimensions list , f ind and add the areaarea field to the Filters area.

You need to filter data of East  China by using the area filter, as shown in the following figure.
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5. Click the  icon. In the Set  Filter dialog box, select  Filt er by ValueFilt er by Value for Filter by Condit ion, as

shown in the following figure.

6. Select  East  and click OKOK.

7. Find and add the province field to Category Axis (Dim.). In the Measures list , f ind and add the
shipping_cost  f ield to Value Axis (Mea.).

8. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system updates the chart.

9. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure Basic Information, Parameter Sett ings, Chart  Type, Axes, and Series
Sett ings.

10. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure settings on the Style tabConfigure settings on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, set  Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
background.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Paramet er Set t ingsParamet er Set t ings sect ion, set  Show Init ial Value, Show Cumulative Value, and Show Init ial
Value/Cumulative Value Labels.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, set  Show Labels, Show Legend, and Color Sett ings.

In this example, Show LabelsShow Labels is selected and the legend is displayed on the top.
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Not e Not e If  mult iple measures are specified for the chart, all measure labels are displayed after
you select  Show Labels. Labels can be displayed in either Smart  Display or Full Display mode.
Assume that a chart  involves many dimension values and the scroll bar is not shown in the chart.
In Smart  Display mode, only part ial labels are displayed. In Full Display mode, all labels are
displayed.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, set  Axis Tit le and Unit .

In this example, Show ScaleShow Scale is selected on the X-Axis tab.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  Display Name and Number Formatt ing for a measure.

In this example, the default  data display format Aut oFitAut oFit  is used.

Click Update. The following figure shows the updated chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a combination chart, including its overview, application example, and configuration
style, as well as how to delete a combination chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview

2.3.7. Combination chart2.3.7. Combination chart
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A combination chart  displays data of different magnitudes by using dual y-axis. A combination chart
can display mult iple chart  types, such as line chart, vert ical bar chart, and area chart  in stacked or 100%
stacked mode. For example, you can use a combination chart  to display the change trends of different
projects.

A combination chart  consists of a category axis, a primary value axis, and a secondary value axis.

Not ice Not ice You can specify at  least  one dimension for the category axis, such as the
order_date(year). You can specify at  least  one measure each for the primary and secondary value
axes, such as order price or profit . You can specify only one dimension for the color legend. The
legend is applicable only when one measure is specified for the primary or secondary value axis.

Application example: compare the order price and profits ofApplication example: compare the order price and profits of
multiple yearsmultiple years
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a
combination chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset and click  in the

Actions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, choose St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click . A combination chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. In the Dimensions list , f ind and add order_date(year) to the Category Axis (Dim.) f ield. In the
Measures list , f ind and add order_amt to the Primary Measures field and profit_amt to the
Secondary Measures field.
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Not e Not e You can click chart  type icon for the primary or secondary value axis to switch the
chart  type, such as vert ical bar chart, line chart, or area chart.

You can click the stacked icon to change the stacked mode.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure the basic information, chart  type, axes, functionality, and series
sett ings of the chart.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Parameters on the Style tabParameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, specify Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
Background.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, specify Show Labels, Direct ion, and Show Legend.

Not e Not e You can select  Show LabelsShow Labels to show all measure labels. Labels support  Smart
Display and Full Display modes. Assume that a chart  involves many dimension values and the scroll
bar is not shown in the chart. In Smart  Display mode, some labels are displayed. In Full Display
mode, all labels are displayed.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, specify Axis Tit le and Unit . In this example, Show ScaleShow Scale is selected for the x-axis.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, configure whether to show the scroll bar.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Alias, Show Boundary Values, and Data Display Format.

Not e Not e For more information about parameters on the St yleSt yle tab, see Configure a chart.
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Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic introduces pie charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a pie chart  and how to delete a pie chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Basic dashboard
operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A pie chart  shows a series of data with different colors or patterns. If  a pie chart  has more than 12
slices, the colors of the slices are repeated. A pie chart  is used to show the rat io of mult iple values in
proport ion to their total amount, for example, the rat io of the income tax to the total personal
income, or the rat io of the sales volume of a car brand to the total sales volume.

A pie chart  consists of slices. The slice labels are determined by a dimension, such as area or
product_type. The slice angles are determined by a measure, such as order quantity or profit .

Not e Not e You can specify only one dimension for slice labels and only one measure for slice
angles.

Sample pie chartSample pie chart
Scenario: Compare the shipping costs of different regions. The following example uses the
company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a pie chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column. If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A pie chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required dimensions and measure.

In the Dimensions list , f ind and add area to the Labels (Dim.) f ield.

In the Measures list , f ind and add shipping_cost  to the Central Angle (Mea.) f ield.

If  you want to display a large volume of data in the pie chart, you can specify the Filters field to

2.3.8. Pie chart2.3.8. Pie chart
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display specific types of data. For example, you can use the Filters field to specify an order
quantity range from 50,000 to 100,000. The pie chart  then displays only the cit ies whose order
quantit ies are within this specific range.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab, and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, and Series
Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click the AdvancedAdvanced tab, and configure Auto Refresh, Filter Interact ion Hyperlink for the pie chart.

8. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and VisualVisual
St yleSt yle.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of the pie chart. We recommend
that you name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want the user to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

Visual St yleVisual St yle The supported visual styles are Pie and Ring.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure the following parameters for the pie chart: Show labelShow label,
Radius rat ioRadius rat io, Merge Dat a int o Ot hers Cat egoryMerge Dat a int o Ot hers Cat egory, and Show LegendShow Legend.

Parameter Description

Show labelShow label
The supported labels are DimensionDimension, measuremeasure, and percent agepercent age.
You can select one or more labels at the same time.

Radius rat ioRadius rat io You can set the radius ratio of the pie chart.
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Merge Dat a int o Ot hersMerge Dat a int o Ot hers
Cat egoryCat egory

If you select this option and specify the number of slices that you
want to retain, the pie chart displays other slices as one part named
"other."

Not e Not e The retained slices are arranged clockwise from the
first quadrant based on their weights. For example, if the
number of slices that you want to retain is set to 3, the top
three slices are separately displayed and other slices are merged
to form the fourth slice. The label name of the fourth slice is
"other". The color of the fourth slice is the color of the data that
accounts for the largest proportion in the slice.

Show LegendShow Legend

The following figure shows the supported legend posit ions.

Parameter Description

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion:

Set Display NameDisplay Name for the measure.

If  Number Format t ingNumber Format t ing is set  to Cust omerCust omer, you can specify the display mode for the measure. The
supported display modes are Number and Percentage. You can also set  the Decimal parameter.

Not e Not e Number Formatt ing is set  to Aut oFitAut oFit  by default .

Delete the pie chartDelete the pie chart
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To delete the pie chart, follow these steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic introduces cross tables, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a cross table and how to delete a cross table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A cross table displays aggregates and sub-aggregates of columns and group columns. Aggregates
include sums, averages, maximums, and minimums.

A cross table consists of rows and columns. Rows are horizontal and determined by dimensions such as
province and product type. Columns are vert ical and determined by measures such as order quantity
and profit .

PrecautionsPrecautions
Dimensions and measures are unlimited for each cross table.

Application example of a cross tableApplication example of a cross table
The following example compare the package designs, shipping costs, order quantit ies, and profits of
different products in different provinces. The company_sales_record dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon in the

Actions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Enterprise Standard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen as
the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon.

2.3.9. Cross tables2.3.9. Cross tables
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A cross table appears in the display area of the dashboard.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  dimensions and measures.

In the Dimensions list , f ind provinceprovince, product _t ypeproduct _t ype, and product _boxproduct _box and add them to the
Rows field in sequence. In the Measures list , f ind order_numberorder_number, shipping_costshipping_cost , and prof it _amtprof it _amt
and add them to the Columns field in sequence, as shown in the following figure.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the data type of the province dimension from
String to Geo. For information about how to change the data type of a dimension, see Edit  a
GEO dimension.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the chart  t it le, layout, format, and rules.
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8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the auto refresh interval, f ilter interact ion, and hyperlink.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you configure filter interaction, when you
click an area or field in a chart on the dashboard,
other charts that are associated with this chart on
the dashboard are changed accordingly. For more
information, see Configure the filter interaction
feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure the hyperlink, if you click a
field in a chart on the dashboard, a report that
shows information about this field is displayed.
You can select Parameter or External Link for this
feature. If you select Parameter, configure global
variables. For more information, see Configure the
hyperlink feature.

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, enter a name for the
dashboard, specify a save path, and then click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure whether to show the t it le and link.
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Not e Not e If  you want users to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link
and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Display Set t ingsDisplay Set t ings sect ion, you can configure the table theme, choose whether to show row
numbers and whether to merge duplicate cells, configure freezing rules, and set  pagination.

Not e Not e Paginat ionPaginat ion is unavailable if  you select  Merge Same CellsMerge Same Cells.

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, configure Condit ional Formatt ing and specify the columns
you want to display. The condit ional format can be set  to IconIcon or Dat a BarDat a Bar.

IconIcon

i. Select  a field and set  Format to IconIcon.

ii. Click Icon, click the drop-down arrow, and then select  an icon type.
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iii. Specify values that you want to highlight, click the drop-down arrows next  to the Font Color
and Fill Color icons, and then specify the font and background for the values.

Use the prof it _amtprof it _amt  column as an example. The following rules are set  for different data values. The
updated table is shown in the following figure:

If  a data value is greater than 1000, the cell of the value is highlighted in green and a green
upward arrow appears next  to the value.

If  a data value falls on or between 500 and 1000, the cell of the value is highlighted in blue and an
orange horizontal line appears next  to the value.

If  a data value is less than 500, the cell of the value is highlighted in yellow and a red downward
arrow appears next  to the value.

Dat a barDat a bar

i. Select  a field and set  Format to Dat a BarDat a Bar.

ii. Set  the upper limit , lower limit , and fill color.
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Not e Not e Upper and lower limits can be configured automatically or manually.

Sort  columnsSort  columns

You can sort  columns or group columns. When you group columns, set  the group names as shown in
the following figure.

Show t ot alsShow t ot als

After you select  Show Totals, you can configure aggregates, sub-aggregates, and aggregate
functions such as SUM, AVG, and MAX. You can also create an expression on which to perform the
aggregation as shown in the following figure.
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Not e Not e Before you configure sub-aggregates, select  Merge Same CellsMerge Same Cells in the DisplayDisplay
Set t ingsSet t ings sect ion.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  f ield names, alignment mode, and number format.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

Create a data download taskCreate a data download task

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Creat e DownloadCreat e Download. The Download T asksDownload T asks dialog box appears.

You can check Start  Time, Status, and Actions of tasks.
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Not e Not e Status includes Running, Successful, and Error. If  an error occurs, handle it  as
prompted.

Data download taskData download task

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Creat e DownloadCreat e Download. The Download T asksDownload T asks dialog box appears.

Check Start  Time, Status, and Actions of tasks.

Click the  icon in the Act ions column to obtain the historical data download tasks.

Not e Not e The number of entries for offline downloads and previews cannot exceed one
million.

This topic describes a pivot  table, including its overview, application example, and configuration style
as well as how to delete a pivot  table.

Not e Not e Pivot  tables are available only in Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A pivot table can be used to display the aggregates of variables and allows you to drill into data in a
tree structure. One variable defines the values in the header row while the other variable defines the
values in the header column. Aggregation methods include SUM, AVG, COUNT, MAX, and MIN.

Similar to a Cross tables, a pivot  table consists of rows and columns. Rows are horizontal and
determined by dimensions such as province and product type. Columns are vert ical and determined by
measures such as order quantity and profit .

Not ice Not ice For each pivot  table, the numbers of dimensions and measures are unlimited.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare mult iple types of products with different package designs, order quantit ies, and
order prices across mult iple provinces. The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset
to describe the application of a pivot  table.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2.3.10. Pivot table2.3.10. Pivot table
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2. In the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset and click  in the

Actions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, choose St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. On the dashboard edit  page, click . A pivot  table appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  dimensions and measures for the pivot  table.

In the Dimensions list , f ind and add province, product_type, and product_box to the Rows (Dim.)
field, and find and add order_number and order_amt to the Values (Mea.) f ield, as shown in the
following figure.

Not e Not e Ensure that you have converted the dimension type of province from String to
Geo. For information about how to convert  the dimension type, see Change field types.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab to configure the basic information, display sett ings, and functionality sett ings
of the chart.

7. Click the plus sign (++ ) next  to the value to drill into the data in a tree structure.

For example, when you click the plus sign (+) next  to ShanghaiShanghai, data about product types and
product boxes is displayed in a tree structure.
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8. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Parameters on the Style tabParameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, set  Show Tit le and Descript ion and Show Link.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Display Set t ingsDisplay Set t ings sect ion, set  Show Row Numbers, Freeze, and Wrap Text.

In this example, Show Row Numbers is selected.

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, configure condit ional formatt ing and whether to show
totals. For more information, see Functionality sett ings.

In this example, condit ional formatt ing is enabled and Show Totals is selected.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Name, Descript ion, Align, and Number Formatt ing.

The updated chart  is shown as follows.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

2.3.11. Colored maps2.3.11. Colored maps
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This topic describes colored maps, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a colored map and how to delete a colored map.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Similar to a bubble map, a colored map displays data in a single hue with different saturation levels.

A colored map consists of colorscales and geographic locations. Geographic locations are determined
by a dimension, such as province. Colorscales are determined by measures, such as order price and
profit .

Not iceNot ice

You can specify only one dimension for geographic locations. The dimension type must be Geo. You
can specify one to five measures for colorscales.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example demonstrates how to use a colored map to compare the shipping costs, order
prices, and profits in different regions. The company_sales_record dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon. A colored map appears in the display sect ion of the dashboard.
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5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required dimension and measures.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind area and add it  to the Geo Locat ion (Dim.)Geo Locat ion (Dim.) f ield.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind order_amt, profit_amt, and shipping_cost, and add them to the
Colorscale (Mea.)Colorscale (Mea.) f ield.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the data type of the area field from String to
Geo. For information about how to convert  the data type of a dimension, see Edit  a GEO
dimension.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the t it le, display style, color, display range, and series sett ings of the
colored map.

8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters described in the following table.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.
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HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure a hyperlink for a field in a
chart and click the field, the linked report is
displayed. You can select Parameter or External
Link for this feature. If you select Parameter, you
must configure global variables. For more
information, see Configure the hyperlink feature.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard, and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Style
Template.

Not e Not e If  you want users to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link
and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

You can set  Style Template to configure the map color. Three templates are provided.

In the Chart  St yleChart  St yle sect ion, configure Display Place Names, Map Color, and Legend Configuration.

Display Place Names: You can select  Smart  or All. If  a large number of place names exist , we
recommended that you select  Smart.

Smart  display mode

All display mode

Map Color: You can configure the color range, transparency, and colors for maximum and minimum
values.

Legend Configuration: You can select  Ranking or Distribution.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, configure St at ist ics Set t ingsSt at ist ics Set t ings, which includes Display RangeDisplay Range and
Display Cont entDisplay Cont ent .
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Not e Not e If  you select  Country Map for Display Range, six countries appear in the Display
Content drop-down list: China, Singapore, Germany, Mexico, Japan, and United States.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure Display Name and Number Formatt ing for a measure.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic introduces bubble maps, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a bubble map and how to delete a bubble map.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A bubble map uses a map profile as its background and shows the distribution of data metrics in a
country or region by using bubbles of different sizes. For example, you can use a bubble map to display
tourist  arrivals of different dest inations or the average incomes in different regions.

2.3.12. Bubble maps2.3.12. Bubble maps
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A bubble map consists of geographic locations and bubbles of different sizes.

Geographic locations are determined by a dimension, such as province.

The bubble size is determined by a measure, such as the shipping cost  or order quantity.

Not iceNot ice

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a bubble map to compare the order quantit ies and profits
in different provinces. The company_sales_record dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon.

5. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measures and dimension.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind provinceprovince and add it  to the Geo Locat ion (Dim.)Geo Locat ion (Dim.) f ield.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind order_numberorder_number and add it  to the Bubble Size (Mea.)Bubble Size (Mea.) f ield.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind prof it _amtprof it _amt  and add it  to the Bubble Color/MeasuresBubble Color/Measures field.
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Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the data type of the province dimension from
String to Geo. For information about how to change the data type of a dimension, see Change
field types.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the t it le and display style of the bubble chart, the bubble size and
color, the display range, and the series sett ings.

For more information, see Configure parameters on the Style tab.

8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the following parameters.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh

If you select this option, the system refreshes the
chart at the specified interval. For example, if you
select this option and select 5Minut es5Minut es  from the
drop-down list, the system refreshes the chart
every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you configure filter interaction, if you click
an area or field in a chart, charts that are
associated with this chart in the same dashboard
accordingly change. For more information, see
Configure the filter interaction feature.

HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure the hyperlink, if you click a
field in a chart on the dashboard, a report that
shows information about this field is displayed.
You can select Paramet erParamet er and Ext ernal LinkExt ernal Link for
this feature. Global parameters are used if you
select Parameter. For more information, see
Configure the hyperlink feature.

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, enter a name for the
dashboard, specify the save path, and then click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and St yleSt yle
T emplat eT emplat e.

Not e Not e If  you want users to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link
and specify Link T extLink T ext  and Link AddressLink Address. If  you click a field in the chart, you are redirected to the
linked report  or an external link.

You can set  St yle T emplat eSt yle T emplat e to configure the map color. Three templates are provided.

In the Chart  St yleChart  St yle sect ion, configure Display Place NamesDisplay Place Names, Map Conf igurat ionMap Conf igurat ion, ShapeShape, BubbleBubble
ColorColor, Bubble SizeBubble Size, and Legend Conf igurat ionLegend Conf igurat ion.

Display Place Names: You can select  SmartSmart  or AllAll. We recommend that you select  Smart  if  a large
number of place names exists.

Under Map Configuration, you can configure Color, T ransparencyT ransparency and BorderBorder.
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Supported bubble shapes are shown in the following figure.

You can configure ColorColor, T ransparencyT ransparency, and colors f or maximum and minimum valuescolors f or maximum and minimum values.

Bubble Size: You can specify the bubble size.

You can select  RankingRanking or Dist ribut ionDist ribut ion for Legend Configuration.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, configure St at ist ics Set t ingsSt at ist ics Set t ings, which includes Display RangeDisplay Range and
Display Cont entDisplay Cont ent .

Not e Not e If  you select  Country Map for Display Range, six countries appear in the Display
Content drop-down list: China, Singapore, Germany, Mexico, Japan, and United States.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure AliasAlias and Dat a Display FormatDat a Display Format  for a measure.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic introduces gauges, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a gauge and how to delete a gauge.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

2.3.13. Gauge2.3.13. Gauge
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You are familiar with dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Basic dashboard
operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Similar to a dashboard on a car, a gauge shows the value range of a specific metric. You can view the
progress of a current task or determine whether a metric exceeds its value range in a gauge. For
example, you can use a gauge to obtain the inventory status of a commodity, so you can replenish the
inventory in a t imely manner.

The pointer angle of a gauge is determined by a measure, such as the discount or profit .

Not ice Not ice You can specify only one measure for the pointer angle.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Display the order price. The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to
describe the application of a gauge.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A gauge appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measure.

In the Measures list , f ind and add order_amt to the Pointer Angle (Mea.) f ield.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Functionality, Style Sett ings,
and Series Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, specify Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Visual Style.
Quick BI supports three styles: Standard, Sector, and Scale.
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Not e Not e If  you want the user to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
LinkLink and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, specify the minimum and maximum values for the metric in the gauge.
You can specify fixed or dynamic minimum and maximum values. The dynamic values are calculated by
using aggregate functions.

In the St yle Set t ingsSt yle Set t ings sect ion, specify the label display mode and ranges for the gauge. You can
configure the number of ranges, step for defining ranges, and range colors in the Display Ranges
area.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name, Descript ion, and Number Formatt ing for the
measure.
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Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes the overview, examples, and delet ion of a radar chart.

Make sure that you have read Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before reading this
topic. For more information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Radar charts display numbers and rat ios obtained from data analysis. You can view the changing trends
of indicators by using radar charts. For example, sales of all areas are represented by numbers and
ratios in radar charts.

A radar chart  is based on labels and lengths. Labels are based on dimensions such as product types.
Lengths are based on measures such as shipping costs.

NotesNotes
You can select  a minimum of one and a maximum of two dimensions for the labels of a radar chart. The
number of dimension values must be greater than or equal to three and less than or equal to 12. You
need to select  a minimum of one dimension for the length.

SamplesSamples

2.3.14. Radar charts2.3.14. Radar charts
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ExamplesExamples
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets page.

3. Select  the company_sales_record dataset and click the Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard icon in the Act ions
column.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard display mode. The following example uses St andardSt andard.

4. Click the Radar Chart  icon and an empty chart  appears on the dashboard.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab page, select  dimensions and measures.

In the Dimensions list , locate the areaarea field and add it  to Labels (Dimensions). In the Measures list ,
locate the order_numberorder_number and order_amtorder_amt  fields and add them sequentially to Length (Measures).

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the dimension type of the area field from
String to Geo.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e and the chart  is updated.
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7. On the St yleSt yle tab page, you can configure the t it le name, layout, and legend.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure the styleConfigure the style
In the Basic Information sect ion, you can configure the t it le name, hyperlink, and background color.
This example uses Domest ic dat aDomest ic dat a as the t it le name and uses DarkDark as the background color.

Not e Not e For jumping to a report  or an external page, select  Show HyperlinkShow Hyperlink and enter a
name and an address.

In the Layout sect ion, you can configure the legend posit ion and whether to show toolt ips, areas,
and labels.

In the Series Sett ings sect ion, you can configure aliases for dimensions, data formats, and numbers of
decimal places. This example uses red as the line color for the order_numberorder_number field.

Click Update and the chart  is updated as shown in the following figure.
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Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic describes a facet  scatter chart, including its overview, application example, and configuration
style, as well as how to delete a facet  scatter chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

If  you want to edit  a dataset or create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A facet scatter chart  shows data correlat ion and distribution.

A facet  scatter chart  consists of one or more x-axes and a y-axis. You can specify a maximum of three
measures for the x-axes, only one measure for the y-axis, and only one dimension, such as product
type, for the color legend.

Not ice Not ice The Dimensions list  can have a maximum of 1,000 values.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the unit  prices and order quantit ies of different products. The following example
uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a facet  scatter chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click  in the

Actions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, choose St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click . A facet  scatter chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required dimensions and measures.

2.3.15. Facet scatter chart2.3.15. Facet scatter chart
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5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the st ylest yle tab and configure the basic information, design, and layout of the chart.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Parameters on the Style tabParameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, specify Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
Background.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the DesignDesign sect ion, you can select  Axis Tit le to display axis t it les.

In this example, Axis Tit le is selected.

In the LayoutLayout  sect ion, specify Show Legend and Show Toolt ip.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

2.3.16. Bubble chart2.3.16. Bubble chart
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This topic introduces bubble charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a bubble chart  and how to delete a bubble chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A bubble chart  is similar to a scatter chart. The only difference is that the bubble chart  allows you to
specify a measure to indicate the bubble size.

A bubble chart  consists of an x-axis, a y-axis, a category, bubble colors, and bubble sizes. The x-axis is
determined by a dimension or measure. The y-axis is determined by a measure. The category is
determined by a dimension. Bubble colors are determined by a dimension or measure. Bubble sizes are
determined by a measure.

Not iceNot ice

You can specify only one dimension or measure for the x-axis and only one measure for the
y-axis.

You can specify the same dimension or measure for bubble colors as that for the x-axis, y-
axis, or category.

You can specify the same measure for sizes as that for the x-axis or y-axis.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the unit  prices and order quantit ies of different products in different regions. The
following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a bubble
chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A bubble chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required dimensions and measures, and add them to the relevant
fields.
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5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Style, Axes,
Functionality, and Series Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click the AdvancedAdvanced tab and configure parameters in the Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings and Met ricMet ric
AnalysisAnalysis sect ions. You can configure the trendline and cluster analysis only if  a measure is specified
for the x-axis. For more information, see Drilling, f ilter interact ion, and hyperlink and Metric analysis.
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Not e Not e After Clustering is selected on the Advanced tab, the value of the Color (Dim. or
Mea.) f ield becomes Clustering, and similar measure values are displayed as a cluster.

8. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
Background.

Not e Not e If  you want the user to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
LinkLink and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, specify Show Labels, Show Legend, Data Point  Color, and Bubble Size.
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Not e Not e The Data Point  Color field is available only when the Color (Dim. or Mea.) f ield is
specified. If  the Color (Dim. or Mea.) f ield is set  to a dimension, you can select  a hue for the
dimension or specify a color for each value of the dimension. If  the Color (Dim. or Mea.) f ield is set
to a measure, you must specify the value range and the number of intervals, and then specify a
color for each interval.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure the basic information about the x-axis and the y-axis.
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In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, enable the four-quadrant feature.
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Not e Not e This feature can be enabled only when measures are specified for the x and y axes.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name and Number Formatt ing for each measure. If
Number Formatt ing is set  to Customer, specify the data format (Number of Percentage) and set
Decimal.

Click Update. The following figure shows the updated bubble chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.
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This topic introduces scatter charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a scatter chart  and how to delete a scatter chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Scatter charts show data correlat ion and distribution. A scatter chart  takes one variable as the x-axis
and the other variable as the y-axis, and represents the general trend of the dependent variable (y)
that changes in respect  to the independent variable (x). Scatter charts can also show data distribution
from category and color.

A scatter chart  consists of a y-axis, an x-axis, a category, and colors. The y-axis is determined by a
measure. The x-axis is determined by a dimension or measure. The category is determined by a
dimension. Colors are determined by a dimension or measure.

Not iceNot ice

You can specify only one dimension or measure for the y-axis, x-axis, category, and colors.

You can specify the same dimension or measure for colors as that for the x-axis, y-axis, or
category.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the unit  prices and order quantit ies of different products in different regions. The
following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a scatter
chart.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon. A scatter chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

5. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measures and dimensions.

2.3.17. Scatter chart2.3.17. Scatter chart
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6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. Click the St yleSt yle tab, and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, Axes,
Functionality, and Series Sett ings sect ions.

8. Click the AdvancedAdvanced tab, and configure parameters in the Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings and Met ricMet ric
AnalysisAnalysis sect ions. The Trendline and Clustering functions are available only when a measure is
specified for the x-axis.
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For more information, see Drilling, f ilter interact ion, and hyperlink and Metric analysis.

Not e Not e After the Clustering function is enabled, the value of the Color field changes to
Clustering, and data points with similar x values and y values are displayed in a cluster.

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
Background.

Not e Not e If  you want the user to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
LinkLink and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure Show Labels, Show Legend, and Data Point  Color.
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Not e Not e The colors of data points vary based on the data type of the Color field. If  the Color
field is not specified, the Data Point  Color field does not appear. When the Color field is set  to a
dimension, you can select  a color palette or specify a color for each field. When the Color field is
set  to a measure, you must specify the value range of the measure and the number of intervals,
and then specify colors for the intervals.

In the AxesAxes sect ion, configure basic information about the x-axis and y-axis.
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In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, enable the four-quadrant function as required.
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Not e Not e This function can be enabled only when measures are specified for the x-axis and y-
axis.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure Display Name and Number Formatt ing for each measure.
When Number Formatt ing is set  to Customer, configure the data format (Number or Percentage) and
the number of decimal places.

The following figure shows an updated scatter chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.
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Decomposit ion trees visualize the percentage of each part  to the total in mult iple dimensions. You can
use a decomposit ion tree to split  the values of a measure into mult iple groups based on dimensions
and view the data in each dimension. The data in each dimension is automatically sorted. This topic
introduces decomposit ion trees, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a decomposit ion tree and how to delete a decomposit ion tree.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Decomposit ion trees can be used in many scenarios, such as channel analysis and contribution analysis.
You can use a decomposit ion tree to analyze a measure and identify the key factors that affect  the
measure.

A decomposit ion tree consists of an analysis object  and split t ing bases. The analysis object  is
determined by a measure, such as the sales volume or order quantity. Split t ing bases are determined by
dimensions, such as area, province, city, and product name.

Not ice Not ice You can specify only one measure for the analysis object. You can specify one to five
dimensions for the split t ing bases.

A decomposit ion tree can visualize data in up to 5 columns and 50 rows.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a decomposit ion tree. The company_sales_record dataset
is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon.

2.3.18. Decomposition trees2.3.18. Decomposition trees
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A decomposit ion tree appears in the dashboard display sect ion.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required measure and dimensions.

In the Dimensions list , f ind area, province, and product_type, and add them to the
Decomposit ion Basis (Dim.)Decomposit ion Basis (Dim.) f ield.

In the Measures list , f ind order_amt and add it  to the Analysis Object  (Mea.)Analysis Object  (Mea.) f ield.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the data type of area and province from String
to Geo. For information about how to change the data type of a dimension, see Change field
types.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. Specify the dimensions to split  the values of the measure.

i. In the decomposit ion tree, click the  icon next  to the measure.
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ii. Select  a split  method.

Custom split t ing: The options for custom split t ing are dimensions that you added to the
Decomposit ion Basis (Dim.)Decomposit ion Basis (Dim.) f ield. You can determine the dimension by which you want to
split  data first  based on your business requirements. In this example, the values of the
measure are split  by area, province, and product_type in sequence.

The following figure shows custom split t ing.

Smart  split t ing: The supported options are High Cont ribut ionHigh Cont ribut ion and Low Cont ribut ionLow Cont ribut ion.
They are art if icial intelligence (AI) options. Data is split  based on the selected option.

The following figure shows smart  split t ing.

Not e Not e If  you use smart  split t ing and save the dashboard, the split t ing path, for
example, product_type > province, is also saved. After you close the dashboard and
open it  again, the split t ing path of the decomposit ion tree is st ill product_type >
province. You can continue to edit  the decomposit ion tree as required.
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iii. Change a dimension.

In this example, change provinceprovince used for smart  split t ing to product _t ypeproduct _t ype used for custom
split t ing.

a. Click the  icon next  to province.

b. Move the pointer over the plus sign next  to the required area and select  product _t ypeproduct _t ype.

If  you want to hide a dimension, click the  icon next  to its parent node. If  you want to show

the dimension, click the  icon again.

8. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the style of the decomposit ion tree. For more information, see
Configure the parameters on the Style tab.

9. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters in the Advanced Sett ings sect ion.
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Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.

10. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard, and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion and Show Link.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of a chart. We recommend that
you name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want users to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, configure the style of the decomposit ion tree.

Parameter Description
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Color LogicColor Logic

Specifies colors for the values of the measure that you added to the
Analysis Object  (Mea.)Analysis Object  (Mea.)  field.

Posit ive Color: the color of posit ive values for the measure.

Negative color: the color of negative values for the measure.

Split t ing LogicSplit t ing Logic

Specifies the method of using ring charts to show the percentages of
different values. Supported options include ParentParent , RootRoot , and MaxMax.

ParentParent : A node that has child nodes is a parent node. If you select
this option, the ring chart of a node shows the percentage
calculated based on the value of its parent node.

RootRoot : A node that does not have a parent node is a root node. If
you select this option, the ring chart of a node shows the
percentage calculated based on the value of the root node. In this
example, the root node is order_amt.

MaxMax: The node that is ranked first  in each column is a max node. If
you select this option, the ring chart of a node shows the
percentage calculated based on the value of its max node.

Parameter Description

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, determine whether to select  Enable AI Split t ingEnable AI Split t ing based on your
business requirements.

If  you select  Enable AI Split t ing, Absolut e AnalysisAbsolut e Analysis is also selected. The following figure shows the
decomposit ion tree after you select  Enable AI Split t ing.
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Not e Not e After Absolut e AnalysisAbsolut e Analysis is selected, absolute values are analyzed.

In this example, the values of order_amtorder_amt  are split  by province (Yunnan, Tibet, and
Guizhou) and product_type (Technique, Furniture, and Office).

If  you select  High Cont ribut ionHigh Cont ribut ion, the values are split  by product _t ypeproduct _t ype. You can identify
the type of product with the largest  order quantity. In this example, technical products
have the largest  order quantity.

If  you select  Low Cont ribut ionLow Cont ribut ion, the values are split  by provinceprovince. You can identify the
province with the smallest  order quantity. In this example, Guangdong has the smallest
order quantity.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure the parameters described in the following table.

Parameter Description

SeriesSeries
Select a dimension that you added to the Decomposit ion BasisDecomposit ion Basis
(Dim.)(Dim.)  field or the measure that you added to the Analysis ObjectAnalysis Object
(Mea.)(Mea.)  field. In this example, select order_amtorder_amt .

Display NameDisplay Name
The name of the selected measure or dimension displayed in the
decomposition tree.

Number Format t ingNumber Format t ing

The display format of numbers. The following options are
supported: Adaptive, Custom, and Manual Input. In this example:

Select Custom.

Select % Show Percentage.

Set Decimal Place to 2.

Select Use T housands Separat orUse T housands Separat or.

The following figure shows an updated decomposit ion tree.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:
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1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic introduces funnel charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a funnel chart  and how to delete a funnel chart.

funnel chart  chart  making on a dashboard

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A funnel chart  is best  suited to analyze standard, long-term, mult i-stage business processes. It  allows
you to compare business data from different stages and identify issues. You can also use a funnel chart
to show the conversion rate at  each stage of a business process, for example, the percentage of
visitors that become paying customers for a shopping website.

A funnel chart  consists of funnel layering and t ier areas. Funnel layering is determined by a dimension,
such as area. Tier areas are determined by a measure, such as order price.

Not ice Not ice You must specify one dimension for funnel layering and one measure for t ier areas.
Otherwise, you do not need to specify any dimension for funnel layering but must specify one to
ten measures for t ier areas.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the order prices of mult iple regions or compare the order prices, profits, and
shipping costs of mult iple regions. The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to
describe the application of a funnel chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A funnel chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required dimension and measures.

If  you want to compare order prices of different regions, f ind areaarea in the Dimensions list  and add

2.3.19. Funnel chart2.3.19. Funnel chart
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it  to the Funnel layering / dimension field, then find order_amtorder_amt  in the Measures list  and add it  to
the Tier Area (Mea.) f ield.

If  you want to compare order prices, profits, and shipping costs of different regions, f ind
order_amtorder_amt , prof it _amtprof it _amt , and shipping_costshipping_cost  in the Measures list  and add them to the Tier Area
(Mea.) f ield in sequence.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Chart  Type, and Series
Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and VisualVisual
St yleSt yle.

Not e Not e If  you want the user to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
LinkLink and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

You can set  Visual Style to Standard or Conversion Analysis.

Chart  Type
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If  Visual St yleVisual St yle is set  to St andardSt andard, you can configure the following parameters in the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype
section: ShapeShape, Display Cat egory LabelsDisplay Cat egory Labels, Display Dat a LabelsDisplay Dat a Labels, Conversion Rat e Calculat ionConversion Rat e Calculat ion
Met hodMet hod, Funnel ColorFunnel Color, Dat a Label DisplayDat a Label Display, Display ModeDisplay Mode, Bot t om St yleBot t om St yle, and Show LegendShow Legend.

Not e Not e The conversion rate is calculated by using the following formulas:

Conversion rate from the upper adjacent layer = Measure value at  the current
layer/Measure value at  the upper adjacent layer × 100%

Conversion rate from the first  layer = Measure value at  the current layer/Measure value
at the first  layer × 100%
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If  Visual St yleVisual St yle is set  to Conversion AnalysisConversion Analysis, you can specify ShapeShape, Funnel ColorFunnel Color, and Dat aDat a
Label DisplayLabel Display in the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name and Number Formatt ing for each measure.
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The following figure shows an updated funnel chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic introduces kanbans, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a kanban and how to delete a kanban.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A kanban provides an overview of data such as sales performance. Kanbans allow you to rapidly
respond to sales status and management situations. Kanbans help you identify and troubleshoot
issues.

2.3.20. Kanbans2.3.20. Kanbans
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A kanban consists of metrics and labels. Labels are determined by a dimension, such as area. Metrics are
determined by measures, such as order quantity and order price.

Not ice Not ice You can specify only one dimension for labels and one to ten measures for metrics.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a kanban. The company_sales_record dataset is used in
the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon.

A kanban appears in the dashboard display sect ion.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required dimension and measures.

In the Dimensions list , f ind province and add it  to the Labels (Dim.) f ield.

In the Measures list , f ind order_number, order_amt, shipping_cost, and profit_amt, and add them
to the Metrics (Mea.) f ield.
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Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the data type of the province dimension from
String to Geo. For information about how to change the data type of a dimension, see Edit  a
GEO dimension.

The first  measure under Met rics (Mea.)Met rics (Mea.) is the primary metric. You can drag and drop the
measures under Met rics (Mea.)Met rics (Mea.) to change the primary metric.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the style of the chart. For more information, see Configure parameters
on the Style tab.

8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure parameters in the Advanced Sett ings sect ion.

Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you configure filter interaction, if you click
an area or field in a chart, charts that are
associated with this chart in the same dashboard
accordingly change. For more information, see
Configure the filter interaction feature.
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HyperlinkHyperlink

After you configure the hyperlink, if you click a
field in a chart on the dashboard, a report that
shows information about this field is displayed.
You can select Parameter or External Link for this
feature. If you select Parameter, you must
configure global variables. For more information,
see Configure the hyperlink feature.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, enter a name for the
dashboard, specify the save path, and then click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and Cust omCust om
BackgroundBackground.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the chart t it le. We recommend that you
name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want users to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

Cust om BackgroundCust om Background
Light color and dark color are supported. The light color is used by
default.

In the Indicat or Set t ingsIndicat or Set t ings sect ion, set  the metric block style.

Parameter Description

Maximum Indicat ors EachMaximum Indicat ors Each
RowRow

The maximum number of metrics that can be displayed in each row.
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Hide DimensionsHide Dimensions Specifies whether to show dimensions on the kanban.

Hide Primary Measure NameHide Primary Measure Name
Specifies whether to show the name of the primary metric on the
kanban.

Font  Color f or PrimaryFont  Color f or Primary
Indicat or ValueIndicat or Value

The font color for the primary metric.

Not e Not e The first  measure under Met rics (Mea.)Met rics (Mea.)  is the
primary metric. All other measures are secondary metrics.

Main Font  Siz eMain Font  Siz e The font for the primary metric.

Sub-Font  Siz eSub-Font  Siz e The font for secondary metrics.

Indicat or Block AlignmentIndicat or Block Alignment The supported posit ions of the metric blocks.

Indicat or AlignmentIndicat or Alignment
Supported alignment modes include left  alignment and center
alignment.

Parameter Description

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, configure condit ional formatt ing.

Parameter Description

SeriesSeries
You can select any measure that has been added to the Met ricsMet rics
(Mea.)(Mea.)  field.

Enable condit ionalEnable condit ional
f ormat t ingf ormat t ing

Specify tag icons, ranges, and font colors.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name, Descript ion, Prefix and Suffix for Data Value,
and Number Formatt ing for a measure.

Parameter Description
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SeriesSeries
You can select any measure that has been added to the Met ricsMet rics
(Mea.)(Mea.)  field.

Display NameDisplay Name The measure name that is displayed on the kanban.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the display name.

Pref ix and Suf f ix f or Dat aPref ix and Suf f ix f or Dat a
ValueValue

The prefix and suffix of the metric values.

Number Format t ingNumber Format t ing

The display format of numbers. The following options are
supported: AutoFit, Custom, and Manual. In this example,

Custom is selected,

Number is selected,

and Decimal is set to 2.

Parameter Description

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic introduces trend indicator charts, including an overview and an application example. This
topic also describes how to configure the style of a trend indicator chart  and how to delete a trend
indicator chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A trend indicator chart  displays mult iple indicators and their changes over a period of t ime. By default ,
the latest  data record of each indicator is displayed.

Not ice Not ice You can specify only one date dimension for Date (Dimensions) and must specify at
least  one measure for Indicator (Measures).

Application exampleApplication example
The following example describes how to use a trend indicator chart. The company_sales_record
dataset is used in the example.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

2.3.21. Trend indicator charts2.3.21. Trend indicator charts
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column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon. A trend indicator chart  appears in the display sect ion of the dashboard.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required dimension and measures.

In the Dimensions list , f ind report_date(day) and add it  to the Dat e (Dimensions)Dat e (Dimensions) field.

In the Measures list , f ind order_number, order_amt, shipping_cost, and profit_amt, and add them
to the Indicat or (Measures)Indicat or (Measures) f ield.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure the parameters on the Basic Information, Chart  Sett ings, Indicator
Sett ings, Functionality Sett ings, and Series Sett ings sect ions.

8. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, configure the parameters in the Advanced Sett ings and Metric Analysis
sect ions.

Select  the measures from the Select  Secondary Indicat orSelect  Secondary Indicat or drop-down list , and set  the
comparison method, displayed content, and symbol theme.
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Section Parameter Description

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings

Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh
You can select this option and set the refresh
interval. If you set this parameter to 5 Minutes,
the system refreshes the chart every 5 minutes.

Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion

After you associate multiple charts by using this
feature, if you click an area or field in a chart,
associated charts in the same dashboard change
as expected. For more information, see Configure
the filter interaction feature.
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Display SecondaryDisplay Secondary
Indicat orIndicat or

If you select this option, you can select the
display mode of the secondary indicator.

Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis

Fluctuation analysis uses machine learning
algorithms to analyze the impact of dimensions
on measures. You can view the contribution of
dimensions to measure fluctuation and specific
changes. For more information.

Not e Not e Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis  is in Beta
testing.

Section Parameter Description

9. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page. In the Save Dashboard dialog box, specify the
name and save path for the dashboard, and click OK.

Configure the parameters on the Style tabConfigure the parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Tit le, Descript ion, and Show Link.

Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of a chart. We recommend that
you name the chart in the format of Chart type-Chart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want users to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

In the Chart  Set t ingsChart  Set t ings sect ion, select  Show T rend by Dat eShow T rend by Dat e and specify the chart  type as required.
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Parameter Description

Show T rend by Dat eShow T rend by Dat e
After you select this option, you can select Overall T rendOverall T rend or
Det ailed T rendDet ailed T rend.

Dat e Durat ionDat e Durat ion The default value is 30 days.

Select  Preview ModeSelect  Preview Mode

Two options are supported: Single ChoiceSingle Choice and Mult iple ChoiceMult iple Choice.

Single ChoiceSingle Choice: The trend of only one measure is displayed in the
chart.

Mult iple ChoiceMult iple Choice: The trends of multiple measures are displayed
in the chart.

Not e Not e This parameter appears only after you select
Overall T rendOverall T rend.

Layout  f or Mult ipleLayout  f or Mult iple
Indicat orsIndicat ors

Two options are supported: Displayed in One LineDisplayed in One Line and DisplayedDisplayed
in Mult iple Linesin Mult iple Lines . When you select Displayed in One Line, a slide bar
appears for you to view all indicators in one row. When you select
Displayed in Multiple Lines, indicators are displayed in multiple rows.

Not e Not e This parameter appears only after you select
Overall T rendOverall T rend.

Det ailed T rend Posit ionDet ailed T rend Posit ion

Two options are supported: Bot t omBot t om and RightRight .

Not e Not e This parameter appears only after you select
Det ailed T rendDet ailed T rend.

In the Indicat or Set t ingsIndicat or Set t ings sect ion, set  Maximum Indicators Each Row.

Parameter Description

Maximum Indicat ors EachMaximum Indicat ors Each
RowRow

The maximum number of indicators that can be displayed in each
row.

In this example, Maximum Indicators Each Row is set to 4.

Font  Color f or PrimaryFont  Color f or Primary
Indicat or ValueIndicat or Value

The font color for the primary indicator.

Not e Not e In the Indicat or (Measures)Indicat or (Measures)  field, the first
measure is the primary indicator. The rest indicators are
secondary indicators.
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Indicat or Block AlignmentIndicat or Block Alignment

The following figure shows the posit ions of primary and secondary
indicators in indicator blocks.

Indicat or AlignmentIndicat or Alignment Two options are supported: Align Lef tAlign Lef t  and Cent erCent er.

Parameter Description

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, enable an indicator filter and configure condit ional
formatt ing as required.

After you select  Enable Indicat or Filt erEnable Indicat or Filt er, an indicator filter icon is displayed in the upper-right corner
of the chart. You can click the icon and select  the indicators that you want to display.

i. Select  the required measure from the Series drop-down list , select  Enable Condit ionalEnable Condit ional
Format t ingFormat t ing, and then select  an icon theme from the Mark IconMark Icon drop-down list .
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ii. Specify the rules for marking data, the icon style, and font color.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, configure Display Name, Descript ion, Prefix and Suffix for Indicator,
and Data Display Format for a measure.

Parameter Description

Series NameSeries Name Select a measure that you added to the Indicat or (Measures)Indicat or (Measures)  field.

Display NameDisplay Name The measure name that is displayed on the trend indicator chart.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the displayed name.

Pref ix and Suf f ix f orPref ix and Suf f ix f or
Indicat orIndicat or

The prefix and suffix of indicator values.

Dat a Display FormatDat a Display Format
The display format of numbers. The following options are
supported: AutoFit, Custom, and Manual.
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The following figure shows an updated trend indicator chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
To delete a chart, perform the following steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a treemap, including its overview, application example, and configuration style as
well as how to delete a treemap.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A treemap can be used to compare the proport ions of metric values of objects.

It  displays rectangle labels in different sizes based on a measure. Rectangle labels are determined by a
dimension, such as packaging. The size of each rectangle label is determined by a measure, such as
shipping cost.

Not ice Not ice You can specify only one dimension for rectangle labels and only one measure for the
rectangle size. The dimension has a maximum of 12 values.

2.3.22. Treemap2.3.22. Treemap
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Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the order quantit ies of different products. The following example uses the
company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a treemap.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset and click  in the

Actions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, choose St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click . A treemap appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measures and dimension.

In the Dimensions list , f ind and add product_type to the Labels (Dim.) f ield. In the Measures list , f ind
and add order_number to the Size (Mea.) f ield, as shown in the following figure.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and change the basic information and series sett ings of the chart.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, set  Show Tit le and Descript ion and Show Link.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Number Formatt ing.

Click Update. The following figure shows the updated chart.
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Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes the overview, examples, and delet ion of a polar diagram.

Make sure that you have read Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before this topic. For
more information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A polar diagram compares mult iple data values. It  is used for comparing enumerated data, such as data
based on mult iple regions.

Similar to a pie chart, a polar diagram consists of slices. Labels of slices are determined by the dimension,
such as the area and product type. Arc radiuses are determined by the measure, such as order numbers
and order amounts.

SamplesSamples

2.3.23. Polar diagrams2.3.23. Polar diagrams
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NotesNotes
You can select  a maximum of one dimension for labels. The minimum number of dimension values is
three. The maximum number of dimension values is 12. You can select  a maximum of one measure for
arc radiuses.

ExamplesExamples
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets page.

3. Select  the company_sales_record dataset and click Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard display mode. The following example uses St andardSt andard.

4. Click the Polar Diagram icon and an empty chart  appears on the dashboard.

5. On the Dat a Dat a tab page, select  a dimension and a measure.

In the Dimensions list , locate the areaarea field and add it  to the Label (Dimensions) sect ion. In the
Measures list , locate the order_numberorder_number field and add it  to the Arc Radius (Measures) sect ion, as
shown in the following figure.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the dimension type from String to Geo for the
area dimension. For more information, see Change the dimension type.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e and the chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab page, you can configure the t it le, layout, legend, measures, and series sett ings.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.
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Configure the styleConfigure the style
In the Basic Information sect ion, you can configure the t it le name, t it le color, descript ion, hyperlink,
and background color. This example uses DarkDark as the background color.

Not e Not e For jumping to a report  or an external page, select  Show HyperlinkShow Hyperlink and enter a
name and an address.

In the Layout sect ion, you can configure the legend posit ion, whether to show toolt ips, label style,
leaders, and radiuses. The example uses Name, Value (Percent age)Name, Value (Percent age) as the label style and uses
RightRight  as the legend posit ion.

In the Measures sect ion, you can configure the data format and the number of decimal places. This
example uses 22 as the number of decimal places.

In the Series Sett ing sect ion, you can configure aliases for the dimensions and slice colors.

Click Update and the chart  is shown as follows.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

This topic introduces word clouds, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a word cloud and how to delete a word cloud.

word cloud dashboard charts

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Basic dashboard
operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A word cloud visualizes the frequency of words. It  is best  suited to create user personas and tags.

A word cloud consists of words of different sizes. Words are determined by a dimension, such as
customer name or product name. Word sizes are determined by a measure, such as profit  or unit  price.

2.3.24. Word cloud2.3.24. Word cloud
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Not ice Not ice You can specify only one dimension for words and only one measure for word sizes.

Application exampleApplication example
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a word
cloud.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column. If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A word cloud appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required dimension and measure.

In the dimensions list , f ind and add city to the Word (Dim.) f ield.

In the measures list , f ind and add order_number to the Word Size (Mea.) f ield.

If  you want to display a large volume of data in the word cloud, you can specify the Filters field
to display specific types of data. For example, you can use the Filters field to specify an order
cost  range from 10,000 to 50,000. The word cloud then displays only orders whose costs are
within this specific range.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab, and change the chart  name, font color, and word cloud shape, and specify
whether to show the link.
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7. Click the AdvancedAdvanced tab, and configure Aut o Ref reshAut o Ref resh and Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion.

8. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion and Show LinkShow Link.
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Parameter Description

Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion

Title: You can customize the t it le of the word cloud. We
recommend that you name the chart in the format of Chart type-C
hart name.

: You can set the font color of the t it le.

Description: You can enter a description for the t it le.

Show LinkShow Link
If you want the user to be redirected to a report or an external page,
select Show LinkShow Link and specify Link Text and Link Address.

In the St yle Set t ingsSt yle Set t ings sect ion, configure Word Cloud ShapeWord Cloud Shape and Display T ext  Vert icallyDisplay T ext  Vert ically.

Parameter Description

Word Cloud ShapeWord Cloud Shape

The supported word cloud shapes include:

Rectangle

Ellipse

Triangle

Heart

Display T ext  Vert icallyDisplay T ext  Vert ically

The text in the word cloud is displayed horizontally by default. After
you select this option, the text is displayed vertically.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion:

Change the display name of each measure.
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If  Number Format t ingNumber Format t ing is set  to Cust omerCust omer, you can specify the display mode of each measure.
The supported display modes are Number and Percentage. You can also set  the Decimal
parameter.

Not e Not e Number Formatt ing is set  to Aut oFitAut oFit  by default .

Delete the word cloudDelete the word cloud
To delete the word cloud, follow these steps:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the word cloud.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic introduces butterfly charts, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a butterfly chart  and how to delete a butterfly chart.

butterfly chart  chart  making on a dashboard

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Basic dashboard
operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A butterfly chart  is the combination of a comparison chart  and a funnel chart. A comparison chart  is
used to compare metrics of two different objects, such as the income and education level differences
between residents in two cit ies. A funnel chart  shows the conversion rate at  each stage of a business
process, such as the percentage of visitors that become paying customers for a shopping website.
Funnel charts are ideal for business process analysis.

A butterfly chart  combines the features of a comparison chart  and a funnel chart. If  you want to
compare the migration rate, employment rate, and commercial housing transactions between Beijing
and Shanghai cit ies, and a conversion relat ionship exists between these metrics. You can use a butterfly
chart  to show the values of the metrics for the two cit ies and also the conversion rates between the
metrics.

If  no conversion relat ionship exists, the butterfly chart  functions as a comparison chart. If  a conversion
relat ionship exists between the metrics but only one comparison object  is defined, the chart  functions
as a funnel chart.

A butterfly chart  consists of comparison objects and metrics. The objects that are compared are
determined by a dimension, such as area or product type. Metrics are determined by measures, such as
order quantity and order price.

2.3.25. Butterfly chart2.3.25. Butterfly chart
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Not ice Not ice You can specify only one dimension for comparison objects and up to ten measures
for t ier areas.

Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Compare the order quantit ies, profits, and shipping costs of different types of products. The
following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a butterfly
chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A butterfly chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required dimension and measures. In the Dimensions list , f ind and
add product _t ypeproduct _t ype to the Comparison Metrics (Dim.) f ield. In the Measures list , f ind and add
order_numberorder_number, prof it _amtprof it _amt , and shipping costshipping cost  to the Tier Area (Mea.) f ield.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Visual Style, and Series
Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show T it le and Descript ionShow T it le and Descript ion, Show LinkShow Link, and VisualVisual
St yleSt yle.

Not e Not e If  you want the user to be redirected to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
LinkLink and specify Link Text  and Link Address.

Butterfly charts have two visual styles: standard and conversion analysis.
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In the Chart  Type sect ion, configure the following parameters:

When Visual St yleVisual St yle is set  to St andardSt andard, you can configure the following parameters in the ChartChart
T ypeT ype sect ion: ShapeShape, Display Measure NamesDisplay Measure Names, Display Dat a LabelsDisplay Dat a Labels, Conversion Rat eConversion Rat e
Calculat ion Met hodCalculat ion Met hod, Funnel ColorFunnel Color, Dat a Label DisplayDat a Label Display, Display ModeDisplay Mode, Bot t om St yleBot t om St yle, and
Show LegendShow Legend.

Not e Not e The conversion rate is calculated by using the following formulas:

Conversion rate from the upper adjacent layer = Measure value at  the current
layer/Measure value at  the upper adjacent layer × 100%

Conversion rate from the first  layer = Measure value at  the current layer/Measure value
at the first  layer × 100%
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When Visual St yleVisual St yle is set  to Conversion AnalysisConversion Analysis, you can configure ShapeShape, Funnel ColorFunnel Color, and
Dat a Label DisplayDat a Label Display in the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name and Number Formatt ing for each measure.

Click Update. The following figure shows an updated butterfly chart.

Click the  icon next  to a dimension value to switch to another dimension value.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Click the More Act ionsMore Act ions icon in the upper-right corner of a chart  and select  Delet eDelet e from the drop-
down list  to delete the chart.

2.3.26. Hierarchy charts2.3.26. Hierarchy charts
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This topic describes how to create a hierarchy chart. We recommend that you read Dashboard overview
and Basic dashboard operations before you create a hierarchy chart. You also can edit  or create a
dataset. For more information, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A hierarchy chart  uses the tree structure to display and organize hierarchical data. It  is an
implementation of the enumeration method. For example, when you view the revenues of the
prefecture-level cit ies within a province, the relat ionships between the province and prefecture-level
cit ies can be displayed in parent-child structures. Hierarchy charts are used to analyze organizational
structures, such as the staff structure of a company or the department structure of a hospital.

A hierarchy chart  consists of node metrics and node labels. Each node label is determined by data
dimensions, such as the area and product type. Each node metric is determined by data measures, such
as the order quantity and order amount.

Example of a hierarchy chartExample of a hierarchy chart

PrecautionsPrecautions
At least  two dimensions must be set  for node labels. These two dimensions must have a parent-child
relat ionship. At  least  one measure must be set  for the node metric.

Scenario: Compare the order quantit ies of different products acrossScenario: Compare the order quantit ies of different products across
provinces and areasprovinces and areas
The following scenario is based on the company_sales_record dataset.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. On the homepage, click the Workspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, enter a group
workspace name in the text  box, or click the triangle next  to the text  box and select  a group
workspace from the drop-down list . Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the All Items tab.

3. Click the Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard icon in the Act ions column corresponding to the
company_sales_record dataset.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you must select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen. The following scenario uses St andardSt andard as an example.

4. In the toolbar, click the Hierarchy Chart  icon. The blank hierarchy chart  is automatically displayed in
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the display sect ion.

5. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measures and dimensions.

In the Dimensions sect ion, double-click areaarea, provinceprovince, and product  t ypeproduct  t ype, or drag and drop them
to the Node Labels (Dimensions) sect ion in order. This order determines their hierarchical
relat ionships in the chart. In the Measures sect ion, double-click order numberorder number, or drag and drop it
to the Node Metrics (Measures) sect ion, as shown in the following figure.

Not e Not e Make sure you have changed the data type of the province field value from String
to Geo.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system automatically updates the chart.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, you can set  Show Tit le, Layout, and Design.

Hierarchy charts support  three layouts. You can select  the expansion mode (root nodes are
merged by default) and display mode of parent and child nodes as needed.

In the Design sect ion, you can manually enter the number of hierarchy levels displayed in the
chart. You can select  a primary path from the corresponding drop down list . The primary path is
displayed in a different color from other paths. You can load the filter bar to the chart  so that
you can edit  the chart  in the preview mode or on the dashboard, as shown in the following
figure.
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8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Move the pointer over the upper-right corner of the window. Click the More icon that appears and
choose More Act ionsMore Act ions > Delet eDelet e to delete the current chart.

This topic describes a flow analysis chart, including its overview, application example, and configuration
style as well as how to delete a flow analysis chart.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A flow analysis chart  illustrates the conversion rate of a web page by comparing the source, center,
and goal traffic for a web page.

A flow analysis chart  supports these three-level dimensions, center nodes, node types, and node
names. The measures of a flow analysis chart  include node metrics.

You can specify only one dimension for the center node, node name, and node type, respectively.
The dimension fields must be hierarchical. You must set  the node type field to sourcesource, cent ercent er, or
goalgoal. The three dimension values correspond to the source traffic node, the center traffic node, and
the traffic goal node. You can specify only one measure for each node metric. The source traffic
data is the metric of the center node with its node type set  to source. The traffic goal data is the
metric of the center node with its node type set  to goal. The conversion rate of a web page equals
the rat io of the metric value of the source traffic data to the metric value of the center node.

For more information about the examples of a flow analysis chart, see Flow Analysis-demo table.

Not e Not e Data for node types other than sourcesource, cent ercent er, and goalgoal are filtered out. When the
node name is left  blank: If  the node type is sourcesource, the value of the node name is unknownunknown
sourcesource. If  the node type is goalgoal, the value of the node name is unknown goalunknown goal.

Application example of a flow analysis chartApplication example of a flow analysis chart

2.3.27. Flow analysis chart2.3.27. Flow analysis chart
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The following example uses the page_source_target_state dataset to describe the application of a
flow analysis chart.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets
page.

2. Find the page_source_target_state dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions column

corresponding to the dataset.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI St andardQuick BI St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen in the
dialog box that appears in the dashboard display mode. The following example uses
St andardSt andard as the display mode.

3. Click the  icon. A flow analysis chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. On the Dat aDat a tab page, select  the required measures and dimensions.

In the Dimensions list , f ind and add center node, node type, and node name to the corresponding
fields. In the Measures list , f ind and add node metrics to the corresponding fields. The following
figure shows an example.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system updates the chart.

6. On the St yleSt yle tab page, set  Show Tit le and Layout.

7. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure settings on the Style tabConfigure settings on the Style tab
1. In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Tit le, Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom background.

Not eNot e

This example uses Dark as the background.

If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show Link and specify Link
Text  and Link Address.

2. In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  Alias and Data Display Format for a measure.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.
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2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes the overview, examples, and delet ion of an LBS heat map.

Not e Not e LBS heat maps only apply to Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard.

Make sure that you have read Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before reading this
topic. For more information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Similar to a colored map, an LBS heat map represents the size and distribution of data by using different
shades of location dots.

An LBS heat map is based on geographic locations and heat intensity. Geographic locations are
determined by Geo type dimensions such as the province. Heat intensity is determined by measures such
as the order amount and profit  amount.

SamplesSamples

NotesNotes
You can only select  one dimension for the geographical locations and the dimension type must be Geo.
You can select  a minimum of one and a maximum of five measures for the heat intensity.

For more information, see Detailed information for regions.

ExamplesExamples
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset.

2.3.28. LBS heat maps2.3.28. LBS heat maps
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1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets page.

3. Select  the company_sales_record dataset and click the Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard icon.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard display mode. The following example uses the St andardSt andard display
mode.

4. Click the LBS Heat  MapLBS Heat  Map icon and an empty chart  appears.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab page, select  a dimension and measures.

On the Dimensions list , locate the provinceprovince field and add it  to the Geo Location sect ion. On the
Measures list , locate the order_numberorder_number and shipping costshipping cost  f ields and add them to the Heat
Intensity (Measures) sect ion respectively.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the dimension type from String to Geo for the
province dimension. For more information, see Change the dimension type.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e and the chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab page, you can configure the t it le, layout, and measures' aliases.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure the styleConfigure the style
In the Basic Information sect ion, you can configure the t it le, hyperlink, and background color. This
example uses Dark as the background color.

Not e Not e To configure a hyperlink used to jump to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
HyperlinkHyperlink and enter a name and address.

In the Layout sect ion, you can configure the legend posit ion, base map, zoom sett ing, and map
center. This example uses Google Map as the base map.

In the Series Sett ings sect ion, you can configure measures' aliases and legend colors.
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Click Update and the chart  is updated.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
In the upper-right corner of the chart, choose More Act ionsMore Act ions >  > Delet eDelet e to delete the chart.

This topic describes the overview, examples, and delet ion of an LBS bubble map.

Not e Not e LBS bubble maps only apply to Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard.

Make sure that you have read Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before reading this
topic. For more information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
Similar to a bubble map, an LBS bubble map is a map that uses the sizes of bubbles distributed across
the map to reflect  data. It  provides mult iple base maps for you to choose from, such as AMAP, Google
Maps, and GeoQ. LBS bubble maps allow you to understand the distribution and values of metrics
across countries and regions in an easy and visual way. For example, LBS bubble maps can display the
passenger numbers across tourist  attract ions or the per capita incomes across regions.

An LBS bubble map is based on bubble sizes and geographical locations. Geographical locations are
determined by Geo type dimensions such as the province. Bubble sizes are determined by measures such
as the shipping cost  and order number.

SamplesSamples

2.3.29. LBS bubble maps2.3.29. LBS bubble maps
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NotesNotes
You can only select  one dimension for the geographical locations and the dimension type must be Geo.
For example, the area, province, and city fields. You can select  a minimum of one and a maximum of five
measures for bubble sizes.

For more information, see Detailed information for regions.

ExamplesExamples
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets page.

3. Select  the company_sales_record dataset and click Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard display mode. The following example uses the St andardSt andard display
mode.

4. Click the LBS Bubble MapLBS Bubble Map icon and an empty chart  appears.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab page, select  dimensions and measures.

On the Dimensions list , locate the provinceprovince field to the Geo Location sect ion. On the Measures list ,
locate the order_amtorder_amt  and prof it _amtprof it _amt  fields and add them to the Bubble Size (Measures) sect ion
respectively.
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6. Click Updat eUpdat e and the chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab page, you can configure the t it le, layout, and data display formats.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

In the upper-right corner of the chart, choose More Act ionsMore Act ions >  > Delet eDelet e to delete the chart.

Configure the styleConfigure the style
In the Basic Information sect ion, you can configure the t it le, hyperlink, and background color. This
example uses Dark as the background color.

Not e Not e To configure a hyperlink used to jump to a report  or an external page, select  ShowShow
HyperlinkHyperlink and enter a name and address.

In the Layout sect ion, you can configure the legend posit ion, base map, zoom sett ings, and map
center. This example uses Google Map as the base map.

In the Series Sett ings sect ion, you can configure the measures' aliases, data display formats, and
numbers of decimal places.
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Click Update and the chart  is updated.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
In the upper-right corner of the chart, choose More Act ionsMore Act ions >  > Delet eDelet e to delete the chart.

This topic describes the overview, examples, and delet ion of an LBS flying line map.

Not e Not e Only Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard supports LBS flying line maps.

Make sure that you have read Dashboard overview and Dashboard basic operations before reading this
topic. For more information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

An LBS flying line map is a map that uses flying lines to display the relat ions between data across two
or more locations.

An LBS flying line map consists of geographic locations and routes. Geographic locations are based on
dimensions such as the province. Color scales are based on measures such as the order amount and
order number.

OverviewOverview
An LBS flying line map is a map that uses flying lines to display the relat ions between data across two
or more locations.

An LBS flying line map consists of geographic locations and routes. Geographic locations are based on
dimensions such as the province. Color scales are based on measures such as the order amount and
order number.

SamplesSamples

2.3.30. LBS flying line maps2.3.30. LBS flying line maps
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NotesNotes
You can only select  one dimension for each geographic location and the dimensions must be Geo type
fields such as the area, province, and city. You can select  a maximum of one measure for the routes.

For more information, see Detailed information for regions.

ExamplesExamples
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets page.

3. Select  the company_sales_record dataset and click Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to select  St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard display mode. The following example uses the St andardSt andard display
mode.

4. Click the LBS Flying Line MapLBS Flying Line Map icon and an empty chart  appears on the dashboard.

5. On the Dat aDat a tab page, select  dimensions and a measure.

On the Dimensions list , locate the areaarea field and add it  to the Geo Location (From) sect ion. Locate
the provinceprovince field and add it  to the Geo Location (To) sect ion. On the Measures list , locate the
shipping_costshipping_cost  f ield and add it  to the Routes (Measures) sect ion as shown in the following figure.

Not e Not e Make sure that you have converted the dimension type from String to Geo for the
province and area fields. For more information, see Change the dimension type.
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6. Click Updat eUpdat e and the chart  is updated.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab page, you can configure the t it le, layout, and series sett ing as shown in the
following figure.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

In the upper-right corner of the chart, choose More Act ionsMore Act ions >  > Delet eDelet e to delete the chart.

Configure the styleConfigure the style
In the Basic Information sect ion, you can configure the t it le, hyperlink, and background color. This
example uses Dark as the background color.

In the Layout sect ion, you can configure the legend posit ion, base map, zoom sett ings, and map
center. This example uses Google Map as the base map.

Not e Not e You can adjust  the flying speed by moving the Flying Time slider. The bigger the
slider value, the lower the flying speed.

In the Series Sett ing sect ion, you can configure the measure's alias and line color.
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Click Update and the chart  is updated.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
In the upper-right corner of the chart, choose More Act ionsMore Act ions >  > Delet eDelet e to delete the chart.

This topic introduces progress bars, including an overview and an application example. This topic also
describes how to configure the style of a progress bar and how to delete a progress bar.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Basic dashboard
operations.

A dataset is created and edited based on your business requirements. For more information, see
Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A progress bar displays the progress of a task.

A progress bar consists of mult iple progress pointers. Pointers are determined by measures, such as
order quantity.

Not iceNot ice

You can specify up to five measures for the pointers.

Before you use a progress bar, you must specify target values in the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion
on the St yleSt yle tab.

2.3.31. Progress bar2.3.31. Progress bar
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Application exampleApplication example
Scenario: Use a progress bar to display the order quantity. The following example uses the
company_sales_record dataset to describe the application of a progress bar.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. On the Datasets page that appears, f ind the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon

in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

3. Click the  icon. A progress bar appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. Click the Dat aDat a tab and select  the required measures.

In the Measures list , f ind and add order_number to the Pointer (Mea.) f ield.

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The chart  is updated.

6. Click the St yleSt yle tab and configure parameters in the Basic Information, Functionality, Style Sett ings,
and Series Sett ings sect ions.

7. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner. In the Save Dashboard dialog box that appears, enter a name
for the dashboard and click OK.

Configure parameters on the Style tabConfigure parameters on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Visual Style.
Quick BI supports three styles: Bar, Ring, Liquid Fill.

In the Funct ionalit yFunct ionalit y sect ion, set  target values. You can specify fixed or dynamic target values. The
dynamic values are calculated by using aggregate functions.
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In the Style Sett ings sect ion, specify the number of progress bars displayed in each row, the display
mode of the current or target value, and colors for the progress bars.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, specify Display Name, Descript ion, and Number Formatt ing for each
measure.

Delete the progress barDelete the progress bar
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Follow these steps to delete a progress bar:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the progress bar.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a Sankey diagram, including its overview, application example, configuration style
as well as how to delete a Sankey diagram.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A Sankey diagram is a flow diagram in which the branch width is proport ional to the flow rate. It  shows
the data flow between two groups of values. It  is ideal for visualization analysis of energy, material
composit ion, and finance data.

Not iceNot ice

For a Sankey diagram, you can specify two to five dimensions for the node category
(dimension) axis, such as province and product type. Whereas, you can specify up to one
measure for the value axis, such as order quantity.

Sankey diagrams do not support  advanced filter interact ion.

Application example of a Sankey diagramApplication example of a Sankey diagram
This example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe the flow of order quantit ies and
order levels of different products in different regions.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets
page.

2. Find the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon in the Act ions column corresponding

to the dataset.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to choose St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click the  icon. A Sankey diagram appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. In the Dimensions list , f ind and add the area and order_level f ields to Node Type (Dimensions).

5. In the Measures list , f ind and add the order_number field to Node Height (Measures).

2.3.32. Sankey diagram2.3.32. Sankey diagram
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6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system updates the chart.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure basic information, chart  type, and series sett ings.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure settings on the Style tabConfigure settings on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, configure the t it le, whether to show the link, and background
color.

This example uses Light  Color (Def ault )Light  Color (Def ault ) as the background color.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the Chart  T ypeChart  T ype sect ion, set  Show Labels and Line Style.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  Alias and Data Display Format for the measure.

In this example, the default  data display format Aut oFitAut oFit  is used.

Click Update. The following figure shows an updated chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.
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2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a ranking board, including its overview, application example, and configuration style
as well as how to delete a ranking board.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A ranking board shows the ranking of the Top N objects in descending order of a specific measure. It
object ively reflects the strength of objects of the same category.

Not iceNot ice

By default , the data of 20 rows can be previewed, and a maximum of 50 rows can be
displayed.

For a ranking board, you can specify only one category axis (dimension) such as region or
product type and only one measure such as order quantity or profit .

Application example of a ranking boardApplication example of a ranking board
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to compare the order quantit ies in
different regions.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s to go to the Datasets
page.

2. Find the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon in the Act ions column corresponding

to the dataset.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to choose St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

3. Click the  icon. A ranking board appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. In the Dimensions list , f ind and add the areaarea field to Category (Dimensions).

2.3.33. Ranking board2.3.33. Ranking board
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5. In the Measures list , f ind and add the order_numberorder_number field to Indicator (Measures).

6. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system updates the chart.

7. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure basic information, chart  type, and series sett ings.

8. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure settings on the Style tabConfigure settings on the Style tab
In the Basic inf ormat ionBasic inf ormat ion sect ion, configure the t it le, color, and whether to show the link.

Not e Not e If  you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify
Link Text  and Link Address.

In the St yle Set t ingsSt yle Set t ings sect ion, set  Show Column Name, Theme for Top 3 Items, Data Display Format,
Value Alignment, and Bar Color.

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, set  condit ional formatt ing.

i. Select  Enable condit ional f ormat t ingEnable condit ional f ormat t ing, and select  icon themes from the drop-down list  of
T ag iconT ag icon.

ii. You can specify the rules for data that you want to mark out, the icon style, and font color.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  the measure alias, alignment, and data display format.

Click Update. The following figure shows an updated figure.
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Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the chart.

2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

This topic describes a t icker board, including its overview, application example, and configuration style
as well as how to delete a t icker board.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console.

You are familiar with operations on dashboards. For more information, see Dashboard overview and
Basic dashboard operations.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

OverviewOverview
A t icker board displays core KPI data and allows you to customize style sett ings such as the background
color.

Not ice Not ice A t icker board can only display indicators (measures).

Application example of a t icker boardApplication example of a t icker board
The following example uses the company_sales_record dataset to describe how to use a t icker board.

1. In the left-side navigation pane of the Workspace page, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

2. Find the company_sales_record dataset, and click the  icon in the Act ions column corresponding

to the dataset.

Not e Not e If  you use Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, you need to choose St andardSt andard or FullFull
ScreenScreen as the dashboard type. The following example uses St andardSt andard as the dashboard type.

2.3.34. Ticker board2.3.34. Ticker board
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3. Click the  icon. A t icker board appears in the display area of the dashboard.

4. In the Measures list , f ind and add the order_number field to Indicator (Measures).

5. Click Updat eUpdat e. The system updates the chart.

6. On the St yleSt yle tab, configure basic information, chart  type, functionality, and series sett ings.

7. Click SaveSave to save the dashboard.

Configure settings on the Style tabConfigure settings on the Style tab
In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, set  Show Tit le and Descript ion, Show Link, and Custom
background.

Custom background offers three options for the background: Light Color (Default),Dark Color, Color
Palette, and Image URL.

Not eNot e

If you want to redirect  to a report  or an external page, select  Show LinkShow Link and specify Link
Text  and Link Address.

Six color templates are available for you to choose.

In the St yle Set t ingsSt yle Set t ings sect ion, set  Font Color for Primary Indicator Value and Indicator Alignment.

In the Funct ionalit y Set t ingsFunct ionalit y Set t ings sect ion, set  condit ional formatt ing.
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i. Select  Enable condit ional f ormat t ingEnable condit ional f ormat t ing, and select  icon themes from the drop-down list  of
Tag icon.

ii. You can specify the rules for data that you want to mark out, the icon style, and font color.

In the Series Set t ingsSeries Set t ings sect ion, set  the measure alias, prefix, suffix, and data display format.

Click Update. The following figure shows an updated chart.

Delete a chartDelete a chart
Perform the following steps to delete a chart:

1. Click the  icon in the upper-right corner of a chart.
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2. Select  Delet eDelet e.

Quick BI supports drilling, f ilter interact ion, and hyperlinks for mult i-dimensional data analysis. This topic
provides the scenarios and instruct ions about these features.

OverviewOverview
Drilling: When you click an area or a field on a dashboard, the dimension level changes and the
analysis granularity also changes.

Filter interact ion: When you click an area or a field in a chart  on a dashboard, the associated charts on
the dashboards display data of the area or field.

Hyperlink: When you click a field in a chart  on a dashboard, you are redirected to the linked report.
You can use global parameters or URLs for redirect ion.

Not eNot e

Quick BI Basic does not support  global parameters. We recommend that you use URLs in
this edit ion.

When you use global parameters for redirect ion in Quick BI Pro and Quick BI Enterprise
Standard, you can be redirected from a cross table in a personal workspace to a report  in
a group workspace, but cannot be redirected to other reports in the personal workspace.

Redirect ion by using global parameters applies to only group workspaces. For more
information about group workspaces, see Concepts.

ScenariosScenarios
The following example describes how to perform filter interact ions among charts, drill through a
hierarchy to change the granularity of data analysis, and redirect  to the Order information pages by
using URLs in Quick BI.

The company_sales_record dataset is used in this example. You can use the CSV file sample sales data
to create a dataset.

Procedure:

1. Edit  the dataset

2. Create dashboards

3. Configure the drilling feature

4. Configure the filter interact ion feature

5. Configure the hyperlink feature

Edit the datasetEdit  the dataset

2.4. Visualization analysis2.4. Visualization analysis
2.4.1. Drilling, filter interaction, and hyperlink2.4.1. Drilling, filter interaction, and hyperlink
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Before you use the company_sales_record dataset, make sure that the areaarea, provinceprovince, and cit ycit y
dimensions have been converted to the Geo type and have been added to the same hierarchy.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, click the company_sales_record dataset.

4. Edit  the dataset.
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i. (Optional)Change field names.Find the field for which you want to change the name, click the 
 icon next  to the field, and then click EditEdit . The following table lists f ields in the dataset.

Field Data Type Description

order_id varchar The ID of the order

report_date datetime
The date on which the order
was generated

customer_name varchar The name of the customer

order_level varchar The level of an order

order_number double The number of orders

order_amt double The amount of an order

back_point double The discount

shipping_type varchar The transportation method

profit_amt double The profit  amount

price double The unit  price

shipping_cost double The cost of transportation

area varchar The area

province varchar The province

city varchar The city

product_type varchar The type of the product

product_sub_type varchar The subtype of the product

product_name varchar The name of the product

product_box varchar The packaging of the product

shipping_date datetime The date of transportation

ii. Create a hierarchy.In the Dimensions list , f ind areaarea, click the

icon next  to the field, and then select  Creat e HierarchyCreat e Hierarchy. In the Create Hierarchy dialog box,
set  Level Name and click OKOK.

iii. Move provinceprovince and cit ycit y to the new hierarchy area_hierarchy.In the Dimensions list , click the

icon next  to provinceprovince and cit ycit y, choose Move T oMove T o >  > area_hierarchyarea_hierarchy, and then click SaveSave.
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iv. Convert  the fields to the Geo type.

Click the

icon next  to areaarea, and choose Change Dimension T ypeChange Dimension T ype >  > GeoGeo >  > RegionRegion.

Click the

icon next  to provinceprovince, and choose Change Dimension T ypeChange Dimension T ype >  > GeoGeo > >
St at e/Province/Municipalit ySt at e/Province/Municipalit y.

Click the

icon next  to cit ycit y, and choose Change Dimension T ypeChange Dimension T ype >  > GeoGeo >  > Cit yCit y.

v. Click SaveSave.

Create dashboardsCreate dashboards
You must create two dashboards. The following example demonstrates how to create a dashboard
named Company_market  _dat aCompany_market  _dat a.

1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

2. On the Dashboards page, choose Creat e DashboardCreat e Dashboard >  > St andardSt andard.You can also choose Creat eCreat e
DashboardDashboard >  > Full ScreenFull Screen as required.

3. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the company_sales_record dataset and name the dashboard
Company_market _dat aCompany_market _dat a.

4. Create a pie chart  and name it  Regional order proport ion analysisRegional order proport ion analysis.

i. Click the  icon. A pie chart  appears in the display area of the dashboard.

ii. On the Dat aDat a tab, select  the required dimension and measure.

In the DimensionsDimensions list , f ind areaarea and add it  to the Labels (Dim.)Labels (Dim.) f ield.

In the MeasuresMeasures list , f ind order_numberorder_number and add it  to the Cent ral Angle (Mea.)Cent ral Angle (Mea.) f ield.

iii. Click Updat eUpdat e.
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iv. On the St yleSt yle tab, change the t it le to Regional order proport ion analysisRegional order proport ion analysis.

5. Create a colored map and name it  Regional salesRegional sales.

6. Create a cross table and name it  Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion.
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The following figure shows the newly created dashboard Company market  dat aCompany market  dat a.

Follow the preceding steps to create another dashboard named Order_prof it _det ailsOrder_prof it _det ails.

Create a dashboard and name it  Order_prof it _det ailsOrder_prof it _det ails. Create a cross table in the dashboard and
name it  Order prof it  det ailsOrder prof it  det ails, as shown in the following figure.

Configure the drilling featureConfigure the drilling feature
You must manually configure the drilling feature. The following example demonstrates how to
configure the drilling feature. A pie chart  is used in this example.

1. On the Dat aDat a tab, click the Drill DownDrill Down icon next  to areaarea.
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2. Set  the drilling level.In this example, the drilling hierarchy is area > province > city. You can also
perform the following operations:

Add a drilling dimension. Drag a dimension to the Drilling (Dim.)Drilling (Dim.) f ield and adjust  its level.

Change the level of a field for drilling. Under the Drilling (Dim.)Drilling (Dim.) f ield, drag a field and move it  to
the required level.

Delete a dimension field: Under the Drilling (Dim.)Drilling (Dim.) f ield, f ind the field that you want to delete
and click the Delet eDelet e icon.

Not e Not e You can enable drilling for a maximum of three dimensions in a cross table. You can
enable drilling for only one dimension for other types of charts. You can set  a maximum of six
levels in a hierarchy for drilling.

3. Click Updat eUpdat e.The drilling icon appears on the left  of the chart  t it le, as shown in the following
figure.
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Configure the filter interaction featureConfigure the filter interaction feature
1. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab, click the Edit  icon next  to Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion.

2. In the Filt er Int eract ionFilt er Int eract ion dialog box, select  areaarea for chart  associat ion.You can associate the pie
chart  with charts that are created based on the same dataset or a different dataset.

If  you want to associate the pie chart  with a chart  that is created based on the same dataset as
the pie chart, select  the colored map Regional salesRegional sales and the cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion
on the Current  Dat asetCurrent  Dat aset  tab, and click OKOK.
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If  you want to associate the pie chart  with a chart  that is created based on a dataset different
from the pie chart, select  the colored map Regional salesRegional sales on the Current  Dat asetCurrent  Dat aset  tab and the
cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion on the Anot her Dat asetAnot her Dat aset  tab, select  areaarea, and then click OKOK.

3. In the pie chart  Regional order proport ion analysisRegional order proport ion analysis, click the EastEast  slice.The cross table OrderOrder
inf ormat ioninf ormat ion and the colored map Regional salesRegional sales show the sales details in the EastEast  region. When
you move the pointer over the chart, the detailed interact ion information appears in the upper-
right corner.

Configure the hyperlink featureConfigure the hyperlink feature
When you click Of f iceOf f ice in the cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion, you are redirected to the dashboard
Order prof it  det ailsOrder prof it  det ails and all the orders with product_type set  to Of f iceOf f ice appears.

1. Configure global variables
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Not e Not e The following example illustrates redirect ion by using global parameters. You must
configure global parameters in advance.

i. In the dashboard Order prof it  det ailsOrder prof it  det ails, click the Global VariablesGlobal Variables icon.

ii. In the Global VariablesGlobal Variables dialog box, configure global variables as shown in the following
figure and click OKOK.

2. Configure the hyperlink feature.Hyperlink can be set  to Paramet erParamet er or Ext ernal linkExt ernal link. In this
example, Paramet erParamet er is selected.

i. In the dashboard Company market  dat aCompany market  dat a, select  the cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion and click
the AdvancedAdvanced tab in the Graphic DesignGraphic Design area.

ii. Click the Edit  icon next  to HyperlinkHyperlink.
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iii. In the HyperlinkHyperlink dialog box, perform the configurations as shown in the following figure and
click OKOK.

After the configuration, the values in the product _t ypeproduct _t ype column of the cross table OrderOrder
inf ormat ioninf ormat ion appear as hyperlinks.

iv. Check the hyperlink.Click Of f iceOf f ice in the cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion, you will be redirected
to the dashboard Order prof it  det ailsOrder prof it  det ails and all the orders with product _t ypeproduct _t ype set  to Of f iceOf f ice
appear.

3. If  Hyperlink is set  to Ext ernal LinkExt ernal Link, you can be redirected to a specified URL or to a user system by
configuring related parameters.

i. Select  the cross table Order inf ormat ionOrder inf ormat ion and click the AdvancedAdvanced tab in the Graphic DesignGraphic Design
pane.

ii. Click the Edit  icon next  to HyperlinkHyperlink.

iii. In the HyperlinkHyperlink dialog box, select  a field that you want add the hyperlink, select  Ext ernalExt ernal
LinkLink, enter a URL, and then click OKOK.

Not e Not e You can enter the URL in the text  box. You can also add dimension fields in the
Add Dimensions list  to the URL by double-clicking them.

iv. Click the hyperlinked field. You are redirected to the URL or user system.
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This topic describes three analysis methods: auxiliary line, trendline, and fluctuation analysis.

Background informationBackground information
The following table lists charts that support  these analysis methods.

Chart type Auxiliary line Trendline Fluctuation analysis

Line chart √ √ √

Area chart √ √ √

Stacked area chart √ × ×

100% stacked area
chart

√ × ×

Vertical bar chart √ √ √

Stacked vertical bar
chart

√ × ×

100% stacked vertical
bar chart

√ × ×

Horizontal bar chart √ √ ×

Stacked horizontal bar
chart

√ × ×

100% stacked
horizontal bar chart

√ × ×

Combination chart √ √ √

Trend indicator × × √

Scatter chart √ × ×

Bubble chart √ × ×

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Dashboard overview and Create a dashboard.

Auxiliary lineAuxiliary line
You can add an auxiliary line to view the difference between the value of a measure and the value
indicated by the auxiliary line. The value indicated by an auxiliary line can be a fixed or aggregate value.
Supported aggregate functions include AVG, MAX, MIN, and Median.

1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards. On the Dashboards

2.4.2. Metric analysis2.4.2. Metric analysis
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page, find the required dashboard and click the  icon.

2. On the dashboard edit  page, click the required chart.

3. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab of the Graphic DesignGraphic Design pane, click the  icon next  to Auxiliary LineAuxiliary Line in the

Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis sect ion.

4. In the Auxiliary LineAuxiliary Line dialog box, click Add Auxiliary Line. Select  a value type for the auxiliary line
that you want to create.

5. Click OKOK. The following figure shows a sample auxiliary line.

Fluctuation analysisFluctuation analysis
The fluctuation analysis feature uses machine learning algorithms to analyze the causes of the
fluctuations of key metrics. You can specify the dimensions or measures to analyze the fluctuation
causes.

1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards. On the Dashboards
page, find the required dashboard and click the  icon.

2. On the dashboard edit  page, click the required chart.

3. On the AdvancedAdvanced tab of the Graphic DesignGraphic Design pane, click the  icon next  to Fluct uat ionFluct uat ion

AnalysisAnalysis in the Met ric AnalysisMet ric Analysis sect ion.
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Not e Not e The charts that meet both of the following condit ions support  fluctuation
analysis:

A t ime dimension (except hour, minute, and second) is selected for the category axis.

At  least  one measure uses the aggregate method SUM, COUNT, or COUNT DISTINCT.

4. In the Fluct uat ion Analysis Set t ingsFluct uat ion Analysis Set t ings dialog box, configure Compare Object sCompare Object s and AnalysisAnalysis
DimensionDimension, and click OKOK.

5. Click a t ime point  in the chart  and then click Fluct uat ion AnalysisFluct uat ion Analysis.

6. In the Fluctuation Analysis dialog box, select  a measure to view the key factors that affect  the
measure.
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Not eNot e

Change contribution rate of a dimension = Change of the measure to be analyzed
caused by the dimension/Total change of the measure to be analyzed

The change contribution rate of a measure indicates how much the measure affects the
measure to be analyzed. A great value indicates a great impact.

You can use the filter bar widget to query the charts in a dashboard and display the required data.

The filter bar widget allows you to query date, text, and numeric data. Follow these steps to use the
filter bar widget:

1. Create a query widget in a dashboard. For more information, see Create a query control.

2. Configure the filter condit ion based on the type of f ields that you want to query. For more
information, see Query data based on a date field, Query data based on a text  f ield, and Query
data based on a numeric field.

2.5. Query control2.5. Query control
2.5.1. Overview of the filter bar widget2.5.1. Overview of the filter bar widget

2.5.2. Create a query control2.5.2. Create a query control
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You can use a query control to query data of one or more charts. On a dashboard, you can create
mult iple query controls. However, you can pin only one query control to the top.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created. For more information, see Create a dashboard.

Create a query controlCreate a query control
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat aset sDat aset s.

3. On the Dat aset sDat aset s page, find the company_sales_record dataset and click the  icon in the Act ions

column.

Not e Not e If  you are using Quick BI Ent erprise St andardQuick BI Ent erprise St andard, select  St andardSt andard or Full ScreenFull Screen
as the dashboard type. In this example, St andardSt andard is selected.

4. Click the  icon.

5. Click the New Filt erNew Filt er icon in the middle of the query control or in the upper-right corner of the
query control.

6. In the Set  Query Condit ionsSet  Query Condit ions dialog box, configure the following parameters:

i. Query condit ionQuery condit ion

When you click the  icon next  to Query Condit ionQuery Condit ion to add a query condit ion, the default

name of the query condit ion is UnnamedUnnamed. You can enter a name for the new query condit ion.

Not eNot e

After you enter a name for the query condit ion and move your pointer to anywhere
else, the name immediately takes effect.

You can click the  icon to hide the query condit ion. After a query condit ion is

hidden, it  is no longer displayed on the dashboard. However, the configuration is
retained.

You can click the  icon to rename or delete a query condit ion.
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ii. Associat ed chart s and f ieldsAssociat ed chart s and f ields

Select  the charts and fields to be associated with the query control. You can select  Smart  Field
Select ion. This feature automatically selects associated fields in the charts that are created
based on the same dataset as the current chart. If  the number of available charts is excessively
large, select  the check boxes before the charts that you want to associate.

Fields of different data types, for example, a DATE field and a NUMERIC field, cannot be
associated with the query control at  the same t ime.
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iii. Query condit ion conf igurat ionQuery condit ion conf igurat ion

Parameters in the Query Condit ion Configuration pane vary with the type of the associated
field. The following figure shows parameters for a year-granularity t ime field. For more
information, see Display mode configurations.

iv. Cascading Condit ionsCascading Condit ions

For more information, see Configure conditional cascade.

Configure parameters on the Style pageConfigure parameters on the Style page
After a query condit ion is configured, you can set  the display style of the query control on the Style
page.

1. In the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings sect ion, configure Show Tit le, Pin to Top, Hide Query Button, and Control
Type.
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2. In the Cont rol St yleCont rol St yle sect ion, configure Control Height, Layout, and Show Field Label.

3. In the Field st yleField st yle sect ion, specify the value style and filter width for each field. For DATE and
NUMERIC fields, you can specify only the filter width. For TEXT fields, you can also set  the value
style to Drop-Down or Tile.
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Display mode configurationsDisplay mode configurations
The following sect ions describe the sett ings of Display ModeDisplay Mode.

Select  Dat eSelect  Dat e

After you associate a DATE field with a query control, Display Mode is set  to Select  Date by default ,
and Time Granularity is set  based on the DATE field. Mult iple t ime granularit ies are supported,
including Year, Year-Quarter, Year-Month, Year-Week, Year-Month-Day, and YYYYMMDD HH:MM:SS.

If  you select  Specify a t ime range, you can specify St art  AtSt art  At  and End AtEnd At . You can start  a query
without specifying the two parameters.

Value Input  BoxValue Input  Box

If the associated field is a measure, Display Mode is set  to Value Input Box by default . You can set
Aggregation Method, which has a default  value SUM. You can modify the parameter value to No
Aggregation or another aggregation method. In this example, the parameter is set  to AVG.

Not e Not e If  an aggregation method is used in a query control, the query control cannot be
used to query detailed data. You can set  Condit ion to Single Condit ion, Or Condit ion, or And
Condit ion. If  you want users to preview a report  by using a fixed condit ion, for example, the
Equal To condit ion, select  Lock Filter Condit ion.
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T ext  Input  Box (Former "By Condit ion")T ext  Input  Box (Former "By Condit ion")

Similar to Value Input Box, Text  Input Box provides three condit ions for you to choose: Single
Condit ion, Or Condit ion, or And Condit ion. However, text  input boxes are suitable for dimensions, and
support  condit ion types such as Exact  Match, Include, and Exclude.

Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value")Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value")

You can select  enumerated values from a drop-down list . In this version, the available enumerated
values come from auto-parsing, a single dataset, or manual input.
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Aut o ParsingAut o Parsing

Auto parsing returns all values of the fields that are used for chart  associat ion. The fields are
order_level and product_type. The available enumerated value include all values of the fields, as
shown in the following figure. You can set  Query Method to Single or Mult iple.

Single Dat asetSingle Dat aset

If  you set  Source to Single Dataset, you can select  any dataset in the current workspace and then
configure query fields.

Not e Not e In this version, query fields can be different from display names. After you select  a
query field, Quick BI automatically fills in a display name the same as the query field. If  they are
different, you only need to modify the display name.
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Manual InputManual Input

When Source is set  to Manual Input, query fields can be different from display names. For example,
when you enter IDs in the Query Value sect ion, person names are displayed in the Display Name
section.

The following figure shows the Manual Input dialog box.

T reeT ree

The tree display mode is similar to the cascading display mode in previous versions. It  implements the
control relat ionships between fields in a dataset. You must select  a dataset before you use the tree
display mode. You can set  Display Form to Tree-shaped or Tiled.

If  you select  Shortcut  Associat ion, the associated charts and fields in the current dataset are
automatically added to the sub-levels of the tree structure. For example, the sub-level of the tree
structure is province. After you select  Shortcut  Associat ion, charts that are created based on the
same dataset company_qbi_testdata are selected and the associated field that corresponds to
province is also selected. If  you want this function to take effect  on charts that are created based on
different datasets, select  the charts and associated fields.
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This topic describes how to use a query control to query data based on a date field.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created.

A query control is created on the dashboard. For more information, see Create a query control.

Query the orders within a specific monthQuery the orders within a specific month
1. Select  the created dashboard. It  contains the following chart  and query control.

2.5.3. Query data based on a date field2.5.3. Query data based on a date field
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2. Click the New filter icon in the query control. In the Query condit ion sett ing dialog box that
appears, configure the following parameters:

i. Set  the query condit ion name to Mont hly queryMont hly query.

ii. Select  Line ChartLine Chart  and the order_dat e(mont h)order_dat e(mont h) field to associate with the query control.

Not e Not e Quick BI selects a t ime granularity in the right-side Query condit ion
configuration pane based on the date granularity of the associated field. In this example,
the field is on a month granularity, so Year-mont hYear-mont h is selected for Time granularity in the
right-side pane.

iii. Specify the display type, t ime granularity, f ilter range, filter method, and interval type.

In the Set  t ime filter range sect ion, you can specify the t ime range within which the data can
be queried. After the configuration is complete, the t ime range that you specified in the
query control must be within this range.
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You can set  Screening mode to singlemont hsinglemont h or mont hInt ervalmont hInt erval and set  a default  value. In
this example, mont hInt ervalmont hInt erval is selected and Interval type is set  to T ime int ervalT ime int erval.

Not eNot e

If you select  Make requiredMake required, the system starts data query only after all f ields in
this query condit ion are specified.

If  Screening mode is set  to mont hInt ervalmont hInt erval, you can set  Interval type to St art  atSt art  at ,
Ends atEnds at , T ime int ervalT ime int erval, or Fast  rangeFast  range.
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Fast  range is available only for the month and day granularit ies and allows you to
select  a t ime range in the Quick range drop-down list , which is convenient.

After Quick range is set, you can select  a preconfigured range or click cust omizecust omize
on the dashboard. If  you select  cust omizecust omize, you can manually specify a t ime
range.

3. Click OKOK.

4. In the query control, specify the t ime range that you want to query and click InquireInquire. The chart  to
which the query control applies is updated.
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This topic describes how to use a query control to query data based on a text  f ield.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created.

A query control is created on the dashboard. For more information, see Create a query control.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Select  the created dashboard. It  contains the following chart  and query control.

2. Click the New filter icon in the query control. In the Query condit ion sett ing dialog box that
appears, configure the following parameters:

i. Set  the query condit ion name to Order queryOrder query.

ii. Select  Line chartLine chart  and the order_levelorder_level f ield to associate with the query control.

iii. Set  Display type to one of the following values:

Drop-down list  (f ormally enumerat ed f ilt er)Drop-down list  (f ormally enumerat ed f ilt er)

2.5.4. Query data based on a text field2.5.4. Query data based on a text field
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When Display type is set  to Drop-down list  (f ormally enumerat ed f ilt er)Drop-down list  (f ormally enumerat ed f ilt er), you can set
Option value source to Aut omat ic parsingAut omat ic parsing, Single dat a setSingle dat a set , or Ent er manuallyEnt er manually. Option
value source indicates the source of available values of the query condit ion field.

When Option value source is set  to Automatic parsing, the values of the query field are
automatically parsed. Up to 1,000 values can be displayed.

When Option value source is set  to Single data set, you can select  a dataset in the
workspace of the current dashboard. We recommend that you select  the dataset of the
associated chart. The relat ionships between the associated field, Query Value Field, and
Query name field are as follows:

The associated field is the field you want to associate with the query control in the
chart.

Query Value Field is the field in the source dataset that is used to match the associated
field.

Query name field is the field in the source dataset that is used to filter data. This field is
displayed in the query control.

Query name field is the same as Query Value Field by default . After you specify Query
Value Field, Query name field is automatically set. If  the two values are inconsistent, you
must manually specify the same value for the two fields.
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When Option value source is set  to Enter manually, click the  icon. In the

manual inputmanual input  dialog box that appears, specify Query value and show name.

Not eNot e

If it  is the first  t ime that you manually enter the values and Query value and
show name are consistent, you only need to specify Query value. After you
click OKOK, show name is automatically set.

If  it  is the first  t ime that you manually enter the values and Query value and
show name are inconsistent, you must manually specify both values.

If  it  is not the first  t ime you manually enter the values, you must manually enter
the new query value and the show name. If  you enter only the query value, the
following error message is displayed.

T ext  input  box (f ormally condit ional f ilt er)T ext  input  box (f ormally condit ional f ilt er)

When Display type is set  to T ext  input  box (f ormally condit ional f ilt er)T ext  input  box (f ormally condit ional f ilt er), Condit ional
form can be set  to Single condit ionSingle condit ion, Or condit ionOr condit ion, or And condit ionAnd condit ion. In this example,
Condit ional form is set  to Or condit ionOr condit ion.

T ree dropT ree drop

When Display type is set  to T ree dropT ree drop (formally cascading query), f ields from both the
current dataset and another dataset can be selected. Display form can be set  to T reeT ree
displaydisplay or T iled displayT iled display. Follow these steps to configure Tree display:

a. Select  a dataset and click St art  conf igurat ionSt art  conf igurat ion.
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b. In the T ree st ruct ure designT ree st ruct ure design dialog box, specify Query Value Field and Display name
field for each level.

Not eNot e

The value of Display name field is the same as that of Query Value Field by
default . If  the values are inconsistent, you must manually specify the same
value for the two fields.

Up to four levels are supported.

c. Click OKOK.

After the configuration is complete, you can view the query levels in the left-side navigation

pane of the Query condit ion set t ingQuery condit ion set t ing dialog box. You can click the  icon to show or hide

query levels and click the  icon to hide this f ilter in the query control, but the

configurations are retained.
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Not e Not e Quick associat ion is enabled by default . This feature automatically selects
associated charts and fields in the same dataset for sub-levels of a tree structure. Click
Associat ion chartAssociat ion chart  in the tree structure or the sub-level name in the left-side
navigation pane to associate the sub-level with charts and fields in another dataset.

For example, after you click Associat ion chart  next  to the second level areaarea, associated
fields of Line chart  1Line chart  1 and Line Chart  2Line Chart  2 that are created based on the same dataset
are automatically selected. However, the associated field of Vert ical car chartVert ical car chart  that is
created based on another dataset must be manually entered.

3. Click OKOK.

4. In the query control, click InquireInquire. The chart  to which the query control applies is updated. The
following figure shows the query results when Display type is set  to T ree dropT ree drop.

This topic describes how to use a query control to query data based on a numeric field.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard that contains numeric fields is created.

A query control is created on the dashboard. For more information, see Create a query control.

2.5.5. Query data based on a numeric field2.5.5. Query data based on a numeric field
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ProcedureProcedure
1. Select  the created dashboard. It  contains the following chart  and query control.

2. Click the New filter icon in the query control. In the Query condit ion set t ingQuery condit ion set t ing dialog box that
appears, configure the following parameters:

i. Set  the query condit ion name to Order quant it y queryOrder quant it y query.

ii. Select  Line chartLine chart  and the order_numberorder_number field to associate with the query control.

iii. When the field type is numeric, set  Aggregation method and Condit ional f ormCondit ional f orm as required.
Display t ypeDisplay t ype is automatically set  to Numerical input  boxNumerical input  box. Supported aggregation methods
include mult iple aggregate functions, variance, and standard deviat ion. Supported condit ional
forms include Single condit ionSingle condit ion, Or condit ionOr condit ion or And condit ionAnd condit ion. In the following example,
Aggregation method is set  to Summat ionSummat ion and Condit ional form is set  to And condit ionAnd condit ion.
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Not eNot e

If you select  Single condit ion for Condit ional form, you can configure only one filter
condit ion.

If  you select  Lock the filter condit ion, you cannot change the filter type on the
preview page.

3. Click OKOK.

4. In the query control, specify the t ime range that you want to query and click InquireInquire. The chart  to
which the query control applies is updated.
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You can associate two query controls. For example, if  query control A and query control B are
associated, when you select  an area in query control A, the province list  of query control B displays only
the provinces in this area. You can also associate mult iple condit ions in a query control. This topic
describes how to configure condit ional cascade to associate query controls.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A dashboard is created.

Two query controls are created on the dashboard, with Display Mode set  to Drop-Down List  (Former
"By Value") and Source set  to Single Dataset. For more information, see Query data based on a text
field.

ContextContext
When you configure condit ional cascade, note the following limits:

Upper-level f ields can control the display of lower-level f ields. However, lower-level f ields do not
affect  upper-level f ields. Condit ions at  the same level can affect  each other.

Not e Not e Assume that query fields specified in query control A are area and product_type, and
those specified in query control B are province and product_sub_type. If  the two controls are
associated, when you select  an area in query control A, the provinces in the area are selected in
query control B. This indicates that fields in query control A are upper-level f ields and those in
query control B are lower-level f ields. All f ields in query control A affects query control B. For
example, If  you select  furniture for product_type in query control A, values such as bookshelf and
table are displayed for product_sub_type in query control B. However, f ields in query control B
do not affect  query control A.

Cascading configuration is not supported on mobile terminals.

You can configure up to five condit ions for cascading.

Condit ional cascade is supported only by query controls that have text  f ields and with Display Mode
set to Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value")Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value") and Source set  to Single Dat asetSingle Dat aset .

2.5.6. Configure conditional cascade2.5.6. Configure conditional cascade
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Different query controls may have the same fields. You can modify the value of Cont rol NameCont rol Name for
easy identificat ion.

Open a cascade condition configuration dialog boxOpen a cascade condition configuration dialog box
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

3. Click the required dashboard.

Not e Not e Condit ional cascade is supported only by query controls that have text  f ields and
with Display Mode set  to Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value")Drop-Down List  (Former "By Value") and Source set  to SingleSingle
Dat asetDat aset .

4. Click the  icon next  to Cascading Condit ionsCascading Condit ions.
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You can also click Condit ional Cascade Conf igurat ionCondit ional Cascade Conf igurat ion in the Set  Query Condit ionsSet  Query Condit ions dialog box.

The Condit ional Cascade Conf igurat ionCondit ional Cascade Conf igurat ion dialog box appears.

Configure conditional cascadeConfigure conditional cascade
Assume that query fields specified in query control A are area and product_type, and those specified in
query control B are province and product_sub-type. After the area and province fields are associated,
when you select  an area in query control A, the province list  of query control B displays only the
provinces in this area.

1. In the Cascade Conf igurat ion It emsCascade Conf igurat ion It ems sect ion, select  areaarea and then click the  icon.
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2. Perform the following configurations:

i. The drop-down list  may contain mult iple provinceprovince fields, select  the one in query control B.

ii. Select  an associated field.

Not e Not e The associated field refers to a field in a dataset. The field is associated with
the area field in query control. In this example, the area field in query control A is an upper-
level f ield and the province field in query control B is a lower-level f ield, and the area field
selected is associated with the area field in query control A.

3. (Optional)If  you want to configure mult iple cascade condit ions for query controls A and B, click
Add Cascade Conf igurat ion It emAdd Cascade Conf igurat ion It em and repeat steps 1 and 2.
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4. After the configuration is completed, click Conf irm and Ret urnConf irm and Ret urn.If  you select  Nort hwestNort hwest  for areaarea
in query control A and select  provinceprovince in query control B, only provinces in northwest China are
listed in query control B.

Modify the conditional cascade configuration.Modify the conditional cascade configuration.
You can perform the following operations:

Rename a cascade configuration item.

When you add a cascade configuration item, the default  name is Cascade Conf igurat ion It emsCascade Conf igurat ion It ems.
You can click it  to rename the item.

Delete a cascade configuration item.

Click the Delet eDelet e icon in the upper-right corner of a cascade condit ion to delete the condit ion. Click
the Delet eDelet e icon in the upper-right corner of the cascade configuration item to delete the cascade
configuration item.

The presentation area of a dashboard supports the following widget types. You can double-click or
drag a widget to add it  to the presentation area of a dashboard.

Standard mode

2.6. Common widgets2.6. Common widgets
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Filter bar

Text  area

IFrame

TAB

Image

Full-screen mode

Text area

IFrame

Image

1. 

2. Not eNot e

3. 

2.6.1.2.6.1.
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5. 

6. 

7. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 
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2. 

3. Not eNot e

4. 
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Not eNot e

5. 

Not eNot e
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4. Not eNot e
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Not eNot e

5. 

6. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

This topic describes how to use a compound query control. It  uses nested OR and AND relat ionships to
implement compound query of charts in the same dataset.

2.6.2. Compound query control2.6.2. Compound query control
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The dashboard edit  page is displayed.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Click the Compound Query Cont rolCompound Query Cont rol icon.

2. Perform the following operations on the Dat aDat a tab:

Select  a dataset from the Dataset drop-down list .

Click the  icon to go to the dataset edit  page. You can edit  dimensions and measures.

3. Click Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or to add fields you want to query.

4. On the St yleSt yle tab, you can perform the following configuration:

Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings: You can set  Show Tit le, Widget Name, and Hide Query Button.

St yle of  Cont rolsSt yle of  Cont rols: You can set  Height of Controls and Show Label Name.

St yle of  FieldSt yle of  Field: You can set  Selector Width.
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5. Click Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or. In the Configure Selector dialog box that appears, select  a chart  for
filter interact ion.

Not e Not e Compound Query Control supports only filter interact ion of charts from the same
dataset. Cascade filtering is not supported.

6. In the Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or dialog box, select  f ilter f ields.

i. Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion to add a filter condit ion under this level.

Search for or select  a field for filtering, change Field Name, specify Filter By, and set  Default
Value.

If  you want to delete a filter condit ion, click the Delete icon next  to the filter condit ion.
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ii. Click Add Relat ionshipAdd Relat ionship to add a relat ionship node to the inner layer of this level.

Click the node of the first  outer layer relat ionship and select  a relat ionship type to replace
the current relat ionship.

If  the relat ionship of the outer layer is AndAnd, the default  relat ionship of the next  layer is OrOr. If
the relat ionship of the outer layer is OrOr, the default  relat ionship of the next  layer is AndAnd.
The relat ionship types of the inner layer and its outer layer are opposite. They can be And-And-
OrOr, Or-AndOr-And, And-Or-AndAnd-Or-And, or Or-And-OrOr-And-Or.

You can click the Delete icon to delete all f ilter f ields and relat ionships for a node.

Not e Not e You can add a maximum of three layers of relat ionship nodes for each link.

7. Click OKOK to complete the compound query configuration.

ExampleExample
Filt er by st ringFilt er by st ring

Data of the string type can be filtered in three methods: Enum - Single Choice, Enum - Mult iple
Choice, and Condit ions.

i. Click the Compound Query Cont rolCompound Query Cont rol icon. On the Data tab, select  a dataset.

ii. Click Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or. In the Configure Selector dialog box that appears, select  a chart  for
filter interact ion.

iii. In the Set  Filt er Condit ionsSet  Filt er Condit ions sect ion, set  f ilter condit ions.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to area, Field Name to area, Filter By to Enum 
- Single Choice, and Default  Value to North.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to order_level, Field Name to order_level,
Filter By to Condit ions, and Default  Value to Matches, L1.
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iv. Click OKOK.

v. Click QueryQuery in the display area of the compound query control. All the charts that are filtered by
the control are updated.

Filt er by dat aFilt er by dat a

i. Click the Compound Query Cont rolCompound Query Cont rol icon. On the Data tab, select  a dataset.

ii. Click Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or. In the Configure Selector dialog box that appears, select  a chart  for
filter interact ion.

iii. In the Set  Filt er Condit ionsSet  Filt er Condit ions sect ion, set  f ilter condit ions.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to order_number, Field Name to order_numb
er, and Default  Value to Greater Than, 30.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to order_amt, Field Name to order_amt, and
Default  Value to Greater Than, 10000.

iv. Click OKOK.

v. Click QueryQuery in the display area of the compound query control. All the charts that are filtered by
the control are updated.

Not e Not e Only values of numeric fields can be filtered. The data is displayed based on the
aggregate method selected for measures in a chart. Assume that the aggregate method of the
order_number field in a cross table is sum. If  you use the compound query control to filter data in
which the number of orders is greater than 30, the cross table displays all data in which the
number of orders is greater than 30 and the aggregate method is sum.

Filt er by dat eFilt er by dat e
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Data of the date type can be filtered by using Shortcut  or Filter By Date.

i. Click the Compound Query Cont rolCompound Query Cont rol icon. On the Data tab, select  a dataset.

ii. Click Conf igure Select orConf igure Select or. In the Configure Selector dialog box that appears, select  a chart  for
filter interact ion.

iii. Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion to set  f ilter condit ions.

Not e Not e If  you filter data of a certain period of t ime, you need to add a date filter f ield
first , and set  Def ault  ValueDef ault  Value to Greater Than or Greater than or Equal To. Then, add the
same date filter f ield, and set  Def ault  ValueDef ault  Value to Less than or Equal To or Less Than.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to report_date(year), Field Name to date,
and Default  Value to Greater Than, 2010.

Click Add Filt ering Condit ionAdd Filt ering Condit ion, set  Filtering Field to report_date(year), Field Name to date,
and Default  Value to Less than or Equal To, 2011.

Not eNot e

iv. Click OKOK.

v. Click QueryQuery in the display area of the compound query control. All the charts that are filtered by
the widget are updated.

You can use a text  area to enter text. For example, you can use this to create the report  t it le.

1. Click the T ext  AreaT ext  Area icon, and a text  area appears in the dashboard display area.

2. Enter text, as shown in the following figure.

You can use iFrames to insert  required web pages to filter web data and browse web pages related to
the current data in real t ime.

2.6.3. Text area2.6.3. Text area

2.6.4. IFrame2.6.4. IFrame
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1. Click the IFrameIFrame icon, and an iFrame appears in the dashboard display area.

2. In the URL input box, enter the URL.

Not e Not e You must use an https URL.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2.6.5.2.6.5.
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5. 

1. Click the ImageImage icon, and an image appears in the dashboard display area.

2. Enter the URL of the image.

3. Configure the style of the image, as shown in the following figure.

2.6.6. Image2.6.6. Image
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This topic describes how to view, share, and transfer a dashboard, make it  public, add it  to favorites,
and configure its security level.

View a dashboardView a dashboard
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

3. On the DashboardsDashboards page, find the dashboard that you want to view and click the  icon.

4. On the page that appears, you can perform the following operations:

EditEdit : click EditEdit  to go to the chart  edit  page.

Export  t o ImageExport  t o Image: Click Export  t o ImageExport  t o Image to export  the chart  data as an image.

Export  t o PDFExport  t o PDF: click export  t o PDFexport  t o PDF to export  the chart  data in a PDF file.

Share a dashboardShare a dashboard
1. Click WorkspaceWorkspace in the top navigation bar. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

2. On the Dashboards page, select  a dashboard that you want to share with others and click the 

icon in the Act ions column.

3. Set  Scope, Permission Type, and Expirat ion Date, as shown in the following figure.

3.Manage dashboards3.Manage dashboards
3.1. View, share, and transfer a3.1. View, share, and transfer a
dashboard, make it public, add it todashboard, make it public, add it to
favorites, and configure its security levelfavorites, and configure its security level
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Not eNot e

In Quick BI Pro and Quick BI Enterprise Standard, you can share dashboards with specific
user groups, specific users, or all users. In Quick BI Basic, you must specify individual users
with whom to share dashboards.

A report  can be downloaded only if  Allow DownloadAllow Download is selected and Permission Type
is set  to View and ExportView and Export .

4. Click SaveSave to share the dashboard.

Make a dashboard publicMake a dashboard public
1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

2. On the Dashboards page, right-click the dashboard that you want to make public and select  MakeMake
PublicPublic.You can also click the  icon in the Act ions column and select  Make PublicMake Public.

3. In the Make Public pane, set  Expirat ion Date and select  Generat e URLGenerat e URL.

4. Click Make PublicMake Public to make the dashboard public.

Rename a dashboard, transfer it  to another user, or configure itsRename a dashboard, transfer it  to another user, or configure its
security levelsecurity level

1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.

2. On the Dashboards page, right-click the dashboard that you want to edit  and select  EditEdit
Propert iesPropert ies.You can also click the  icon in the Act ions column.

3. In the Edit  Propert iesEdit  Propert ies pane, you can rename the dashboard, transfer it  to another user in the
workspace, or change its security level. If  the security level is set  to Prot ect ed (Allow Ot herProt ect ed (Allow Ot her
Workspace Members t o Edit )Workspace Members t o Edit ), other members in the workspace can edit  the workbook. These
members can use the lock function to prevent their changes from being overwritten by other users.
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Not e Not e The dashboard transfer and security level sett ing functions are available only in Quick BI
Pro and Quick BI Enterprise Standard workspaces.

Add a dashboard to favoritesAdd a dashboard to favorites
1. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click DashboardsDashboards.You can use the

following methods to add a dashboard to favorites:

On the Dashboards page, click the  icon next  to the dashboard name.

On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon next  to the dashboard name.

Not e Not e You can click the Add to Favorites icon again to remove a dashboard from your
favorites.

3.2. Save, save and publish, restore,3.2. Save, save and publish, restore,
unpublish, and republish a dashboardunpublish, and republish a dashboard
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This topic describes how to save, save and publish, restore, unpublish, and republish a dashboard.
These features allow users to view only published dashboards. All modificat ions made by developers
are invisible to users until they are published.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console and created a dashboard. For more information, see Basic
dashboard operations.

ContextContext
Dashboards are published automatically after they are saved. If  developers save modificat ions to the
dashboards, users may view the intermediate versions that are generated. To improve user experience,
the save feature is separated from the publish feature, and the unpublish and republish features are
added.

Save a dashboardSave a dashboard
The save feature saves only the current operation. New dashboards are not published after you save
them. To publish a new dashboard, use the save and publish feature. If  you want to update a published
dashboard, republish it .

Save and publish a dashboardSave and publish a dashboard
The save and publish feature saves the current operation and publishes the dashboard. This feature is
available only for dashboards that are not published.

Restore a dashboardRestore a dashboard
After you save your modificat ions to a published dashboard but have not yet  published the
modificat ions, you can use the rest orerest ore feature to restore the dashboards to the latest  version.

1. Select  a published dashboard.

2. Modify the dashboard and save the modificat ions.
The dashboard is in the Saved But  Not  PublishedSaved But  Not  Published state.

3. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon and select  Rest oreRest ore.

4. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Unpublish a dashboardUnpublish a dashboard
You can unpublish a dashboard. Unpublished dashboards are invisible to users.

1. On the dashboard edit  page, click the  icon and select  UnpublishUnpublish.
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2. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Republish a dashboardRepublish a dashboard
After you update a published dashboard, you can republish it  to make the updates take effect. If  "To
Be Updated" is displayed for a dashboard and the dashboard is in the Saved But  Not  PublishedSaved But  Not  Published
state, you can republish it
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Workbooks are available only in workspaces of Quick BI Pro and Quick BI Enterprise Standard. You cannot
create workbooks in personal workspaces. You can add charts and query controls in workbooks only in
Quick BI Enterprise Standard.

Workbook edit  pageWorkbook edit  page
A workbook edit  page consists of three sect ions:

Dataset select ion sect ion

Workbook configuration sect ion

Workbook display sect ion

The workbook configuration sect ion is marked as 1. In this sect ion, you can select  the chart  that you
want to create on the workbook, export  and edit  the workbook, configure the data format and style
of the workbook, and add a query control.

The workbook display sect ion is marked as 2. In this sect ion, you can display data in specified cells in a
specified chart  and reprocess data by using cell references.

The dataset select ion sect ion is marked as 3. In this sect ion, you can switch the current dataset to
another. The fields of a dataset are displayed in the Dimensions and Measures lists based on the data
types preconfigured in the system. You can select  dimensions and measures based on the chart  type.

This topic describes how to create a workbook based on a dataset.

Background informationBackground information
If  you want to perform complex operations on fields, such as convert ing dimensions t o measuresconvert ing dimensions t o measures,
convert ing measures t o dimensionsconvert ing measures t o dimensions, creat ing calculat ed measurescreat ing calculat ed measures, and creat ing hierarchiescreat ing hierarchies,
you must go to the dataset edit  page.

For information about how to create a dataset, see Create a dataset.

4.Create workbooks4.Create workbooks
4.1. Overview4.1. Overview

4.2. Basic workbook operations4.2. Basic workbook operations
4.2.1. Create a workbook4.2.1. Create a workbook
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After a dataset schema is changed, you must reload the workbook to view the new dataset schema.

You can create workbooks only in group workspaces of Quick BI Pro and Quick BI Enterprise Standard.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkbooksWorkbooks.

3. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, click Creat e WorkbookCreat e Workbook.

4. On the workbook edit  page, click the  icon.

5. Select  a dataset. Add required fields in the Dimensions and Measures lists to the RowsRows and
ColumnsColumns fields.

6. Click Updat eUpdat e.
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The fields are displayed in the workbook display sect ion.

Not e Not e If  you want to exchange rows and columns, you can click the  icon, and then click

Updat eUpdat e.

7. Click SaveSave.

Not e Not e If  it  is the first  t ime that you save the workbook, the Save WorkbookSave Workbook dialog box
appears. You must configure the following parameters in the dialog box.

Parameter Description

Name The name of the workbook.

Save To The location where you want to save the workbook.

8. Click OKOK.

You can configure a workbook in the workbook configuration sect ion.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console and created a workbook. For more information, see Create a
workbook.

FileFile
After you edit  a workbook, you can click FileFile and then click Export  to export  the workbook.

EditEdit
You can perform the following edit  operations:

Undo

4.2.2. Configure a workbook4.2.2. Configure a workbook
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Restore

Copy

Cut

Paste

Format Painter

Clear Format

Indent

Unindent

InsertInsert
You can perform the following insert  operations:

Insert  rows or columns to a workbook.

Insert  rows above

Insert  rows below

Insert  columns to the left

Insert  columns to the right

Insert  a dataset to a workbook.

Insert  a chart  to a workbook.

You can insert  the following types of charts: line chart, vert ical bar chart, pie chart, gauge, radar
chart, scatter chart, funnel chart, and polar diagram. For more information, see Insert  a chart.

Insert  an image to a workbook.

The supported image formats include PNG, JPG, and GIF.

Insert  a function to a workbook.

For more information, see Workbook functions.

Insert  a hyperlink to a workbook.

Insert  remarks to a workbook.

Insert  a drop-down list  box to a workbook.

For more information, see Add a drop-down list  box.

FormatFormat

Item Description

Data Format
Set the data format. The options include General,
Date, Number, Text, Percentage, and Custom.

Font and Font Size Set the font and font size.

Bold, Italic, Underline and Strikethrough Configure the text style.

Horizontal Align, Vertical Align, Wrap Text, Merge
Cells, Set Row Height, Set Column Width, Adaptive
Row Height, and Adaptive Column Width

Configure the cell style.
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Conditional Formatting
Add rules to filter data results. For more
information, see Conditional Formatting.

Item Description

DataData
You can perform the following operations on the data in a workbook:

Sort

Filter

Search Data

Group and Ungroup

ViewView
You can perform the following operations on the data in a workbook:

Show or hide gridlines

Hide selected rows or columns

Unhide

Freeze to the current row or column

Cancel freeze

ToolbarToolbar
You can perform the following operations on the data in a workbook.

Operation Description

Paste data with custom formatting.

Copy all of the formatting from one object and
apply it  to another one.

Clear the formatting.

Decrease or increase decimal places.

Specify the font color.

Specify the fill color for cells.

Specify whether to show cell borders and the
border color.

Specify the theme color of the workbook.
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Search for data.

Specify the theme style of a table.

Add a query control

Operation Description

Sheet settingsSheet settings
You can perform the following operations on a sheet in a workbook:

Rename the sheet.

Delete the sheet.

Set  the border color.

Hide the sheet.

Conditional FormattingConditional Formatting
You can click Condit ional Format t ingCondit ional Format t ing in the toolbar and add rules to filter the data results, such as
highlighting the data within a specified range, sett ing an icon for specified data, and adding a data bar.

Add a drop-down list  boxAdd a drop-down list  box
1. In the toolbar on the workbook edit  page, click InsertInsert  and select  Drop-Down ListDrop-Down List .

2. In the Drop-Down List  Sett ings dialog box, add a label for the data item.
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Not e Not e Separate mult iple labels with commas (,).

3. Click OKOK.

Not e Not e If  the message T his operat ion is not  allowed because it  may af f ect  t heT his operat ion is not  allowed because it  may af f ect  t he
dat a of  nearby dat aset s.dat a of  nearby dat aset s. appears, copy the data to another area in the workbook and then
repeat the operations.

Insert a chartInsert a chart
You can insert  charts to a workbook based on the data in the workbook. You can insert  the following
types of charts: line chart, vert ical bar chart, pie chart, gauge, radar chart, scatter chart, funnel chart,
and polar diagram.

1. In the toolbar of the workbook edit  page, click InsertInsert  and select  Charts, and then select  a chart
type.
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In this example, Pie Chart  is selected.

2. In the Select  AreaSelect  Area dialog box, specify the data range for creating the chart.

3. Click OKOK. A pie chart  appears in the workbook.
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Click the chart  and configure the chart  style in the Chart  DesignChart  Design sect ion on the right side. For more
information, see Create a dashboard.

This topic describes how to add a query control to filter your data. This feature is available only in Quick
BI Enterprise Standard.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A workbook is created. For more information, see Create a workbook.

ContextContext
A workbook can have only one query control. You can configure mult iple filter condit ions in the query
control.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkbooksWorkbooks.

3. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, click the workbook to go to the workbook edit  page.You can also click
the EditEdit  icon in the Act ionsAct ions column.

4. On the workbook edit  page, click Query Cont rolQuery Cont rol in the toolbar.

5. In the workbook display sect ion, click the  icon.

6. In the Set  Query Condit ionsSet  Query Condit ions dialog box, configure query condit ions.

For more information, see Create a query control.

7. Click OKOK.

4.2.3. Add a query control4.2.3. Add a query control
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ResultResult
Select  L2L2 for order_levelorder_level and click QueryQuery. The following figure shows the query result .

This topic describes how to search for, move, and delete a workbook.

Search for a workbookSearch for a workbook
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click the WorkspaceWorkspace tab. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkbooksWorkbooks.

3. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, enter the keywords or the creator of the workbook that you want to
search for in the search box, and click the searchsearch icon.

You can specify Publish St at usPublish St at us to narrow the search range.

4.3. Search for, move, and delete a4.3. Search for, move, and delete a
workbookworkbook
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Move a workbookMove a workbook

1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the workbook that you want to move, click the  icon in the

Act ionsAct ions column, and then select  Move T oMove T o.

You can also right-click the row of the workbook and select  Move T oMove T o.

2. In the Move To pane, select  the dest ination directory and click SaveSave.

Delete a workbookDelete a workbook

1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the workbook that you want to delete, click the  icon in the

Act ionsAct ions column, and then select  Delet eDelet e.

You can also right-click the row of the workbook and select  Delet eDelet e.

2. In the dialog box that appears, click OKOK.

Not e Not e If  you want to delete a workbook that is in the PublishedPublished status, you must
unpublish it  f irst .

This topic describes how to save, save and publish, restore, unpublish, and republish a workbook. These
features allow users to view only published workbooks. All changes made by developers are invisible to
users until they are published.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
You have logged on to the Quick BI console and created a workbook. For more information, see Create a
workbook.

4.4. Save, save and publish, restore,4.4. Save, save and publish, restore,
unpublish, and republish a workbookunpublish, and republish a workbook
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ContextContext
Workbooks are automatically published after they are saved. Users may view intermediate versions that
are generated as developers save changes to the workbooks. To improve user experience, the save
feature is separated from the publish feature, and the unpublish and republish features are added.

Save a workbookSave a workbook
You can save only the current operation by using the save feature.

After you create a workbook and save it , the workbook is not published. You can use the save andsave and
publishpublish feature to publish a newly created workbook.

After you modify a published workbook, you can use the republishrepublish feature to republish the
workbook.

Save and publish a workbookSave and publish a workbook
You can use this feature to save the current operation and publish the workbook. This feature is
available only for workbooks that are not published.

Restore a workbookRestore a workbook
If  you save your modificat ions to a published workbook but have not published the modificat ions, you
can use the restore feature to restore the workbook to the latest  published version.

Not e Not e This feature is supported only by published workbooks.

For example, an employee publishes a workbook and the manager gives some comments. However,
after the employee makes modificat ions based on the comments of the manager, the manager prefers
the previous version. In this case, the employee needs to restore the workbook to the previously
published version. To restore a workbook, perform the following operations:

1. On the workbook edit  page, click the  icon in the top menu bar and select  Rest oreRest ore.

2. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Unpublish a workbookUnpublish a workbook
You can unpublish a workbook. After the workbook is unpublished, it  is invisible to users.

1. On the workbook edit  page, click the  icon and select  UnpublishUnpublish.
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2. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Republish a workbookRepublish a workbook
After you update a published workbook, you can republish it  to make the updates available for users.
You can republish a workbook if  "To Be Updated" is displayed and the state of the workbook is SavedSaved
But  Not  PublishedBut  Not  Published.

You can collaborate with others to prepare a workbook. After the workbook is prepared, you can share
it  with others, make it  public, transfer it  to another user, rename it , change its security level, or add it  to
favorites.

Share a workbookShare a workbook
Only workbooks whose Publish St at usPublish St at us is PublishedPublished can be shared with others.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click WorkspaceWorkspace in the top navigation bar. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkbooksWorkbooks.

3. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the workbook that you want to share with others and click the 

icon in the Act ionsAct ions column.

You can also right-click the row of the workbook and select  ShareShare.

4. In the Share pane, configure Scope, Permission Type, and Expirat ion Date.

4.5. Share a workbook, make it public,4.5. Share a workbook, make it public,
transfer it, rename it, change its securitytransfer it, rename it, change its security
level, or add it to favoriteslevel, or add it to favorites
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Not e Not e Set  Scope to All Users, User Groups, or Users as required.

5. Click SaveSave.

Make a workbook publicMake a workbook public
Only workbooks whose Publish St at usPublish St at us is PublishedPublished can be made public.

1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the workbook that you want to make public, click the  icon in the

Act ionsAct ions column, and then select  Make PublicMake Public.

You can also right-click the row of the workbook and select  Make PublicMake Public.

2. In the Make Public pane, set  Expirat ion Date and select  Generat e URLGenerat e URL.
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3. Click Make PublicMake Public.

Transfer a workbook, rename a workbook, and change its securityTransfer a workbook, rename a workbook, and change its security
levellevel

1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the required workbook and click the  icon in the Act ionsAct ions column.

You can also right-click the row of the workbook and select  Edit  Propert iesEdit  Propert ies.

2. In the Edit  Propert iesEdit  Propert ies pane, change the name, owner, descript ion, and security level of the
workbook.

If  you select  Prot ect ed (Allow Ot her Workspace Members t o Edit )Prot ect ed (Allow Ot her Workspace Members t o Edit ) for Security Level, you
must lock the workbook before you edit  it .

Add a workbook to favoritesAdd a workbook to favorites
You can use any of the following methods to add a workbook to favorites:

On the Workbooks page, click the Add to Favorites icon next  to the workbook name.
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On the workbook edit  page, click the Add to Favorites icon next  to the workbook name.

Not e Not e You can click the Add to Favorites icon again to remove the workbook from your
favorites.

On the workbooks page, you can create, rename, and delete a workbook folder.

Create a workbook folderCreate a workbook folder
1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Click WorkspaceWorkspace in the top navigation bar. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkbooksWorkbooks.

3. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, click Creat e FolderCreat e Folder.

4. In the Creat e FolderCreat e Folder dialog box, enter a workbook name and click OKOK.

Rename a workbook folderRename a workbook folder

1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the folder that you want to rename and click the  icon in the

Act ionsAct ions column.

You can also right-click the row of the folder and select  RenameRename.

2. In the RenameRename dialog box, enter a new name for the folder and click OKOK.

Delete a workbook folderDelete a workbook folder

4.6. Manage workbook folders4.6. Manage workbook folders
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1. On the WorkbooksWorkbooks page, find the folder that you want to delete and click the  icon in the

Act ionsAct ions column.

You can also right-click the row of the folder and select  Delet eDelet e.

2. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Database functionsDatabase functions
DAVERAGE: returns the average of selected database entries.

DCOUNT: counts the cells that contain numbers in a database.

DCOUNTA: counts non-blank cells in a database.

DGET: extracts a single record that matches the specified criteria from a database.

DMAX: returns the maximum value from selected database entries.

DMIN: returns the minimum value from selected database entries.

DPRODUCT: mult iplies the values in a field for records that match the specified criteria in a database.

DSTDEV: est imates the standard deviat ion based on a sample of selected database entries.

DSTDEVP: calculates the standard deviat ion based on the entire population of selected database
entries.

DSUM: adds the numbers in a field for records that match the specified criteria in a database.

DVAR: est imates variance based on a sample of selected database entries.

DVARP: calculates variance based on the entire population of selected database entries.

GETPIVOTDATA: returns data stored in a pivot  table.

Date and time functionsDate and time functions
DATE: returns a date.

DATEDIF: calculates the number of days, months, or years between two dates.

DATEVALUE: converts a date in text  format to a serial number.

DAY: returns the day of a date. The day is given as an integer ranging from 1 to 31.

DAYS360: returns the number of days between two dates based on a 360-day year (twelve 30-day
months), which is used in some accounting calculat ions. You can use this function to compute payments
if your accounting system is based on twelve 30-day months.

EDATE: returns a date that is a specified number of months before or after the specified start  date.
You can use this function to calculate maturity dates or due dates that fall on the same day of a
month as the date of issue.

4.7. Workbook functions4.7. Workbook functions
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EOMONTH: returns the last  day of a month that is a specified number of months before or after the
specified start  date. You can use this function to calculate maturity dates or due dates that fall on the
last  day of a month.

HOUR: returns the hour of a t ime value. The hour is given as an integer ranging from 0 (12:00 A.M.) to 23
(11:00 P.M.) .

MINUTE: returns the minutes of a t ime value. The minute is given as an integer ranging from 0 to 59.

MONTH: returns the month of a date. The month is given as an integer ranging from 1 (January) to 12
(December).

NETWORKDAYS: returns the number of working days between the specified start  date and end date.
Working days exclude weekends and any specified holidays. You can use this function to calculate
employee benefits that accrue based on the number of working days during a specific period.

NETWORKDAYS.INTL: returns the number of working days between two dates.

NOW: returns the current date and t ime. If  the cell format is general before you enter this function, it
changes to t ime for the result  of this function.

SECOND: returns the seconds of a t ime value. The second is given as an integer ranging from 0 (zero) to
59.

TIME: returns the decimal for a t ime. If  the cell format is general before you enter this function, it
changes to t ime for the result  of this function.

TIMEVALUE: returns the decimal of a t ime represented by a text  string. The decimal is a value ranging
from 0 (zero) to 0.999999999, which represents a t ime from 0:00:00 (12:00:00 A.M.) to 23:59:59
(11:59:59 P.M.) .

TODAY: returns the current date. If  the cell format is general before you enter this function, it  changes
to date for the result  of this function.

WEEKDAY: returns the day of the week corresponding to a date. The day is given as an integer ranging
from 1 (Sunday) to 7 (Saturday) by default .

WEEKNUM: returns an integer that represents the week number of a specific date in a year.

WORKDAY: returns a date that is a specified number of working days before or after the specified start
date. Working days exclude weekends and any specified holidays. You can use this function to exclude
weekends or holidays when you calculate invoice due dates, expected delivery t ime, or the number of
working days.

WORKDAY.INTL: returns a date before or after a specified number of working days, where weekends can
be customized.

YEAR: returns the year corresponding to a date. The year is returned as an integer ranging from 1900 to
9999.

YEARFRAC: calculates the fract ion of a year represented by the number of days between the specified
start  date and end date. You can use this function to identify the proport ion of benefits or obligations
during a specific period to those in a whole year.

Engineering functionsEngineering functions
BESSELI: returns the modified Bessel function In(x).

BESSELJ: returns the Bessel function Jn(x).

BESSELK: returns the modified Bessel function Kn(x).
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BESSELY: returns the Bessel function Yn(x).

BIN2DEC: converts a binary number to decimal.

BIN2HEX: converts a binary number to hexadecimal.

BIN2OCT: converts a binary number to octal.

COMPLEX: converts real and imaginary coefficients to a complex number.

CONVERT: converts a number from one measurement system to another.

DEC2BIN: converts a decimal number to binary.

DEC2HEX: converts a decimal number to hexadecimal.

DEC2OCT: converts a decimal number to octal.

DELTA: tests whether two values are equal.

ERF: returns the error function.

ERF.PRECISE: returns the error function.

ERFC: returns the complementary error function.

ERFC.PRECISE: returns the complementary ERF function integrated between x and infinity.

GESTEP: tests whether a number is greater than a threshold value.

HEX2BIN: converts a hexadecimal number to binary.

HEX2DEC: converts a hexadecimal number to decimal.

HEX2OCT: converts a hexadecimal number to octal.

IMABS: returns the absolute value (modulus) of a complex number.

IMAGINARY: returns the imaginary coefficient  of a complex number.

IMARGUMENT: returns the argument theta, which is an angle expressed in radians.

IMCONJUGATE: returns the complex conjugate of a complex number.

IMCOS: returns the cosine of a complex number.

IMDIV: returns the quotient of two complex numbers.

IMEXP: returns the exponential of a complex number.

IMLN: returns the natural logarithm of a complex number.

IMLOG10: returns the base-10 logarithm of a complex number.

IMLOG2: returns the base-2 logarithm of a complex number.

IMPOWER: returns a complex number raised to an integer power.

IMPRODUCT: returns the product of 1 to 255 complex numbers.

IMREAL: returns the real coefficient  of a complex number.

IMSIN: returns the sine of a complex number.

IMSQRT: returns the square root of a complex number.

IMSUB: returns the difference between two complex numbers.

IMSUM: returns the sum of complex numbers.
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OCT2BIN: converts an octal number to binary.

OCT2DEC: converts an octal number to decimal.

OCT2HEX: converts an octal number to hexadecimal.

Financial functionsFinancial functions
ACCRINT: returns the accrued interest  for a security that pays periodic interest.

ACCRINTM: returns the accrued interest  for a security that pays interest  at  maturity.

AMORDEGRC: uses a depreciat ion coefficient  to return the depreciat ion for each accounting period.

AMORLINC: returns the depreciat ion for each accounting period.

COUPDAYBS: returns the number of days from the beginning of the current coupon period to the
sett lement date.

COUPDAYS: returns the number of days in the coupon period that contains the sett lement date.

COUPDAYSNC: returns the number of days from the sett lement date to the next  coupon date.

COUPNCD: returns the next  coupon date after the sett lement date.

COUPNUM: returns the number of coupons payable between the sett lement date and maturity date.

COUPPCD: returns the previous coupon date before the sett lement date.

CUMIPMT: returns the cumulative interest  paid between two periods.

CUMPRINC: returns the cumulative principal paid on a loan between two periods.

DB: uses the fixed-declining balance method to return the depreciat ion of an asset  for a specified
period.

DDB: uses the double-declining balance method or some other specified methods to return the
depreciat ion of an asset  for a specified period.

DISC: returns the discount rate for a security.

DOLLARDE: converts a dollar price, expressed as a fract ion, to a dollar price, expressed as a decimal.

DOLLARFR: converts a dollar price, expressed as a decimal, to a dollar price, expressed as a fract ion.

DURATION: returns the annual duration of a security with periodic interest  payments.

EFFECT: returns the effect ive annual interest  rate.

FV: returns the future value of an investment.

FVSCHEDULE: returns the future value of an init ial principal after applying a series of compound interest
rates.

INTRATE: returns the interest  rate for a fully invested security.

IPMT: returns the interest  payment for an investment for a given period.

IRR: returns the internal rate of return for a series of cash flows.

ISPMT: calculates the interest  paid during a specific period of an investment.

MDURATION: returns the Macauley modified duration for a security with an assumed face value of USD
100.

MIRR: returns the internal rate of return where posit ive and negative cash flows are financed at
different rates.
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NOMINAL: returns the annual nominal interest  rate.

NPER: returns the number of periods for an investment.

NPV: returns the net present value of an investment based on a series of periodic cash flows and a
discount rate.

ODDFPRICE: returns the price per USD 100 face value of a security with an odd first  period.

ODDFYIELD: returns the yield of a security with an odd first  period.

ODDLPRICE: returns the price per USD 100 face value of a security with an odd last  period.

ODDLYIELD: returns the yield of a security with an odd last  period.

PMT: returns the periodic payment for an annuity.

PPMT: returns the payment on the principal for an investment for a given period.

PRICE: returns the price per USD 100 face value of a security that pays periodic interest.

PRICEDISC: returns the price per USD 100 face value of a discounted security.

PRICEMAT: returns the price per USD 100 face value of a security that pays interest  at  maturity.

PV: returns the present value of an investment.

RATE: returns the interest  rate per period of an annuity.

RECEIVED: returns the amount received at  maturity for a fully invested security.

SLN: returns the straight-line depreciat ion of an asset  for one period.

SYD: returns the sum-of-years' digits depreciat ion of an asset  for a specified period.

TBILLEQ: returns the bond-equivalent yield for a Treasury bill.

TBILLPRICE: returns the price per USD 100 face value for a Treasury bill.

TBILLYIELD: returns the yield for a Treasury bill.

VDB: uses a declining balance method to return the depreciat ion of an asset  for a specified or part ial
period.

XIRR: returns the internal rate of return for a schedule of cash flows, which is not necessarily periodic.

XNPV: returns the net present value for a schedule of cash flows, which is not necessarily periodic.

YIELD: returns the yield on a security that pays periodic interest.

YIELDDISC: returns the annual yield for a discounted security, such as a Treasury bill.

YIELDMAT: returns the annual yield of a security that pays interest  at  maturity.

Information functionsInformation functions
CELL: returns information about the format, location, or content of a cell.

ERROR.TYPE: returns a number corresponding to an error type.

INFO: returns information about the current operating environment.

ISBLANK: returns TRUE if  the value is blank.

ISERR: returns TRUE if  the value is any error value except #N/A.

ISERROR: returns TRUE if  the value is any error value.

ISEVEN: returns TRUE if  the number is even.
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ISLOGICAL: returns TRUE if  the value is a logical value.

ISNA: returns TRUE if  the value is the error value #N/A.

ISNONTEXT: returns TRUE if  the value is not text.

ISNUMBER: returns TRUE if  the value is a number.

ISODD: returns TRUE if  the number is odd.

ISREF: returns TRUE if  the value is a reference.

ISTEXT: returns TRUE if  the value is text.

N: returns a value converted to a number.

NA: returns the error value #N/A.

TYPE: returns a number indicating the data type of a value.

FORMULATEXT: returns a formula as a string.

Logical functionsLogical functions
AND: returns TRUE if  all of its arguments are TRUE.

FALSE: returns the logical value FALSE.

IF: specifies a logical test  to perform.

IFERROR: returns a value that you specify if  a formula evaluates to an error.

NOT: reverses the logic of its argument.

OR: returns TRUE if  any argument is TRUE.

TRUE: returns the logical value TRUE.

Lookup and reference functionsLookup and reference functions
ADDRESS: returns a reference as text  to a single cell in a worksheet.

AREAS: returns the number of areas in a reference.

CHOOSE: chooses a value from a list  of values.

AGGREGATE: returns an aggregate in a list  or database.

COLUMN: returns the column number of a reference.

COLUMNS: returns the number of columns in a reference.

HLOOKUP: searches for a value in the top row of an array and returns the value of a cell in the same
column.

HYPERLINK: creates a shortcut  that jumps to another location or opens a document stored on a
network server, an intranet, or the Internet.

INDEX (Array): uses an index to choose a value from an array.

INDEX (Reference): uses an index to choose a value from a reference.

INDIRECT: returns a reference indicated by a text  value.

LOOKUP (Array): searches for values in an array.

LOOKUP (Vector): searches for values in a vector.
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MATCH: searches for values in a reference or array.

OFFSET: returns a reference offset  from a given reference.

ROW: returns the row number of a reference.

ROWS: returns the number of rows in a reference.

TRANSPOSE: returns the transpose of an array.

VLOOKUP: searches for a value in the first  column of an array and returns the value of a cell in the same
row.

Math and trigonometry functionsMath and trigonometry functions
ABS: returns the absolute value of a number.

ACOS: returns the arccosine of a number.

ACOSH: returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of a number.

AGGREGATE: returns an aggregate in a list  or database.

ASIN: returns the arcsine of a number.

ASINH: returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of a number.

ATAN: returns the arctangent of a number.

ATAN2: returns the arctangent from x- and y-coordinates.

ATANH: returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of a number.

CEILING: rounds a number to the nearest  integer or to the nearest  mult iple of significance.

CEILING.PRECISE: returns a number that is rounded up to the nearest  integer or to the nearest  mult iple
of significance.

COMBIN: returns the number of combinations for a given number of objects.

COS: returns the cosine of a number.

COSH: returns the hyperbolic cosine of a number.

DEGREES: converts radians to degrees.

EVEN: rounds a number up to the nearest  even integer.

EXP: returns e raised to the power of a given number.

FACT: returns the factorial of a number.

FACTDOUBLE: returns the double factorial of a number.

FLOOR: rounds a number down, towards zero, to the nearest  mult iple of significance.

FLOOR.PRECISE: returns a number that is rounded down to the nearest  integer or to the nearest  mult iple
of significance.

GCD: returns the greatest  common divisor.

INT: rounds a number down to the nearest  integer.

ISO.CEILING: returns a number that is rounded up to the nearest  integer or to the nearest  mult iple of
significance.

LCM: returns the least  common mult iple.
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LN: returns the natural logarithm of a number.

LOG: returns the logarithm of a number to a specified base.

LOG10: returns the base-10 logarithm of a number.

MDETERM: returns the matrix determinant of an array.

MINVERSE: returns the matrix inverse of an array.

MMULT: returns the matrix product of two arrays.

MOD: returns the remainder from division.

MROUND: returns a number rounded to the desired mult iple.

MULTINOMIAL: returns the mult inomial of a set  of numbers.

ODD: rounds a number up to the nearest  odd integer.

PI: returns the value of pi.

POWER: returns the result  of a number raised to a power.

PRODUCT: mult iplies its arguments.

QUOTIENT: returns the integer port ion of a division.

RADIANS: converts degrees to radians.

RAND: returns a random number between 0 and 1.

RANDBETWEEN: returns a random number between specified numbers.

ROMAN: converts an Arabic numeral to Roman in text  format.

ROUND: rounds a number to a specified number of digits.

ROUNDDOWN: rounds a number down, towards zero.

ROUNDUP: rounds a number up, away from zero.

SERIESSUM: returns the sum of a power series based on the formula.

SIGN: returns the sign of a number.

SIN: returns the sine of the given angle.

SINH: returns the hyperbolic sine of a number.

SQRT: returns a posit ive square root.

SQRTPI: returns the square root of a number mult iplied by pi.

SUBTOTAL: returns a subtotal in a list  or database.

SUM: adds its arguments.

SUMIF: adds the cells specified by the given criteria.

SUMIFS: adds the cells that meet mult iple criteria in a range.

SUMPRODUCT: returns the sum of the products of corresponding array components.

SUMSQ: returns the sum of the squares of arguments.

SUMX2MY2: returns the sum of the difference of squares of corresponding values in two arrays.

SUMX2PY2: returns the sum of the sum of squares of corresponding values in two arrays.
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SUMXMY2: returns the sum of squares of differences of corresponding values in two arrays.

TAN: returns the tangent of a number.

TANH: returns the hyperbolic tangent of a number.

TRUNC: truncates a number to an integer.

Statistical functionsStatistical functions
AVEDEV: returns the average of the absolute deviat ions of data points from their mean.

AVERAGE: returns the average of its arguments.

AVERAGEA: returns the average of its arguments, including numbers, text, and logical values.

AVERAGEIF: returns the average (arithmetic mean) of all cells that meet the given criteria in a range.

AVERAGEIFS: returns the average (arithmetic mean) of all cells that meet mult iple criteria.

BETA.DIST: returns the beta cumulative distribution function.

BETA.INV: returns the inverse of the cumulative distribution function for a specified beta distribution.

BETADIST: returns the beta cumulative distribution function.

BETAINV: returns the inverse of the cumulative distribution function for a specified beta distribution.

BINOM.DIST: returns the individual term binomial distribution probability.

BINOM.INV: returns the smallest  value for which the cumulative binomial distribution is less than or equal
to a criterion value.

BINOMDIST: returns the individual term binomial distribution probability.

CHIDIST: returns the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution.

CHIINV: returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution.

CHISQ.DIST: returns the chi-squared distribution.

CHISQ.DIST.RT: returns the right-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution.

CHISQ.INV: returns the inverse of the left-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution.

CHISQ.INV.RT: returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution.

CHISQ.TEST: returns the test  for independence.

CHITEST: returns the test  for independence.

CONFIDENCE: returns the confidence interval for a population mean.

CONFIDENCE.NORM: uses a normal distribution to return the confidence interval for a population mean.

CONFIDENCE.T: uses a Student's t  distribution to return the confidence interval for a population mean.

CORREL: returns the correlat ion coefficient  between two datasets.

COUNT: counts how many numbers are in the list  of arguments.

COUNTA: counts how many values are in the list  of arguments.

COUNTBLANK: counts the number of blank cells within a range.

COUNTIF: counts the number of cells that meet the given criteria within a range.

COUNTIFS: counts the number of cells that meet mult iple criteria within a range.
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COVAR: returns covariance, which is the average of the products of paired deviat ions.

COVARIANCE.P: returns covariance, which is the average of the products of deviat ions for each data
point  pair in two datasets.

COVARIANCE.S: returns the sample covariance, which is the average of the products of deviat ions for
each data point  pair in two datasets.

CRITBINOM: returns the smallest  value for which the cumulative binomial distribution is greater than or
equal to a criterion value.

DEVSQ: returns the sum of squares of deviat ions.

EXPON.DIST: returns the exponential distribution.

EXPONDIST: returns the exponential distribution.

F.DIST: returns the F probability distribution.

F.DIST.RT: returns the F probability distribution.

F.INV: returns the inverse of the F probability distribution.

F.INV.RT: returns the inverse of the F probability distribution.

F.TEST: returns the result  of an F-test.

FDIST: returns the F probability distribution.

FINV: returns the inverse of the F probability distribution.

FISHER: returns the Fisher transformation.

FISHERINV: returns the inverse of the Fisher transformation.

FORECAST: returns a value along a linear trend.

FREQUENCY: returns a frequency distribution as a vert ical array.

FTEST: returns the result  of an F-test.

GAMMA.DIST: returns the gamma distribution.

GAMMA.INV: returns the inverse of the gamma cumulative distribution.

GAMMADIST: returns the gamma distribution.

GAMMAINV: returns the inverse of the gamma cumulative distribution.

GAMMALN: returns the natural logarithm of the gamma function, Γ(x).

GAMMALN.PRECISE: returns the natural logarithm of the gamma function, Γ(x).

GEOMEAN: returns the geometric mean.

GROWTH: returns the y-values for a series of new x-values along an exponential trend.

HARMEAN: returns the harmonic mean.

HYPGEOM.DIST: returns the hypergeometric distribution.

HYPGEOMDIST: returns the hypergeometric distribution.

INTERCEPT: returns the intercept of the linear regression line.

KURT: returns the kurtosis of a dataset.

LARGE: returns the k-th largest  value in a dataset.
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LINEST: returns the parameters of a linear trend.

LOGEST: returns the parameters of an exponential trend.

LOGINV: returns the inverse of the lognormal cumulative distribution.

LOGNORM.DIST: returns the lognormal distribution of x.

LOGNORM.INV: returns the inverse of the lognormal cumulative distribution function of x.

LOGNORMDIST: returns the cumulative lognormal distribution.

MAX: returns the maximum value in a list  of arguments.

MAXA: returns the maximum value in a list  of arguments, including numbers, text, and logical values.

MEDIAN: returns the median of the given numbers.

MIN: returns the minimum value in a list  of arguments.

MINA: returns the smallest  value in a list  of arguments, including numbers, text, and logical values.

MODE: returns the most common value in a dataset.

MODE.MULT: returns a vert ical array of the most frequently occurring or repetit ive values in an array or
range of data.

MODE.SNGL: returns the most frequently occurring or repetit ive value in an array or range of data.

NEGBINOM.DIST: returns the negative binomial distribution.

NEGBINOMDIST: returns the negative binomial distribution.

NORM.DIST: returns the normal distribution for the specified mean and standard deviat ion.

NORM.INV: returns the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution for the specified mean and
standard deviat ion.

NORM.S.DIST: returns the standard normal cumulative distribution.

NORM.S.INV: returns the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution.

NORMDIST: returns the normal cumulative distribution.

NORMINV: returns the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution.

NORMSDIST: returns the standard normal cumulative distribution.

NORMSINV: returns the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution.

PEARSON: returns the Pearson product moment correlat ion coefficient.

PERCENTILE: returns the k-th percentile of values for a set  of data.

PERCENTILE.EXC: returns the k-th percentile of values for a set  of data, where k is in the range of 0 to 1,
exclusive.

PERCENTILE.INC: returns the k-th percentile of values in a range.

PERCENTRANK: returns the rank of a value in a dataset as a percentage of the dataset.

PERCENTRANK.EXC: returns the rank of a value in a dataset as a percentage (in the range of 0 to 1,
exclusive) of the dataset.

PERCENTRANK.INC: returns the rank of a value in a dataset as a percentage (in the range of 0 to 1,
inclusive) of the dataset.

PERMUT: returns the number of permutations for a given number of objects.
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POISSON: returns the Poisson distribution.

POISSON.DIST: returns the Poisson distribution.

PROB: returns the probability that values in a range are between two limits.

QUARTILE: returns the quart ile of a dataset.

QUARTILE.EXC: returns the quart ile of a dataset, based on percentile values in the range of 0 to 1,
exclusive.

QUARTILE.INC: returns the quart ile of a dataset, based on percentile values in the range of 0 to 1,
inclusive.

RANK: returns the rank of a number in a list  of numbers. The rank of a number is its size relat ive to other
values in a list .

RANK.AVG: returns the rank of a number in a list  of numbers. The rank of a number is its size relat ive to
other values in a list .

RANK.EQ: returns the rank of a number in a list  of numbers. The rank of a number is its size relat ive to
other values in a list .

RSQ: returns the square of the Pearson product moment correlat ion coefficient.

SKEW: returns the skewness of a distribution.

SLOPE: returns the slope of the linear regression line.

SMALL: returns the k-th smallest  value in a dataset.

STANDARDIZE: returns a normalized value.

STDEV: est imates the standard deviat ion based on a sample.

STDEV.P: calculates the standard deviat ion based on the entire population.

STDEV.S: est imates the standard deviat ion based on a sample.

STDEVA: est imates the standard deviat ion based on a sample, including numbers, text, and logical
values.

STDEVP: calculates the standard deviat ion based on the entire population.

STDEVPA: calculates the standard deviat ion based on the entire population, including numbers, text,
and logical values.

STEYX: returns the standard error of the predicted y-value for each x in the regression.

T.DIST: returns the Student's t-distribution.

T.DIST. 2T: returns the two-tailed Student's t-distribution.

T.DIST.RT: returns the right-tailed Student's t-distribution.

T.INV: returns the left-tailed inverse of the Student's t-distribution.

T.INV. 2T: returns the two-tailed inverse of the Student's t-distribution.

T.TEST: returns the probability associated with a Student's t-test.

TDIST: returns the Student's t-distribution.

TINV: returns the inverse of the Student's t-distribution.

TREND: returns the y-values of a specified array along a linear trend.

TRIMMEAN: returns the mean of the interior of a dataset.
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TTEST: returns the probability associated with a Student's t-test.

VAR: est imates variance based on a sample.

VAR.P: calculates variance based on the entire population.

VAR.S: est imates variance based on a sample.

VARA: est imates variance based on a sample, including numbers, text, and logical values.

VARP: calculates variance based on the entire population.

VARPA: calculates variance based on the entire population, including numbers, text, and logical values.

WEIBULL: returns the Weibull distribution.

WEIBULL.DIST: returns the Weibull distribution.

Z.TEST: returns the one-tailed probability-value of a z-test.

ZTEST: returns the one-tailed probability-value of a z-test.

Text functionsText functions
CHAR: returns the character specified by a code number.

CLEAN: removes all non-printable characters from text.

CODE: returns a numeric code for the first  character in a text  string.

CONCATENATE: joins several text  items into one text  item.

DOLLAR: uses the $ (dollar) currency format to convert  a number to text.

EXACT: checks whether two text  values are identical.

FIND: finds one text  value within another (case-sensit ive).

FIXED: formats a number as text  with a fixed number of decimal places.

LEFT: returns the leftmost characters from a text  value.

LEN: returns the number of characters in a text  string.

LOWER: converts text  to lowercase.

MID: returns a specific number of characters from a text  string start ing at  the posit ion that you specify.

PROPER: capitalizes the first  letter in each word of a text  value.

REPLACE: replaces characters within text.

REPT: repeats text  a given number of t imes.

RIGHT: returns the rightmost characters from a text  value.

SEARCH: finds one text  value within another (case-insensit ive).

SUBSTITUTE: substitutes new text  for old text  in a text  string.

T: converts its arguments to text.

TEXT: formats a number and converts it  to text.

TRIM: removes spaces from text.

UPPER: converts text  to uppercase.

VALUE: converts a text  argument to a number.
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A BI portal, referred to as a data product, is a set  of dashboards, workbooks, data report ing modules,
downloads, and external links organized in menus with various levels. You can use a BI portal to perform
complex topic-based data analysis with navigation menus.

This topic describes how to create a BI portal.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the Quick BI console, and select  a workspace.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select  BI Port alsBI Port als.

3. Click Creat e BI Port alCreat e BI Port al.

4. On the BI portal edit  page, set  the parameters, and then click SaveSave.

This topic describes how to set  the t it le, upload the logo, and edit  the footer for a BI portal on the
portal sett ings page.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A BI portal is created. For more information, see Create a BI portal.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the Quick BI console and select  a workspace.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click BI Port alsBI Port als.

3. On the BI Portals page, click the name of a BI portal.

4. Click the  icon in the top navigation bar and configure the BI portal.

5.BI portals5.BI portals
5.1. BI portal overview5.1. BI portal overview

5.2. Create a BI portal5.2. Create a BI portal

5.3. Configure a BI portal5.3. Configure a BI portal
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Configuration category Parameter Description

Normal Config

T it leT it le
Customize the t it le of the BI
portal.

LayoutLayout
Select Lef t  And T opLef t  And T op, Lef tLef t , or
T opT op.

T hemeT heme Select DarkDark, LightLight , or Cust omCust om.

LOGOLOGO
Click UploadUpload to upload a logo
image file.
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AliasAlias

Enter a value in the text box
under Alias. The value is
embedded in the portal link. For
example, if you enter 1, the
alias is
http://daily.yunbi.biz.aliyun.tes
t/product/1.htm.

Advanced configuration

Show Subt it leShow Subt it le
After you select this option,
add a subtitle for the portal.

Show Foot erShow Foot er

After you select this option,
customize the footer, which is
displayed at the bottom of the
content page.

Show Menu CrumbsShow Menu Crumbs
After you select this option, the
menu levels are displayed at
the top of the content page.

Cache MenuCache Menu

After you select this option and
open multiple menus at the
same time, reloading is not
required when you switch
between menus.

Configuration category Parameter Description

5. Click the SaveSave icon.

You can add or delete menus, modify menu levels, and specify the menu names.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A BI portal is created. For more information, see Create a BI portal.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the Quick BI console and select  a workspace.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click BI Port alsBI Port als.

3. On the BI Portals page, click a BI portal name.

4. In the left-side navigation pane, click a menu name. Configure parameters on the Menu Conf igMenu Conf ig and
Cont ent  set t ingsCont ent  set t ings tabs in the right-side part  of the page.

5.4. Configure menus5.4. Configure menus
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Tab Parameter Description

Menu Config

Add main menuAdd main menu

Add a level-1 menu.

Not e Not e You can also
drag and drop a menu to
adjust its level.

Hides a menu. If a parent menu
is hidden, its child menus are
also hidden.

If you want to show a menu
after it  is hidden, click the icon
again.

Adds a level-2 or lower menu.

Set a menu as the home page.
When you open a BI portal, this
home page appears.

Deletes a menu.

Menu display nameMenu display name Specifies the name of a menu.
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Content settings

Show menu iconShow menu icon Sets the icon of a menu.

Menu can f oldMenu can f old
Specifies whether a menu can
be folded.

Def ault  f oldingDef ault  f olding

Specifies the default state of a
menu.

Not e Not e This option
can be selected only if
Menu can f oldMenu can f old  is
selected.

Set  t o empt y nodeSet  t o empt y node
If this option is selected, you
cannot set the menu content.

Cont ent  set t ingsCont ent  set t ings

The following content types
are supported:

Dashboard

Excel

Data reporting

Downloads

External link

View modeView mode: The options are
Open in current  pageOpen in current  page and
Open in a new windowOpen in a new window .

Not e Not e This field
cannot be configured if
Set  t o empt y nodeSet  t o empt y node is
selected.

Tab Parameter Description

5. Click SaveSave in the upper-right corner of the page.

You can share your BI portals with other users. You can also edit  the propert ies of a BI portal.
Specifically, you can rename the BI portal, transfer it  to another user, or change its security level.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A BI portal is created. For more information, see Create a BI portal.

Share a BI portalShare a BI portal

5.5. Share, rename, and transfer a BI portal5.5. Share, rename, and transfer a BI portal
and change its security leveland change its security level
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1. Log on to the Quick BI console and select  a workspace.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click BI Port alsBI Port als.

3. On the BI Portals page, find the BI portal that you want to share with other users, and click ShareShare in
the Act ions column.

4. In the Share side pane that appears, set  the expirat ion date and select  the users with whom you
want to share the BI portal.

5. Click SaveSave.

Rename a BI portal, transfer it  to another user, or change its securityRename a BI portal, transfer it  to another user, or change its security
levellevel

1. Log on to the Quick BI console and select  a workspace.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click BI Port alsBI Port als.

3. On the BI Portals page, find the target BI portal, and click Edit  Propert iesEdit  Propert ies in the Act ions column.

4. In the Edit  Propert ies side pane that appears, rename the BI portal, transfer it  to another user in the
workspace, or change its security level. If  the security level is set  to Prot ect ed (Allow Ot herProt ect ed (Allow Ot her
Workspace Members t o Edit )Workspace Members t o Edit ), the lock mechanism is triggered when mult iple users attempt to
edit  the BI portal at  the same t ime.
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Workspace administrators can manage permissions to view BI portal menus.

1. Log on to the Quick BI console.

2. Select  the target workspace. For information about how to create a workspace, see Create a
workspace.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, click BI Port alsBI Port als.

4. On the BI Portals page that appears, select  the target portal and click MoreMore in the Act ions column,
or right-click the target portal and select  Manage Menu PermissionsManage Menu Permissions, as shown in the following
figure.

5. In the Manage Menu PermissionsManage Menu Permissions dialog box that appears, select  the target menu, specify
whether the menu is available only to authorized users, and select  the users or user groups that
you want to authorize. The configuration takes effect  immediately.

5.6. BI portal menu permissions5.6. BI portal menu permissions
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Not e Not e The meanings of values of Available Only t o Aut horized UsersAvailable Only t o Aut horized Users are as follows:

Yes: Only authorized users and user groups can access this menu.

No: All users and user groups can access this menu.

For information about how to create a user group, see Create a user group.

6. Click CloseClose to complete configuring the menu permissions.
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